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CIJAP.l'.ER I
!'BB SE'l1!1.NG AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLDC

In the current f'lowering of l.ate medieval studies the name of
Jean le Charl.ier de Gerson is becaming. increasingly- prominent.
Theol.ogian, preacher, poet, Chancel.l.or of the University of Paris,
major :figure in the great conciliar movement of the early :fifteenth
century-, Gerson occupied a l.eading pl.ace in the great line that l.ed
f'rom William of Ockham through Pierre d I Ail.ly to Gabriel. Biel. and

thus on to the formative y~ars ot Martin Luther. RI.a rol.e in the
univeraity and the church and his theol.oSY" have been illuminated by
.
l.
the thorough work of men such as James Cannol.ly, Wal.ter Dress, 2
Pal.01DOn Gl.orieux, 3 Louis Maurin, 4 and especial.ly of

Ana,nf Combes. 5

l.James Connol.ly, John Gerson: Reformer and 1-lystic (Louvain: Libraire
universitaire, Uystpru;yst, l.928).
21-Tal.ter Dress, Die Theol ie Gersons: Eine Untersuchun zur·
Verbindurll von Nominal.ismus und stik im S tmittele.ter G :teral.oh,
.1931 •
erson und Luther, Zeitschri:rt
Xirchengeschichte (1933),
PP• l.22-161.

·

3of' special. value is P. Gl.orieux's caref'ul. editing of the complete
works of' Gerson. The• :first six volumes of thisI projected el.even•
volume work, which is being published by Desclee and Compa,111', at Par.Ls
~ - , ~ available at this ~ting.
~ s ~ n , Jean Gerson: priclicateur Franicais (Bruges:
Ri,lksuniversiteit te Gent Wrken uitgegeven door de Facul.teit van de
Wijsbegeerte en Letteren, 133; De tempel, in-8", 1952).

5Andnf Combes, Essai sur 1a criti
(three vol.um.es, Par.Ls: Librairie P'nllo
,
_
thlol.ope IJ\\l'Btique de Gerson (Rome : Descl.ee et Socii
Pontif'icii, 1§63).

Ger-son

5•
s

~

2
The particular interest· ot this thesis has been swmnarized in a
statement of the Chancellor himself:

"M;ystic~ theo1ogy- is something

beyond that which is called symbo1ic or proper theo10gy'. 116 A surveyor the theo1og1cal or, more specific~, "spiritual" writings ot
Gerson does reveal this tvoto1d thrust.

He wrote proper or symbolic

theo1ogy, operating vithin ·the ncminal.ist :framework ot his mentoJ"° ancl
spiritual father, Pierre d'Aill.1'.
this into D1¥Stical theology-.

On the other hand he vent beyond

This the·s is will inwl.ve an anal1'sis

of the tvo strains ot his theo1ogical writings.

It will furthemore

investigate possible .reasons tor this development ancl ask whether
Gerson himself saw a poBBible- synthesis ot the via propria with the
via nustico.. 7·

..

6

Jean le Charlier de Gerson, Oeuvres compl\tes, edited by P.
Glorieux (11 vols.; Paris, Tourna.1, Rome, New York: Descllfe & Cie,

1960--), III, 252.

1the question of Gerson'a philosophical viewpoint is not within

the scope ot this thesis. Gerson has traditional}¥ been considered a
nominal.1st, but more recent}¥ this has been questioned, especially
on the basis ot the assumption that nominal.ism and ~ticism are
mutually incompatible. Reinhold" Seeberg, for example, held that D1¥stical
theo1ogy applies the same epistemological principle to Goel that the
nom:lnalists o.ppJ.¥ to natural objects. Reinhold Seeberg, Lehrbuch der
Dolll'l'.engeschichte (Leipzig:· A. Deichert 'ache VerlagsbuchhancUung,
1913-1911), III, 675. Etienne Gilson, Bernard Bess ancl J. B. Schwab all
held that Gersan -,,as at least sympathetic to realism, it not a realist
himself. E. Gilson, La philoso~e au moyen age (Paris: ~ , 1925).
B. Bess, "Gerson, J~. CharlieK Realencykl.onlclie :tUr protestantische
· Theologie und Kirche, edited by Herzog-Hauck (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs'sche
Buchhandlung, 1899), v, 613. J. 'B. Schwab, Johannes Gerson Professor der
Theologie und Kanzler der Universitlt Paris; eine Monographie {Wurzbourg:
n.p., 1858), p. ~ . James Connolly :maintained that Gerson was tr:,iJJg to
bannonize the two systems. James Connolly, John Gerson, Reformer end
· Mystic (Louva.in: Librairie uniwrsitaire, Vystpl"IJ¥&t, 1928), PP• 285-286.
Still more recently', Keiko Obeman hlUI aousht to reattizm 1.Mt Canon
can ~ be called a n01111inal.iat. Ba at.a ted, vith regard to Oeraon•a

3
The problem of historical clevelopaent is crucial in the case of
Gerson.

, .

.

Andre Combes, who hos been the most meticulous student or

Gerson in the twentieth cent:ur,r, emphasizes this point "VeJ:1" atronsl1':
It is necessary, in the first place, to reject the
treating of Gerson as if', forever tlie same, he had
alwoy-s hSld the a~ theses and counseled the same
actions.
Care:f'ul consideration or the historical context is the -very essence
of his program as he an~es the mystical theology of the Chancellor:

In the
Gerson
and to
pl.aced
to try
as the

second place, it is ·necessary to stop judging
from the point of view of' an abstract teaching,
stop judging the theses as an enduring enunciation
under cover of the accidents of history, 1D order
to consider the "sivens" of the problem uacgl-Y
protagonists of the drama haw handled thf:11•

1eysticism, that "penitential 1eysticism ••• cannot obl:y' be adjusted
to nominalistic preouppositians, but :forms a natural complement to
this type o:r scholastic. thousht." Heiko Obeman, The Harvest o:r
Medieval. TheolOflY (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1963),
p. 339. The most thorough treatment of the CJ.uestion is in Andnf
Combes, Jean Gerson: Col'ID!C!ntateur Dionysian (Paris: Vr:Ln, l.940).
Combes present.a an in depth anacy-sis of Gerson I s lfotulae super guaedam
verba Dion.ysii de coelesti hierarchia, 011 the basis of which he establishes Gerson's early thought-pilgrimage and also his relationship to
his mentor Pierre d I A:llly. In any case, the author of this thesis
is of tl,le opini011 that Gerson I s ccmcern was theologl.cal not philosophical..
He used philosophical. aziument in the _
i nterest of his call to repen-

tanc,.

8Andre' Combes, La the'ol.ogie i3atique de Gerson (2 vols.; Roma,
~urnai, Paris and Bew York:' Descl e et Socii Eclitores Ponti~cii,

1963-1964), I, 202.

9Ibid., P• 203.

------·- --

.

___,.__.,

Indeed, it appears that in la.ter lite Geraon'a penitential. mysticism
was replaced by' an essentiaJ.istic type of mysticiam.10 For reasons
such as this, it will be necessar,y to quality the essenti~ synthetic
approach of the thesis with a consideration of the historical. situation in which Gerson found bimaelf'.
~ t is proposed then, is to concentrate upon the development of
Gerson during his university' period without referring to the work of'·
his later years.

The division is natural.. Until 1408 Gerson vaa

occupied pr:Lmarily' with his work as , Chancellor of the University' of
Paris. ~rel the end ot this period and especial.ly' after 1408, he
was drawn more and more into churchlytcpol.itical. a1'1'airs, and his
concern vas no longer only' the ref'om of the University. but al.so the
resolution ot the schism.

It was before 1408, and espec~ during

the years 1402-1408, that he produced many of' his great spiritual.
writings.

From l.408-1415 little in the VB¥ ot such writings came

from his pen. Then, beginning with a number of' sermons, he embarked
on the second stage of' his product.1v.l.ty.
The plan is t:l.rst to ask what 1110Wd Gerson to develop

a JQ'Stical.

theology in addition to his proper or symbolic theoloSY• The core
of' the thesis 'Will be an ~ s i s of' the v.l.a ;eropria and the

.!!!

n,ystica.
The concluding section 'Will deal with poasible evidences of' a
theological ·synthesis of' tbe two wap in Oerson's writings.
The principal. clocumenta to be. examined are the

10oberman, P• 333.

tollow:l.ns: ·

I·

5
De

consiliis evarJGelicis et statu pertect.i onia

De comparatione vitae contemplatiw.e ad actiwm
De vita spiritual.1 anima.e lectiones sex
Contra. curiositatem &tudentium lectiones d~
De theo1ogia m;ystica lectioneli sex

De theo1ogia 11\Y'&tica practica
Spiritua Domini (sermon)
The omission of La montaee de 1a contemnlation 1'ran the list.
of main sources may- be surprising. ·But this work; written b;y Gerson
prior to the writing of De theo1ogia 5(Stica lectiones sex, adda
little to our understanding of his DJ¥Stical. theolaa. 11 With two
exceptions, these principal sources are all clear~ dated beman
1401 and 1408.12 De consiliis evnngelicis -et statu pertectionis
appeared no later than 1415, and possibly ear'l.ier. 13 The da~ing of
Notulae suner quaedam verba Dion.ysi:i. de Coelesti H:i.erarchia, to which
some reference will also be made, bas ~ s e no~ been ~rmiDed,

but it is obvious~ cast in the same
works on m;ystical. theoJ.osi~ l4- It

~

~

of reference as the two

have been a set of notes in pre-

paration: for De .t beo1ogia mystica lectiones sex. ~e sermon Spiritus
Domini, dated 1416, ia the one work which plainJ.T ~s beyond tlle year

14-08. Cam:lng at the conclusion of Gerson's "arid.ii period, ' this sermon
. ll

Combes speaks of it as notbizJg 1110re than a rough ~ . C0111bes,
. . ·

La thtfologie mystique de Gerson, I., 120.

12oerson! Oeuvres campl~tes,

m.,

ix-ld-1 •.

1 3xbid., X., 128.
14cambea gives as tentative the, date .14-00. .I n Jean Gerson:
comilientateur Dion.vaieD: (.Paria1 Vrin,. 19Zl,O), P• 420.

6
is so sicnificant for an analysis of the relationship 'betveen

~

proprie. and .via mystica that one must include it. It is a kind of
link between the ear]¥ and the later :years.

,,

'
I

CHAP.I!ER II

BEASONS :roR GEBSOlf IS ''DUAL" THF.OLOGY
The Tradition of Pseudo-Dionysius

It one asks vb¥ Gerson taught

two

''ways," rather than integrating

his theologizing into one lmitied system, the answer must first ot all
be that this was the tradition which he had inherited ":f."ronl Pseudo-

Dionysius.1 Thus, when he stated as the first consideration ot his
De theologia D\'(Stica specul.ativa, •~stical. theoloSY' is something

2
beyond that which is called I symbolic I or 'proper'," he :immediately
revealed to the reader that this 1a, after all, 1n the tradition of
Pseudo-Di~ius:
For thus blessed Dionysius, instructed by- Paul who was
Qware ot the divine secrets, handled each separately
under its proper title. For when he had written about
symbolic theoloSY', which uses p'b1'Bical. comparisons applied
to God, that He is .a lion, a l.ight, a lamb, a stone, and
the like, according to which God is called "of evel'Y' name"
{.Oraninom:J.:wjl ; and when he had moreover dealt with proper •.
theology, in which on the basis of the affective powers

.

.,

1 Dicmy'Bius the Pseudo-Areopagite was probabl.¥ a native of Syrta
living in the l.atter half of the 5th cent'Ul"Y' at the earliest. A neoPJ.atonist who in the Middle Ages was regularly confused with Dionysius
the Areopagite mentioned in Acts 17:34, his m;ystical. writings prof'oundly inf'.luenced medieval theology-. Cf. Jos. Stigl.inap-, 11Dionysius
the Pseudo-Areopagite/' in The Catholic Encyclopedia (B.Y.: The
Encyclopedia PreBB, Inc., l.913), V, 1.3-18.
2Jean l.e Charlier de Gerson, Oeuvres Com'Dl~tes, edited b_7 P.
Glorieux (ll vol.a.; Paris, !rournai, Raa:e and Bew York: Descl4'e &
.Cie, l.960--), III, 252. For the sake of cJ.arity, the lectures on
JQ'Stical. theo~ ot l.402-3 Yill be called De the~ia :myatica
speculativa; the companion document, ccmposed in l.
, is titJ:ecl
De 5YStica thealogia practica.

)

8
discerned in creatures, especiQ]J.y those more· capable
of perfection in external relationships I we rise to
affinn certain things concerning God, namely that He
is a thina, and life, from whom the exi·stence,. lif'e,
etc. of all things is derived--then· he added a way- of
finding God that is better than the rest. It proceeds
throogh abnes~~ and extra-mental proJection
·
(excessus :nxmtA as d.f God is se~ in a divine cloud••
that is, in the concealed and hiclden place where He
makes darlmess His hiding plac~.-3
l-lhile Gerson apparently understood Ps~o-Di~sius 1;o have
posited three distinct theologies, 4 it is diff'icul.t· to trace such

a

threefold distinction in Gerson's own writings. He stated in the
second proposition of De mystica tlieolopa apecul.ativa tha't mystical
theology rests upon inner experience, while the other two theologies
proceed from outward ::lmpressiona. 5 In practice he appears to have
allowed the symbolic and the proper to move together and fuse into
one theology, which one IDB¥ rightly c&l.l t.he "proper," or!!!
nronria--to which is opposed the inward, the via m.ystica.
Quite apparently, the medieval. theologians in the tracli,tioli of
Pseudo-DiOD¥sius felt a lack in their symbolic or proper theology.

It

dealt oral¥ with symbols intended to mediate a: relationJhip betw=
God and man, but failed to enable ma,n to win through experienti~
to the very essence of the Godhead. D:l:a_s atisf'i~d ~th a God-relationship mediated to h::lm by symbols, man sought ~o "so· bqond" and app;-oach

.

the throne of God, advancing into the ·tremendum, touching the

'

.

' .

9
hiddenness.

Gerson, concluding his def':l.nition of mystical theology,

referred to Isaiah for evidence:
heedill8 this, one oi' the prophets ex.claimed with the
decJ.aration: !rruly you are a hidden God. Isaiah 45:15.
!rberetore, this book is entitl.ed "Concerning l4¥stical
!rbeolos,. 11 1'Yqst1ca1., 11 however, is interpreted as
"hidden. 116
Thus ~stical theol.og;y sought to reach beyond the incarnational and

penetrate the absol.ute.

One senses here a direct parall.el between

"proper" theol.ogy- and the conception 11de patentia ordinata, 11 v.Lth
a corresponding parallel between 11\YBtical theol.oSY' and the conception
"de :potentia absol.uta. 11 In "proper" theology-, God is revealed in
symbol..

His power is harnessed to an. outward, ~al.ed order. In

mystical theology- God is hidden.

Bia power is absol.ute and

unknowable.
Gerson, then, in deali!Jg with •tical theol.oa as .a discipline
that vent be70nd orcli.nazy theol.oSY', was follav.Lng
he had inherited.

a

tradition ,rhich

Indeed, this division in the thecµ.ogy- of the

M:l.ddl.e Ages, the consciousness o.f

1;he

~piritual. inadequacy- of proper·

or symbolic theol.OQ' and 1ihe concaaitant attempt to go beyond to a
theol.oSY that voal.d fill the wid, is one ot the most· strik:lng
characteristics of :the religious thought ottbe period.
?vstical !rhe010SY' as an Instrument of Reform .
But in Gerson' a hands m;ystical. theol.ogy- gained a nev function.
It was· for h:liD a method b;y' •w hich he s0t1g:trt; to counteract -some of ·the

l.O
abuses at the University- ot Paris.

He saw-1:;here an arid intellec-

tual.imn and a barren theoloSY' which was inadequate~ an ~ression
of the Chn.at~o.n faith.

He fel.t that the heart

ma, 1;o

pl.ay' its role,

and it was precise:cy the tradition of' m;ystic~ theo108Y' ·which presented

.

.

itself to him as a possibl.e sol.ution to -t he rel.igiqus probl.~s of the
By- grounding this theo1oa in human psychology' ancl b,y' emphasizing

day.

'I

the a:ff'ective powers of the soul, he was abl.e to .add to his own
"proper" theo1ogy a theoretical. and practical. mode ot attaining the
kind of warm relationship to God for which he and others y-earned; and
which voul.d. stand in opposition to the barrenneBB ot Paris- intellectualimn.

!l!he lecture series Contra curiositatem studentium and: B!_

mystico. theologia sneculativa are to be underst~ both as ·presenting
Gerson's idea of a theolOBY" of reform and as an attempt to institute
a reform mowment at the 'Oniver_sity of' Paris.•
·~e ·Onset ot· the :Reform Endeavor
Gerson had delivered his lectures De v.l.ta spirit~ animae from

.

Januar,y to Ju:cy, 1402. ~ere is. no
the9].ogy to be fOWld. in this work·.

~

.

than a hint of a m;ystical.

During the winter J.402-J.403 the

Chancellor clel.ivered. the series of' lectures which constituted his f'irst
major·m;ystical. ~reatise, De theo1opa m;ystica specul.ativa, his formal
attempt at suggesting-the solution to the spiri.tual problems which ~re
-vexing

the imiversity.

One cQ.DDOt,. of course, dm1r 't;he conclusion

that the_De thealogia m;ystica• s"Decul.ativa was cQJJCeiwd Budde~ "t;etveen
July 1402 ~d the vinter .of that ~ame J'Ct&r.

Om;t ca.Ii concl.ucle that the

y-ears 1400 to l.403 vere an extremel,T creative peJ1,od in Gerson'• l.if'e.

ll

For several years. the Chancellor had been preoccupied with the wrk
of John the Baptist. He had delivered a pair of lectures on Mark l
and 2, the first of which has been lost. !rbe second ot these has
. been dated October-December 14m. by' Glorieux.7 There followed a
number of lectures and treatises, all of which grew out of the
account of John the Baptist's preaching. Notable among these are
the De distinctione verarum revelationum a falsis, on Mark 1:4 and
the

du"Plici logica, on Mark 1:5;. These are both dated lfovemberDecember 1.li-01.8 The essq De comoaratione v::Ltae contemolativae ad
De

activam, also based on Mark 1:5, is ~ted in the same' months. 9 Works
such as these laid the groundwolit for what was to be the true onset
of Gerson'& reform endeawr, the .Contra curiositatem studentium. The
latter

111lq'

well be regarded as the first part of a tril.oSY" composed,

in addition, of the two great treatises on ~tical. th~l.oSY"•

In

Contra curiositatem studentium is to, be f'~d both Gerson' s ref'ormator,y purpose and hi~ anwsis of.

t~

ills which beset the university,

together with some, indications of' the author's· owli place 1n the
phil.osophic mil.ieu.

•

!rh.e call to repentance

Gers.o n introduced his call to repentance in Contra curiositatem
studentium with a _grand se:rmom.c sweep reminiscent o:(! jo~ the :Baptist,

7Ibfd., I, x.

8rud.
9Ibid.

12
whaa he held in his mind' a eye •10 The nub of the human problem and
its solution are an~ed brie:f'ly:
Thus rational man af'ter sin is like a worthless servant,
answerable for the crime of lese majesty, cast- into the
exile of this vale of misery and thrust into the gloomy
prison of corrupt, stinking f'lesh. There, sitting in
dnrkness, he does not see the light of hea.ven unless he
is first reconciled by VB¥ of repentance, which -we
•
correct~ call the p·ortress who frees us from the bonds
of sinG, and by whose mediation the light of f'aith can
shine more clear~ to the scni1.ll

.•

Cut off' f'rom the light of heaven by sin, man is unable to approach
God

unless the way- is prepared thro'USh penitence. 12 Penitence

precedes faith in the same way- that the purging of' a field precedes
sowing, and the VB¥ healing of the eye precedes vision of light.
!rhen., however, f'aith is necessBJ:7, since without f'aith it is impossible
to please God.

Birt this faith must work itself' out in deeds and.

opera.to through love, because faith without works is deac1.13
With this program outlined in simple terms--repent, believe,

1~
theological formulation of repentance v1ll be dealt with
in Chapter III.

11Ibid • ., P• 225.
12combes misinterprets here vhen he BB¥S of the above passage,
''La ~ e r moment de la r4torme gersonienne consiste ~ rappeler A
des thiologiens ivres de si,&:ul.ations transcendentes, que ce n'est
pas sur la terre que 1 1 on peut 3ouir de la V:S,sion ~atifique." He
breaks off' the above quotation at 11vic1et," thus complete~ losing the
implication o-r- the "nisi reconcilietur • • • " Cf. An4n Combes, !!!,
th,ologie. tlistig.ue de Gerson (2 wl.s.; Rome, Tcnmiat, Paris and liew
York: Desc
et Socii Editores Pont1f'1c11., 1963-1964), ~, 43.

e

13aerson, Oeuvres Completes, III, 226.

- .... .. -

13
let f'a.ith work through love--Gerson turned passionatel,1' upon his
hearers:
Do you therefore wish to believe the Gospelt Do you
desire to see the light of' heaven? Do you want to be
borne from the lo-~st depths of' prison to the higher
regions Y I know you do. !J!heretore obey the

of' Christ and repent.

preachf~

And thus believe the Gospel.

·

But while the appeal was to believe the Gospel., Gerson' s emphasis
was upon penitence produced by- the threat of hell.

There are, he

said, three courts of' cliv.l.ne judgment: this present lif'e, purgatory,
and eternal. hell.

He expatiated on the horrors of' hellfire, and

noted that f'or this reason Christ our ._1w1ge admonishes man to repent
and believe the Gospel; f'or whoever does not repent here with men, will
repent with the demons in the fu1iure.

15

,

The Chancellor's remonstrances_give insight into the evils of'
the day':

some f'elt that it was foolish to af'f'lict onesel.f' with

penitence instead of' see~ honor and vol.uptuoua pleasures.

Same

excused themselves because they despaired of' getting rid of' a bad habit.
Others pointed to the serious sins of' their fellows.

still others

pJ.eaded the clitticulty' of' mak1ng satisf'action. ~e order of' the day,
Gerson continued; was not to haw order, the f'aith was not to have
!rhe siDgle• root of all this evil

f'aith, the goal, to avoid a goal.

is the original corruption of nature or t h e ~ of' the members or
the law of' sin, whatever name it is ·given.
'

14ntd.
1 5nid., P• 227.

And its ultimate nature is

pride, which is the source ot avarice and J.UX\11"7 and vain curiosity.
But the foundation of penitence is humiJ.ity- and the root of faith's
humiJ.ity is subjection to God.16
~refore pride is to be done away-.

Se.a:cy', tµe t'l-uits of' pride

o.nd ~er sister, envy-., are to be seen especially among the schoJ.astica.
out of these twin evil.a grow curiosity, stubborn i~depenclence
I

[ singularitns], out of' which in turn deveJ.op contention, dispute,.
impudence, stubbornness, defense of' error, J.ove of' one's own understanding, fierceness of opinion; then, scandal. and contempt of' the
simpJ.e.

Such, so:l.d Gerson, were the evil.a of the da¥--especi~ among
1
the achoJ.astics, and most particuJ.ar]y among the theol.ogians. 7.
~he attack upon the university schol.ars
The theoretical. principle of Gerson• a. attack is outlined in his
ti•r st proposition: PbiJ.osophic inquir,y is· not abJ.e ~o aclvance into
the immensum.18
_The capabilities of natural knowledge are outlined thus:

.

Thus the leading of the natural. reasoning power gets to
the· point where it is known that there is one God, the
chief' and ·r u1er of' all, who gives exl.stence and lit~ to·
all things. ~ - some He gives more clearly, and to othe.rs

'J.6:n,id.,

229.
- .P•p. 230.
18:n, . P•
l7Il>id. ,

id.,

23]..
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indeed, more obscure:cy. Ever since the creation of' the.
world his invisible nature, name:cy, his eternal P0'!f(!r
and deity-, ·has been clear:cy perceived in the things
tho.t have been made.19
Mo.n is duty- bound to remain within the limits imposed upon him.

There

are certain things which he is nat qualif'ied to investigate on his own,
le·s t he bee~ lost in his own thoughts f.µld his heart be darkened.

'\

'

T"aus, questions relatiJJg to the origin o~ the ·earth, or concerning the
incarnation and the other articles of' f'aith, cannot be kn~ out of'
the experiences of' the philosopher, because they- are situated

~

the

f'ree will of' the Creator. 20
T"nis does not mean that the articles of'. f'aith are contrary to
natural. philosophy', but that they- are not attainable without revelaticm. 21
T"ae root probl.em is simp:cy that philosop!J¥, f'indiJJg God to be the prime

mover, does not discern His total freedom bat b1nda Him-to natural lav.
T"ais is one of' the key- thoughts of' Qerson: ·
At this point scmeone will respond•and sq that 'al.though
philosophic reason finds that God is the prime mover and
the f'irst cause and ·the goal of' all. things, it still does
nat find that He operates treei¥ by- the freedom of contradiction, but more by- natural necessity and by- a certain
individual character of' that goodness of' H:l.s which is shed
abroad. This, I assert, is the total anci particular root
of' the errors iJi those· who philo.sophize, who on the basis
of' the 1mmob1lity of'· the order ~ ~e um:verse--~sof'ar as

1 9Ibid. The Scripture ~f'erence is to Raman& 1:20.

-

20
Ibid.
~id., PP• 23].-2.

this has been cletermined•-think they can conc1ude
that the cause moving all these things is n o t ~
:l.mmovabl.e--for this they' understancl correctly--'bltt
that He 1a bound to act 1n a given VB¥ and is imabl.e
to ordain clif'f'erently'.22
Such people, who tl"Y' to limit the free vUl of God by binding it to
a natural. necessity, are the ones of whm the apost1e spoke when he
said that knowing God, they did not glorify him as God.23 Whoever
tries to investigate what baa not been reveal.eel is in clanger of
fal.ling into the abyss. Far better the hum:ll1ty which responds
. .
to the 11\Y'Steries of 1ite with the confession, "I c1o not knov; God
knows, and the one to whom God w111 want to reveal. it.

Bellew the

Gospel and it suf'tices. 1124
Thus

Gerson regarded God as a tatall,1' tree agent, unbound by

aey natural. law.

Man c~ knov cml.,¥ a few

things about God on the

basis of his natural. powers, and &JJ11;hing beyond :muat come by reveia-·
tion.

Man's duty is to accept that :revelation, repent, and believe

the Gospe1.
C1osely' related to this l.1miting of God's :l'reedom of which Gerson
complained was the activity of the f'ormal.izantes, who, seneral.1¥

...
,I

speaking, vere the foll~rs of Dims Scotwi.

.

.

It should be emphasized

that Gerson did not ~onclem them oat of hand, nor can he simply' 'be
interpreted as an • ~ of Scotiam.

22~-, P• 232.

--

23nid.
24nia., P• 233.
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1-lha.t was it that the f'ormal.izantes vere tryins to do? !rhey were

.

bringina a great variev of' new texma to, beo.r, endeavoring to aid the
intellect in intuiting the quiddities of things. They sought in this
way to strip the quiddities of' ob.1ects of' their accidents of' place,

time, and the like, thu& presenting the bare quiddity to the

fqe"

of'

the mind. To this Gerson save his hearty approval.. 2 5 · For this

•.

)

end~avor was related to the principle of' abstraction which he was to
utilize in his mystical. theolOQ".
What Gerson did object to was the mald.ng of' countleBB actual

( ex parte m) distinctions, rather than recognizing that the anal.1'sis
of' an object ot sight or thought into its caaponent parts is merel.1'
something that goes on in the mind. !rbus, it is a "given" f'or every
metap~sics t~t God is the very ul.t:lmate in simplicity'. Yet the
attempt was being made to ~ e B'1m into actuai components:
It God's unity' is granted, what need is there to·
separate; divide, put together and split. apart, [ex
pa.rte. rei, as they- slJ¥l that very ~rfectl.1' unified
essence by VB¥ of' metap~sical. forms or quiddities or
rational. ::tdeais, or in aey one of' a thousand imagined
· W&¥S 7 Wb;y. do this ex pa.rte rei, as they- sq, and, not
on the bQ.sis of the intellect I s banclling .o t these
thingst26

Gerson was here not ·attacking Scotus himse~ so much as those who had
gone far beyond 'him:

Hol1' God, hOlf IIIBDY' precedences, how JDIIDY' pressing
matters, ~how lll&DY' signs, how Jll&DY' moc1al.1ties
[? modeitateal, how 11111Q" definitions do some make

,,
25Ibid. P• 241.
1
26zbid.-, p. 24a.
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distinctions about--beyond Scotus! Rlght now a
thousand books have been f"illed with such niD.tters,
so much so that the long lif'e of men hardly sutti~!ia
to read them, not to speak of understanding them. i!J
Moreover, these contentious indiv.Ldua.1a,. while calling ·a 11 vho
did not agree with them "termlniats," went a.round cmpounding even
longer congeries of terms.

28

Specifically', Gerson had in mind Jean

de Ripa, aJ.thoush at one point he mentioned Scotua himself critic.ally.
He felt that Ripa was in error, and was f'llrthel'l!lOre otte.nded bY" the
extreme leamedneaa of his writing.

The latter apparently bQasted

that anyone incapab1e of understanding his language must be dull.
This aroused Gerson•a ire.

Hov then could Ripa expect

young people

to understand! Theologians vho are eager to repent and believe the
Gospel will pay more attention to the knowledge that ·edifies tha,n to
that which puff's up. 29 llere one sees emerging_Gerson• a great c.o ncem
f'or the apiritua.1 well-being of the l)E!ople~ and his distaste for
a.ny;t;hing that smacks of haughty erwlition.
But to continue his analysis:

What c~d be identified as the

source of these illaT Part of' the pro'bl.em, Gerson felt; stemmed from
putting too :mw:h stress on the pagan philoliophe~. Thia led to .a .
da!Jgeroua erudition in matters of theology·, and :to the awiclauce of'

2Tnia.
28n1d.

29n1a.,, P•

243.

l.9
penitence and bel.iet. 30 Gerson al.so singled out Av.l.cenna and AlGhazali as disturbers of the theol.ogicol. peace, because of their
use of' the pr.lncipl.e ex uno inquantum unum non urovenire nisi unum.
!rhis led them to posit that onl,1' a single second intell.igence can
be caused, by a first.

This in turn led some Christian philosophers

into the error of positing distinctions within t~ divine essence-not real distinctions., to be sure, but distinctions ex natura rei;
o.nd many fel.t that there is no difference between a

.!!!:! distinction

and a distinction ex natura rei.31
!t'be Chancellor also singled out Plato as a source of current
problems., for in his theory of abstraction be posited eternal. um.versal.s outside tbe soul and outside God. 32 This approach had led some
of the Christian ~sophera into error, tor they had posited eternal
quiddities of things, outside the human s~, vbich are not Goel, nor
are they produced by God, nor producible by B':lm., nor amd.hilable by
Him.
time

This is cl.early- contrary to the Paris Articles elating from tbe

ot V:I J11 am of Paris and :Bonaventure.

33

~

3011Func1amenta nimio studio ·a ccipere a pbil.osophantibus paganis.,
curiositas est 1D theol.ogica erudit:Lane periculosa., et tanquam
ademptrix poenitentiae et credulitatis evitanda,. !l!radunt bi qui can-

verso.tionem et doctrinam Origenis conscripserunt., quad nimls biberat
de aureo cal.ice :Ba.byl.onis, callcem :Ba.byl~s aureum., pbil.osopbiam
non qualemque, absit, sed pbil.osophiam Gentilium appela,ntes. 11 .™•,
PP• 245-6.

•

-

31:a,id., p. 246.

3211Rursus Plato "VOlens abstrahere quidclitates a motu et a materia
et tempore et loco et ceteris extrinsecis., ~suit ideas rerum aetemas
s.icut ideam hau:ln1fil separatam quae erat qu:ldclitas aunium haminum.,
ideam boni et universalla realla extra antmam et Deum aeterna:., ai verum
sit quad ei :lmponitur. ~ ~ • .
•
·

-

33n:J.d.
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!l!hus, in his general criticism

of the pride, idle curiosity

and divisiveness prevalent at the University ot Pa.ris Gerson singled
out three hi6h]¥ disturbing philosophica1 opinions:
1. Some were limiting God's :treedam b,Y trying ·to bring
Him

2.

into the framework ot natural law.

Same philosopher-theologi~ were coming dange~
close to positing rea1 .distinctiozis in ~•a essence.

3. The

view had been espouseci by some that eternal

quiddities ot things exist apart f'rom God and at the
some time outside '\ihe human ·sou1. ·!I!bis is ot course
closel.1' related to n\Dllber 1 ·above.

In view ot the common allesatio_n that nam:f.nalism
and. ~sticism are
.
mutuol.ly ·exclusive.34 it should be emphasized that even nav, on tbe
brink ot presenting his first lectures on speculative JV&ticism,
Gerson betrD¥ed a clear]¥ nam:lna1istia orientation·.

HI.a denunciation

of conditions a1; Paris, while they IDB¥ have been directed against
certain otf'springs ot nominaliub ·were clesiped not to 'UDclercut but
-t o support the z:iam::lnaJ :I stl.c. system.

In· point o~

tact,

Gerson vaa: f'undamentBLcy uninterested in the

niceties ot philosophic debate, even thcNgh he was or.ten·. drawn into
it.

B'e was not- mald.ng propasancla for 811¥ particular school' ot philo-.

sopq.

In tac:t, lie sugge_s ted that the solution to current philosophic

problems might ultimate]¥~ touud ::l.il the wrk .o t St. Thomas

21

Aquinas. 35 He sav himself' as a theologian whose obligation it vaa to
deal. with the thingG which edify'.36 He had no patience with erudition
'

f'or its own sake, with self-conscious awnt-garde-i~, w:Lth itching
ears.

Philosophical specul.ation and the nice questions it raised were

peripheral. matters f'or him, except vhere they- touched upon the crucial
issues of' theology.37 Thus, conscious of' the \Dlity- of God, he ob.1ected
to the "neo-Scotiats" vho did not merely use distinctions as tools f'or
human understanding but sought to divide God into various quiddities
ex parte rei.

He ob.1ectad to a philosophic approach which vou:Ld detract

from the sovereign freedom of God and make B1m sub.1ect

principl.es.

.

to overarching

He felt constrained to criticize the pagan philosopbera

who found absolute ideas existing outside of' God, neither produced nor

3511Forte

controversiam totam solveremua, distinctione f'acta de
analogia hujus naminis, ens, quae tam late a sancto Thana, supra .
quartum Metaphysicae 1n principio ponitur (S. Thomas Aquin, In Meta. ~hysicam Arist. rv, Lectio I.), ut ad possibilia et ob.1ectal.1a, 1mmo
ad nega.tianes et privatianes eam di.cat extendi, sicut Gregorius
complexe sipii'icabilia ad tertium entitatis modum resolvere conatua
est. Ita forte contrarietas de relationibus .an sint res distinctae
veJ. non, concordaretur ex facile, apud i,llos qui non tiqD contendere
quam verum quaerere parati sunt. 11 ~ - , pp. 246-2J,.7.
36 11Postremo amnibus anissis quae chri~ianam• pietatem vel
ottendunt veJ. non aediticant, paratiores simus poenitere .e t aredere
Evangelia, quam 1n talibus pl.us aequo item.pus atterere • • • • Finis
autem praecepti eat cari~s de corcle puro et conscient:ta bona., et
fide nan ticta, a quibus aberrantes converai 'BUllt in vaniloquium,
-volentes ess.e leg:l.s doctores., non intelligente-s neque quae loquunturneque quae af'timant." Ibid., p. 247. The reference is to I
~1]1" 1: J,.-7.
37In De dupliCi logica, Gerson remarked that theoloSY' has its
and that it is a current weakness when theologians al>Pl¥
themselves to 'nude log:Lc. 11 Ibid., PP• 59, 62.

own logic

.

-
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capable of' annihilation by Him, f'or. this too detracted from the
sovereignty' of' God.

Thus Gerson opposed philosopliica1 conceptions

which he believed 'obscured the gl.01'1' of

God;

At the 'time vhen he delivered the lectures Contra curiosita.tem

.

studentium Gerson had al.re~ begun to present the structure of' the
spiritual Ute of a Christian in tema of the v.la pronria, especi~
in De vita spiritual.i animae. Be had · anal.,1Zed and spoken prophetic ~ against the self-centered intellectualism of the university'.
This was the first step in a planned program of reform which Gerson
hoped to institute.

Be intended to appeal to the scholars and students

01" the university' to forsake empty intellectualism and. pursue the path

of penitence. Therefore, havins presented his critique of' the current
situation, he gave premise of' his plans f'or the future.

Be remarked

that the 'lucid unde~ding of' those things which are beli~d from

.

.

the Gospel are· to b.e gained· through ,penitence rather :tliru! tlirough human
investigation; and this clear and w:l,~e understanding is. ·specific~
mystica1 theoloa. 38 Therefore Gerson intended next

to

take up the

question, in a series of' public lectures, ''whether in this earthl,1'
pilgr1mage God is better known through penitence of' the attec~ive
pawer than· by the -1 Jivestipting 1ntellect. 1139 This at~pt to chpnge·
· the ·m:Lnds. and he~~ of' bis hearers was to ·be the h,art of' his retom.

~avor at

the .~ versi~.

38:cidct.,

----

39nd,4.

P• 21,9.
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The purpose ot this chapter was to seek reasons tor Gerson• s
use ot the two wqs in his theology, the via propria and the
nw:stica.

~

It has became apparent that this method was a part of the

tradition.which he had inherited, and that the tracl1tion J118¥ well
have developed as Christians sought a deepor relationship with God
tho.n the via symbolica or vio. propria, as these were underatoocl,
afforded.

But the specific occasion which led Gerson to "go 'beycmcl"

into ~stical theolOQ" was his desire to reform the university by
leading its members BW&¥ frm "vain curiosity," by wq of penitence,.
into a meaningful relationship with God.

CHAP.l'BB III
THE VIA PROPRIA IN GEBS<B

Groundplan ot De Vita S"C>irituali Animae•
The lecture series De vita spirituali animae., which Gerson
del.ivered January to Jul¥ 11&.02., affords an e~ellent entree into the
author's spirituaJ. theo10SY'.

!!!he treatise resulting tram this aeries

was dedicated to Pierre d •Ail.l,1'., who had asaisted Gerson in preparing
one of the lectures.

!rhe plan ot the work waa outlined in a letter to

d 'Ailly in which the author stated that he used as the theme o:r the
work Paul's statement., "In B:lm we live and move and have our being
(Acts 17:28)." Gerson un~erstood this to •an that we ;1ve in God bythe 'Vivification ~t arace; we mow in Him." and toward ·mm by- good works;
we are in Him in a kind

ot quiet contempl.ation. !rhe first ·o ccurs :i.n

the baptism ot water or ot tire, the second in· the struggles ot the
pilgrim., and ·the third in 11the .conaolat1cm of angelic ministration."
The f:l;rst is true of al1 who· liw under grace., the beginners; the
sec~d :[s true of the more proficient; and the third is true of the
perf'ect.1
One can see in this plan for the. De vita Gerson I s attempt to

.

bring together the total experience of the Christian:

the ess•ial

1Jean Gerson., Oeuvres Canp].~tes, edited by- P. Gl.orieux (11 vols~;
"Paris, !rourna:1_; Rama and ll'ev ''X'Qrk: Deacl.4e • Cie, 1960--)., II., 611..

grace which makes him n member of' the household 'Of God; the. ·Chr-ist:lan
life with all its trial.a and its attempts to lift ac~ordiag_to Goci•s

will; and f:1na1J¥ the contemplati'V1!1 life whel'f!in a mo~ sure confidence
is to be found. But while Gerson was- he~ apparently encleaVQr.l.ng to
establish a kind of' pattern which would incorporate all bis thi~ng
regarding the spiritual. lif'e, the trea-tise De v.l.ta is by no means the·
balance~ presentation which he had · outlined thematica1J¥. Most of' it
is devoted to the seconcl part of' Paul's -statement, "In him • • • ve

move."
It should al.so be emphasized that this tre_a tise 4,oea not cover the
J11¥&tical. theolOSY' at all.

Combes asserts:

Briefl1', nothing in the V lita7S fpiritualil tends :toward the·
Mystica just as it is. Bothing in the MY:stica; presents
itsel.f' as the logical. outcCllll.8 of' the v. s. Even when the
elements appear to be common, they are radicaily different.
However much we lmow that Gerson i• the author ot both, it 2
voul.d be more normal. to attribUte them to cl;l.ttarent J.uthors. ·
It my be that Combes has overstated t~ case, and that· hints of' the
theology that "goes beyond" can be found in De vita~ Bat it is

apparent that this· docimi.ent is a major atatemnt Qf' ~raon's concttption of' the via ;propria. Its content v1ll be, ~ e e l 1n the· fol.lowing
pages.3

2Andre" Combes, Essai sur la er.I.ti
sbraeck 'D&r Gerson
(Par.Ls: Librairie Philoaophique .J . Vr:l.n, l 5 ~ III, 119. C~s i~.
so certain of' this that he cannot accept the cust=-r.v. clati~ of'
De :vita (Januar.,-Jul.¥ 1402), which Glori~ cloea accep(; in· his new
eclition.
3tJn1esa speci:f':l.cally' stated athemse, al1 ref'e:r.ences to Gerson •·a
rn wi,ll.. 'be to De v.l.ta spirituali an1mae.

•own vork in the rest; ot Chapter
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!l!he Four Lives ot the ~nima Rationclis·

A closer analysis of the four livea ot the rational. soul prQVides
the basic outline of Oerscm' s proper theoloSY".
In the first place, Gerson stated that ;t is correct to understand
the words., "In him we live and move and have

m ~q,·" in a natural

sense., because it is God who vivifies and preserves ever,y li'Ying th:l.ng.4
!l"nis life of nature in the soul is defined as "the purity of essence
with the integrity of its powers. 11 5 C.o rrespondtng· to this life is a
form of deu.th, which is produced by original. sin. OrigiDBl. sin, to
which Gerson also gave other names, incJ.ucling "the tyranny

·o t

the

members" and the "law of sin," either amiihilates or distor1;s the·
1

first life. 6
:Because of the destructive effects of _original. aiD :upon the first.
life, the · li:te ot grace is necea&a27.

!rbis is produced by the ~rkiq

of t h e ~ Spirit:
!!!he second life is the life of grace, so named because the
Holy Spirit--who by H:l.a deem:I.~ worthy' and His benevolence
gives life to the a~ so that it is empowered for the· third

4aerson, Oeuvres Conml~tes, ·I;CI, JJ.4~
5

.!!!!!•, P• ll5.

.

6.,Bam est mors naturae quae fit seu per annihilationem-ejuatotaJ.em., seu per abl.ationem eorum quae naturae auae debita aunt, aeu
per 1.mntl.ssionem contrariorum babituum prohibeDtjum liberum exercitium
hujus v.Ltae, q1JMD1acJmodm e·s t pecca'j;um ori~e ~od f'cmes mort;ia
dicitur et tyramNS membrorum et l~ peccati et a quo provem.unt
cetera incamnado, ,it debilitatio virium, ignorantia, hebetmo et
silll:llia etiam post baptismum." ~ • , p. 116. Of. particular interest
is the statement that the ettectQ of origiDal aiD··coDtinue even after
bapt1811l.

27
life, which mu:;t still be discussed--o.cta in advance
to plnce justifying grace into the soul as a certain
necessa:ey concordance with regard to the law. But
prior to this life is the li:l"e of' nature--its material
subject, so to speak. 7
.
The lite of' grace is the work of' the lfDly Spirit through baptism:
Mow baptism is that most prof'ound infusion and sprinkling
of' grace end other powers, which washes and makes suitable
the soul to which the Holy Spirit inspires end gives liis
own lite and movement and essence. 8
A f'orm. of' death corresponds to this lite also., naaly the loss of' the
harmony- which exists in the presence of' saving grace.

does not remain where this

hal'lllOny'

The Jroq Spirit

is lost. 9

When an individual. has been granted spiritual lite by' the Hoq
Spirit, he will live a lif'e of' meritorious ac1?icm.

This then is the

third lif'e of' the soul, correspondiq to the "move" of' the Acts

paaaege:
For the rest, by the third· lif'e I understand nothing
other than the meritorious or obliging action derived
f'ran this (aforesaid) lite of' grace, as an:, activity
at &11 of' a living pers'o n is called its second lif'e by'
the Philosopher, r> de Anima.l.O .
True to his pattem Gerson noted a death 1n this connection also,
namely the cessation :f'rm necessar,y good works, which ultimate~ causes
the Holy Spirit to J.eave.
I

7~-, P• ll.5.

8n1d.,

ll.4.
- P•P• ll.6.
~- P• ll.5.
ll.nid., P• ll.6.
9

,.

...
l.O;a,ia..,

ll.

.I
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Finolly, the Christian~ arrive at a situation of confirmation

nna stabilization, which is tho fourth lite:
Finol.ly, the f'ourth lif'e 1& not so much another l.1f'e,
properly speaking, as it is an estab1ishing and
strengthening of the first two lives. It occurs either
on the earthly pilgrimage[in via.]throusl} an abundance
of spiritual. charisma which keep the soul fro1lL the
contrar,y death, or in the homeland in a conclition of
beat1tuae and stab1e f'elicity.l.2
This corresponds to the "have our being" of Acts.

(Rote that this

fourth 11l.if'e 11 is naturally the third spiritual "lite" of which Gerson
speaks.

The natural. lif'e is listed as an antecedent to the three

spiritual lives.) The c·oroll.ar,y death, aompl.eting the pattern,
wul.d be the sin which is mortal.. l.3

.

It should be apparent .that the VG¥ of sal.vation was never static
in Gerson's thinking.

It was e ~ what the word implies: a 1181'

which man goes, al1181'S striving,
retrogressing
i t not progressing.
.
.
I

Stepwise the Christian st1ves to ascend, tram "mere" state of' grace
to meritorious living to stab1ilizat1on ancl confirmation. To be 1n a
state of' grace is theoreticall.¥ suf'f':l.c:ient f'or aal.vation; but to rest
comf'ortably 1n this state of' grace withCNt further striving voul.d be to
invite its l.aBB. !rhe ultimate goal. of atab111zation can occur in two
1181'&:

either at the aonB1m11Bt1on, or 1n some cases, when a Christian

1n this l.i:f'e obtains certain cbariama which protect him. f'rcm the

l.2n,1d., PP• 115•116.
1_3 n1c1., p. ll.6.

';
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correspondi113 death.

14

The latter concept is me~ ment1~e4 here

mid not; developed.
Thus Gerson conceived of the Ohristimi as a person who is in a
tension bet·ween the forces of life and death. 'O rdinari~, assurance
of final salvation is not Y'8't his.

Hi.a task is to strive onward

toward a deepening relationship to God and a strengthened. conviction
of his salvation. This is the claasic stance of the vJ.ator, whom
Obe:man defines as:

One who has not yet completed his journey- either to the
nev Jerusalem or to eternal damna.t~on. He bas no e:ngent
knowledge of God, but i 's gependent on his sense ··
knowledge and his faith. 1
Gerson used the custcmaey distinction .between vie.ton:s mid _comprehensores.

In De consiliis evangelicis et statu pertectionis he vrote :·

"The viatores, comprehensores, perfecti viri, inciuientes and
uroficientes ditter· in their lave tori God. 1116 ApparentJ.7 two sets ·of
terms are involved at this point.

The first. set are the vJ.atores and

the comprehensores. The v:l.atores can be broken dawn into two further
classes, the incipientes and the proficientes. The incipientes then
correspond to the first spiritual lite and the proficientes · c·orrespozid.
to the secand. spiritual life. The come:ehensores

are equat~d with the

pertecti viri and correspond. to the third spiritual lite, v~ch is

.

1L
..
~ • , PP• 115-116.

15Heiko Obe:man, The lfarvest of -Medieval. Tbeol.op' (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1§63), P• 476.
·
16aersan, Oeuvres Comp1~tes, III, 13■
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achieved in the vorld to come, or possibly, ·a nd pres~bly ·in rare
cases, here on earth. !rhe viator i:a the sub~ect of Gerson•s concern.
The Spintual Li:te in !l'e:ma of Faith, Hope alid Love
Gerson de:r.Lned the life which the Ho~ Spirit

voru

in the

individual in terms of faith, hope and love.
Faith
Faith is a great miracle because it rests upon hidden and
inevident truths, in aclditim to or even contrary to ~1;ural ~aacm,. 11
Therefore it runs counter to the wisdom of the Greeks- and is i
stumbling block to the Jevs.

Hence the· apostle c~a it

"the sift

of God • • • lest aey one should boast. 1118
· This statement has deep sipifl.canc.e for Gerson. As

.

&·

_protlgl

of d 'Aill,¥ and a follower of the nam:1 naJ i st line, his view of natural.
theoloSY" was severe~ limited.. As has '.been noted, Geram ·took up t~e
question in detail in his lectures Contra vanam curJ.ositatem studentium,
when he locked horns vith the intellec'b1UL11Blll :prevail~ at the Um.vel"!!
slty" of Par.La.

He stated then that philosophic speculation errs vhen

it seeks to go beyond 'its limits am1 ·p enetrate into the 111miDeDB'imL."
The Incarnatim and other art;~ales of faith are pzec_
i s~ that--art;icles

at~.
lTibid., P•

-

3.26.

l8:n,1c1., P• 121•
.
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GerGon gave a clear presentation of his conception of faith in
his Declara.tio verito.tum quae credendae sunt de necessitate salutis
of ·about 1416. He defined three aspects
of faith
in this· document:
.
.
faith as an infused habitude, faith as an act and faith aa an acquired
habitude. !['he infused habitude inclines one to believe the Cathol4c
truths. !t'he act is a true and certain assent to the Catholic truth,
proceeding out of•ini'llsed faith. '!he acquired habitude is a true
o.nd certain habitude which is acquire~ '.by' hearing the word of Christ.
It is called "true" to differentiate it :from. error, "certain'' to
differentiate frail opinion and "acquired" through hearing the wrd of
Christ to differentiate from science, art, wisdom and the intellect.

Gerson then went on to point out. an.other. use of the· concept "~th, 11
namel.1' its obJective 'c haracter as the assrega.tion of truths which are
believed.19 !rhus he ,mderstood faith to be an assent to the Catholic·
truth which is revealed in the vord of Christ, which assent is DBde
possible by the infused habitude of :l"aith.
Since the source of the Catholic f'aith is the word of Christ,
Gerson• s understand1ng of Biblical interprd;a-tion and the relationship between Scriptural an.d churchl.1' authority is of considerable importance.
In the Declaratio veritatum he discussed the true and proper literal
sense of Hol,1' Scripture and the matter of authority:
~ first·level of truths to be believed is the entire
~an.on of sacred Scripture. and th~ individual truths which
are l i t e ~ asserted in it. !l!hus it is obvioual.1' incompatible vith f'aith for anyone :to dissent stubbornl¥ ~

.

19Jean le Charller c1e Gerson, Opera 0Jlln1a, edited by L. E. Du Pin
(Antwerp: n.p., 1706), I,. ~, c. In all references to this edition,
the Raman numeral. refers to the volume; the Arabic numeral. refers to
the col\DIID; the letter re'!9ra to the section vithiD the column.
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anything contained in that Scripture accordina to the
understanding of the Hoq Spirit, which 'i s truly and
properq the liternl sense. If reason for this is
required, Matt. 5:18 &Uf'f'ices: "For truly, I sey to
you, till heaven and earth pass~, not an iota, not
a dot, will :pass ~ from the law until all is accomplished." Later on (24:35): ' ~ , I s,q to J'OU,
heaven and earth will pass awrq, but m:, vords will not
pass away. 11 It is certain, moreover, that the canon
of the Bible is the law of God acqui_red through revelation, and its literal assertions rest upon this single,
literal foundation. Al1 revelation from God is true,
and because sacred Scripture is di~eq revealed byGod, in each of iM parts it is the Word ot God which
cannot pass o.wq.
.
Thus one finds in aera·on both the conception of one literal., valid

sense of Scripture, and a clearcut statement ·of his underatana1ng
of the totality- of Scripture as given b,y' di'Yine revelation.
!rhe Chancellor also put a great deal of stress ~pon the authori-tyof Scripture in its relationship to tradition.
ment of Augustine, "I

wuld not

He approved the state-

believe the Gospel it the authority-

of the Catholic Church did not compe1 me," but nade the f'.oJ.l.owing
counter-statement:
although on the otper hand it could be a{lid, I woul.d
not believe the Church it the authority of sacred
Scripture did not constrai~ me. And so in both respects
and on both sides the reciprocal ·and llll1tual authorityconfirms itseit. 21
·
T"nis statement was made in the throes · of Gerson I s in'V01.vement with tbe
Great Schism. But he ~d· also limited the force of Augustine's famous
statement in De 'Vita aPirituali an1nae _w hen, af'ter q'U0ting it, he added:

20nid., I, 22, B•
. ·21 Ibid.,

q.
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For in that ver.r place he understands the Church as
the primitive congregation of those f'aithf'Ul. who. saw
and heard Christ and ·v ere His vitnesses.22

Thus he imitated thsl. a arging ot Scripture and traclition in the
primitive congregation is the source of revelational authority.
But Gerson recoanized that faith is more than assent to revealed
truth.
detail.

In a sermon on John 8:Ja6 he carried out his thought in greater
He stated that there are three ld:ncls

and feigned.

ot faith: liv:lng, dead

To have a liv.l.ng faith is to believe the truth of God

and to love and tear H:l:m.

Without this faith there is no merit. A

deacl faith is one which accepts the truth of the Gospel. without
performing works as a result, and without :l"ear.l.ng and 1m.ng God.23
The ":reigned" f'aith is one which is not f1m and falters in time o:l"
temptation.24

Thus Ge:rsm clicl not consider 1'a1th me~ the bal,:l1;ude or ac~ of
assent to doctr.l.ne.

.

Be he1d tbat U. it is to be truly alive and

meritorious it JIIU&1; be active in love.

To· have faith-is to believe the

truth of Goel and to lave and :l'ear Him through the a:l":l'ective power.-

For Gerson 1'a1th was a living, ·v.1.taJ. thing, out of which proceeds a
1ife which refl.ects the l.ove ot an indiv.Lc1ual. for Goel and for his
fellowmen.

22oerson; Oeuvres Compllrtes,

23cerson, Oper~ Omnia, III,

·24n,
:.,_j!.,

110'7, A.

m,
uo6,

139.

D-llQT, A.

Hope

Hope i& the second member of the trilOSY'•

Gerson spoke ot the

Apostle Paul, in the flood of' hwmn f'ragilit:, and vicissitude, vriting
triumphantly of' the love of God from which nothing can separate him.
The soul can f'ind qui~ and rest because God sives it hope. 2 5
Love

The third and most important f'actor in the trilOSY" is love,
'Without which faith and hope are nothing.
One

~

to set at the crucial pa.rt pl.qed by caritas in Gerson• s

theoloSY" is to begin by investigatins his analysis of' the four states
of' mo.n:
1. T"ne orisinal. condition of man. !rbis is :fihe original.
righteousness of' man, whether v.l.ewed as a g1:f't superadded to his nature or as part; of' the nature i tselt.
~his invol.ves al.so man's initial risht, derived clirectly
f'rom God, to have dominion over nature.

26

2511eeterum non minus est in ipsa spei certitwline miraculum. !l'am
qualiter, obsecro, inter tot f'luctus humanee fragilitatis et v.l.cissitwlinis incertissimae potest dicere al.iquia cum Apoatolo: certus sum
quod nee mors nee vita, etc. me separabit a char:l.tate Dei quo.e est in
C"nristo Jesu. Qua.liter inter haec potest ita certif'icari anima et
quietari ut c10l'mire dicatur et requiescere in idipsum quoniam singu].ariter
eam in ape constituit Dominus; quemac1modum pulchre declarat Bernardus
super Cantica,. super ill:o: introdwd.t me rex in cubiculum 8UUJll (Cant.
2, 4): cogita ai potes et q...tum potes; tu hie ease miraculum srande
f'ateberis. . (Bernardus, Se:mones in Oantica, sel'Dl0 23 (PL 183, 886)).
Goraon, Oouvres Oomnl.Msaa, :c::c, )J!1.

-

26n1a., P• 145.
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2. Even in his fallen state, man has certain natural
git'ts--but not the grace that saves (gratia gratum
f'aciens). Thia ability, which occurs on wrious
levels, is the foundation ot cin.J. order. Gerson
stated that "It is concerned 'With the relationship

ot masters to servants, fathers to sons, husband
to wives, and the like, also

among

unbelievers and

sinners. 1127

3. In the third. state God gi-ves caritas, ·which is the
grace that saves.

This is trul.¥ called a dona.tio

because bY" it occurs the adoption of sons .-28 This
is the evangelical. ld.nsdm or the kingdom of grace,
as opposed to the civil kingdom.

4. F:l.nally there are those other g:l.t'ts of God which
pertain to the state ot nature gl.or:l:fl.ed and cantirmed. 29

Thus Gerson presented the tour states of man. Ot ~atest concern
is the kingdom of grace, where caritas seems initially to be a · git't ot
grace, a given tram Gocl--and then, as a result of this given, is viewed
aa one of the three. theol~cal. virtues.
objective and

a aub.1ective

:tt therefore has-both an

side: the ob.1ective git't and the sub.1ect1w

36
response.

God araciousl.y accepts fran men those thing~ which t~ey, have

in fact received from His hand.30

Thus one has arrived at the very' center of' Gersonis conception Qf'
the via propria. To possess love

:[s

to be_in the kingdom of' grace, for

love and its canmandments are the vital perfecting pr:l.ncipl.e of' the
Chrilitian lii"e, wherein God ·p erfec~ and intin!ately unites the believer
to Himself'.

It is on the basis of' this

.811' that· Christians can. say,

"In Him :we live and move and have our be~. n3l- Gerson .gave three
reasons f'or the preeminence of' love.

In the f'.irst pl.ace, it is ~be

constitutive element of' the C"nristian lif'e and peri"ection, because it
more perfectly' unites the Christian vi.th the perfecting principle
itself', namely' God.

Secondly, the Christian life consists of theolo-

gical and moral powers, and 1,he most perfect and perfecting of these
is love.

!rhirdl.y, love is the 1'ul.filling of' the· law~ 32 Low ·as the

porf'ectine; pr:l.ncipl.e, the highest of th~ theological virtues, the
height, end, goal and c~pl.etion of' the entire law and Gospel, is
therefore the ful.f'illment of' what is initiated in faith and hope.
A similar subject-object relationship

occurs

in connection with

the concept juatitia. Justice is in the f'irst pl.ace God's treely' giving

3011quasi videl:icet DUillisma legitimum sit caritas clans pretium
actibus nostris per quos ex clignissima condescensiono. Dei mereanmr cum·
eodem de regno coelorum cum f'oenore multo. Et· quamquam amnia quae
damus eidem sint de auo et susceperimus ea de manu sua- et ita propr:l.e
dare nequimus quid pro quo, mb1l mdnus ipse totus desiderabilis ·
acceptat bona DQstra ex val.ore huJusmodi mmd.amatis tamq~ _n o~ra
11
e,ssent appropriate et non sua. ~ 3libid., P• 10.
32.rbid., PP• 10-ll..

· to each person what

1■

hia, not Gilt of'··clebt but out of a moat f'ree

condeacena1on. 33 All clependa upon God I a good vUl., 1D which Jua1;1ce
1D

the dual aenae of ~hteousneaa and Jdncmeaa is fomicl. 31+ Thia

.1uat1ce reata princi~ 1D the ~ther but ia aha.reel by the San and

HolT Spirit. 35 .
l3ut .1uatiae ia tranaf'erred to man 1D ·terms of'

)

.

.

a ,habitude

ancl an

action. rt ia then defined as "a habitude or something like a habitude
which conf'oms to 41v1ne .1uat1ce [juatitiae] and imitates it by participation, and. .1uatice

~

ia the act or usage or effect of such .1uatice

(,1ustit1ae] • 1136 The · pattern is f"emfJ1ar1 like caritaa, .1uatitia is
tranaf'errecl to man and becomaa hia habitude ancl action.

Aa one voulcl

anticipate, Gerson hel4 tbat man can haw four clitterent kinda of
.1ustitia:

(1) ~ J (2) tbat vhic~ ~ • not. aaw, in ~he area of

ciT.Lc righteousneaaJ (3) aa'Yf.DgJ ancl (4) that which bel.cmga to the
ldngclam of' sJ,o17. ?'( 'J!he

IIO■t af.sn1f1cant feature ia tb.9:t

while justitia

stems trm tae f'ree vf.ll of God 11; 1a ultilllately al.so a propert;J' 1D

man.
A f'art;ber, Jll&.1~ f'eature of' Geracn•a caritaa cloctrine vaa that

love leads the ~ip1ent to keep tbe ccnnancbnenta.

relationship :lDheNUI; :1n ·1a:1;■ c~•pt; of'

33zbid. ,• P• 148.

-

~id_-

,.

'J!he ~.1ect-ob.1ect

10!9 waa no theoretical.

)
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construct, but vas wrkecl out concretely :l.n tems of keeping the
commandJr.ents as an act of thanksgiving to God.38 At the same time,
however, Gers011 :recognized that love will also lead
before God.

JDDD

to humility-

Ire will :recognize his f'railty and lack of clignity,

f'or he is "chief' of' sinners."39
How then shall. a man seek love, the highest of' the religious

-

virtues, the wzy eaaence of the •s pirJ.tual 11:re? The lectures ne
v:Lta Bl>irituali animae picked up the theme of' keeping the commanaments,
concentrating on problems of' the lav particularly as these · relate to

t

the v:Lator 1 s quest f'or assurance of sal~tion. But nov, at the moment
vhen he posed the cru.cial question, Gerson answered by giv:Lng a hint
quite irrelevant to the burden of' his

e■Ba¥

but :l.nclicative of' the

direction which his spiritual theology voulc1 take :l.n the future: ·
"If' ;you wish to know the secret of love, ~ from the theol~ of

the intellect to the theology of' the af'i'ectiw power, :l'mm lmowlefJg,a

40

to wisdom,. from cognition to devotion."

3811Porro de char1tat, quid clicemua, qual.e ~~ in ·ea qu&nt'U!.11cumque :miraeulum. Purificat hominem et sratum redclit Dito., ambulanteia.
in omn1bua J11DZ1dat1a sizu, querul.e. 11 ~ • ., P• 127.,
3911nihil01111Dua d:i:cere tacit ex attectu hom1ni qui e,1uslll®i
est cum APQstolo: venit Deus salvos i'acere ~catores quorum~
ego sum. (I -~0214. 1,15) Kon utique mentiebatur Apostolua studio
humilitatis sec1 ·11;a de ae aeiltiebat repatatione propriae f'ragllitatis
11
et indignitatia; cu1 tamen clisnud non e:rat rel.1.quua mundua. ~ •

40lbid.
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:Nature and Grace
!t'hua f'ar the basic features of' the via pronria in Gerson have been

sketched in roush outline.

!['here yet remo.ins the task of' dealing Yith

the role of' the lo.w1 which looms large in that part of his theol.c>Q'.
But first 1 tvo specific problems Dl116t be taken up individual.1¥1 nature
and grace, and predestination and free will.
Gerson spoke out clearly against a bo1d work-righteousness:

"We

again add the statement that it is impossib1e for the soul, living by
its natural. lite alone, to work out i:ts own salvation_.n4l. On the
other hand he could not bring himself' to admit a condition of' total
inability in the soul as yet untouched by grace.
Augustinian

He outlined the

view in graphic terms:

There -were those vho vere s&¥1ng that the•soul, oppressed
by such a death, cannot accanplish good moral acts, in
keeping vith the well-known opinion that the demons themselves and the damned can neither Yill nor act aright in·
the moral senoe. They reason the ·same way- with regard to.
viators who are clead in sin and sep,µ-ated from the lif'e of
grace. So great, they- s~:, is the self'-centeredness and
depravity or corruption and deadness of'.-life in the souls
of s~h people, that they- are drawn more powerf'ully to evil
than to good; for death draws th¢ more vigorously than
does li~. ~refo~ they- sq that eveiything relates to
their lust, which is their death, and consequently' all their
·works are dead because they proceed from death. They add as
proof ,t hat the quality of grace is missing in eveey act of'
the ·sinner. In trlli;h, since the good subsists in all. its
-works just as in &:ai one work, if' go.ocI is lacking, evil
results according to the sqings of Dicmysius that nothing
is entirel.1' good because corrupt
brought f'orth
by a bad tree and a corrupt root. ·
.

pa ·are

41Ibid. 1

p.

116.

42:n,id., p. 117.
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Apparent]¥ this point of view wo.s a live option in Geracm I s dqI at
least in sane circles. But in his opinion this ws a demoralizing
doctrine which had l q since been retatecl.

In prapatic :fashion he

asked, "Who would not· be astounded to hear that, apart from grace, to
honor one's parents, to give alms, to keep ecclesiastical precepts
regarding tasting, indeed to prepare oneself tor grace by attrition,

\
J

•.

is to sin mortal.J¥T1143 Gerson of course admitted that such deecls. are
a preparation tor grace and do not in themselves merit eternal lite.

44

But he plain]¥ held that one must "do what is in him" by way of preparation, and this is one of the ~ s i n ~s theoloS1:
[Good works of the natural soul untouched by grace]
are nevertheless morally good and mer1t temporal,
blessings. They pave the way for grace de congruo
because by them a man ·does the best he can ffacere
quod in se est]. For I understand "to do tlli best
one can II to mean to do vhat a man,. can according to
the powers which he actual.1¥ has ....5

The "operationes 1Dformes"
dispose the incli:vidual to U,te.
.

TQJ.s ie

~

by no means sufficient because the life of "J;he spirit is not yet

present, but at least the individual iii doing his· best.

What is

_ necessary- then, is that the 1Dfusion o:t the Bocy Spirit be added.

46

General grace
Gerson was also conscious o:t a more general view of grace, in the

43J:bid.
"'n,id.

45~ . , PP• ll7•ll8.
~id., PP• ll4-ll5•
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sense of onythins which God bas given freely without merit to everyliving tbinS.

In this sense., even tri'balation and 1nfi,rmity- and

temptation would be a gift. From this point of view Gerson voulc1
admit that man can do no good without srace. But h~ saw no reason
to speak of this as "srac.e " iJ1 th~ technical. sense of the te:rm. 47
Therefore his position is clear: In a seneraJ. way, all life. on this
globe can go on only as the result of a kind of common grace of God;
but the individual must "do vhat is 1n him" to prepare for the specific,

gracious intusion of the Holy Spirit.
While Gerson camnitted himself to the viewpoint outlined above,
he wanted to guard against pr.I.de in men. B'e insisted t"bat no individual can of his own free will produce truly good 'WOl'ka. !l!beretore man
.
.
.
48
needs to despair of his own powers and place all his hope in God.
Grace in contrition and repentance
'
Gerson'a hancll.ing of the nature-grace queatim
is al.so revealed
· in his discussion of contrition and repem;ance.

In his J.ectures Contra

curiositatem atudenti:mn., be divided contr.l.ti!)D into four parts:
1. T"a.e movement of the free v:l,ll in seeking God above

all things;
2.

The ~ t of the tree

will

1D bating sin;.

47Ibid • ., p •. 118.

-

48,'Denique persp:l.cuum est quanta necessitate desperare debeamua
brachium nostrum nee confidere
de v.Lri°®S noatris, nee ponere ce:mem t
:Ill Deum ne .conf'mldamur
1n hanine., sed projicere tot.am spem nos ramn Ibid. P• 126.
sed liberemur et nutr1amur et g1or1f:l.cemur• '

3. The iU&.'"'usion of sav.l.ng grace; and
4. The expulsian of guilt. 49
But one ought not e.saume that these four 1'actors occur in an orderly time
sequence.

On the contl'8.17, according to ~rson, they- commonly occur at

the same time.

But with "respect to the sub3ect the expulsion of guilt

precedes the infusion of grace, while with respect tot~ agent the
order is reversed, because the agent inf'usea the positive disposition
of grace before expelling the taul.t. 50· Confession and satisfaction
of course follow.
In the main, then, Gerson tall.owed the customary- pattern of human
striv.l.ng followed by- the in:tusion ot .div.l.ne grace.

He viewed

penitence

in terms of a virtuous hab:ltude and a resul.tant action:

Penitence is a "llirtuous habitude which incl.ines ·the
:free :will. to hate and punish sin in itsel.t against the
J.av of God, whether this be sin of commission or ot
omission, in order to gain the goal. ot beatitude. Or
thus: penitence is a habitude of righteousness which
· incl.ines the tree will to ha'\ie and punish sin in
itsel.t, either indirectly or directly, so tbat · it
might be reconc'il.ed to God. • • • Actual penitence is
defined as every act which indirectly .o r directq. comes
forth and proceeds from such a babitude.51.
Penitence as a babitus v.l.rtuosus then cooperates or works together with

'
the tree will..

The parer the tree will, the 11101'8 perceptive of his

needs the indiv.l.dual. vill be. 52

~id., p. 228.

5~d.

5l.xb1d.,

p.

234.

52:a,id., P• 235.

I

.•I
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But Gerson aloo sensed that underJ.¥ing the movements ot contn.-·

tion ~d repentance is the grace of God, -and tried to sol.ve the ·n aturegro.ce tension, on the level, of contrition at least, with the sv.bJect-

-

agent theory- cited above. Moreover, i:n his di~ussion of c,ontrition
he noted that a fifth point coulcl be ~ded, nameJ.¥ the div::l.ne
nraeventio by' which the will is incited to .seek .God above all things
and to hate

s1n.53 T'.ous he moved back' to the ultimate question

of

predestination and tree will.
Predestination. ancl tree will
~e absolute freedom ot God is one of' t]?.e basic· themes ot Ge~n I s
theol.ogy and it recurs in connection with predestination.

In his

Sermo nrimus de Sancta Trinitate he asserted that God ca.ii do ~bing

He wants with li:is creatures, without censure.
part of man
will of God.

to want to

It is presumption on the

seek out· reason and cause, other than the Just

It is presumption when man asks why' some and not others.54

On the other hand Garson also a ~ ver:, clearly rega:rding human

responsibility in connection with predestination.

lie stated 1D his

Semo de Ifativ::l.tate Domini that God cloes not cause the damnation of
&D¥OD.e•

lie designed man f'or Paradise and' it is ~•s ·r eQponsibility-

53zbid., -P• 228.

5411congruum. igitur est

& rati0J10,bile Da)ma posse facere de omnibus
nobis creaturis suis ad llberam s ~ vol:mitatem absque ul.la reprehensione,
absque hoc ut ei dicatur: quo.re hoc ogisY Et est contra irtul:tam praesumptionem humanae creaturae, quae alteram. ·v ult inquire ration.em &
causam, quam justam Dei vol.unta,tem; JIIUl'JJIUr&Ddo quidem contra -eam: .q uare
Deus salvet hos, & non illos; quare potius gratiam coni'ert .&.- i'em:lissionem·
his quam illisY Gerson, Opera Omnia~ III, 1273,. D-1274:,. A.
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to strive to gain that for vhich he was created. Goel go.ve J'OU a :tree
will and showed you the good po.th and the evil, Gerson asserted.

If'

you choose the bad blame yoursel.f', not Gocl.55
Gerson's great sermon Spiritus Domini was the occasion f'or one of
his most painstaking attempts at reconciling the tension between a
strict viev of predestino.tion and human freedom.

This sermon ms;y- well

be regarded as typical of' his thought, perhaps even definitive f'or the

early period. Theref'ore

an. attempt

v.lll. be made here to develop his

line of reasoning in that portion of' the sermon devoted to divine
determination and :tree will.
Gerson began by cautioning his hearers against seeking to understand the conundrum "Why He ( the Holy Spirit] fills one person and
not the other. 11 Man's responsibil.i.ty is merely to seek to be f'illed,

·

if' he f'eels that this divine filling has npt yet occurred in him.

56

'l'he Chancellor then launched into
an analysis
.
. in which he appears to
have come ver,y close to the conception of grace alone, while operating
within the f'ramework of .merit in the technical sense of the tenl.

~

principal motif is that the Holy Spirit must take the .initiative:
'l'he Boly Spirit comes to the soul which He is going to
f'1ll spontaneously and in advance, not preceded by vorks
or. merits, because it is not a matter of works but of Him
vho calls, as it is written: IrJt&ve loved Jacob; but I
have hated Esau. Malachi 1:13.

55 11eum dicunt insuper, quad Deus null.am f'acit creaturam ut
dmm.etur, verum dicunt, qu:l.a eum f'acit ut; Paradis\Dll adipiscatur, si
modo ips\Dll lucrare velit. Et in Dei nom1ne propterea pumeris, si te
non disponas &a laborem. adhibeas ad :tinem habendum propter quem creatus
es. Deus liberam tibi dedit 'VOluntatem; t1ml bonlDl11 tum mal.um viam
tibi ostendit: si malam e1epris, te ipsum argue, non Dlnm." ~ - ,

948 A.
56n,1d., 1239, A.

-

■

On the other hand Scripture clearly teaches that the s.o lil must prepare
itself fort~ reception of t h e ~ Spirit by doing what ia in it.
The basis for this statement is the as.sertion of Paul that. ''We. are coworkers with him.

(I Cor. III. 9)" The point is, t"8-t if' the soul

did not thus prepare itself there vou].d be no merit.

Yet tl'le coo~ration

occurs "throush the spontaneOUB consent ·wh_ich obeys· the Holy Spirit."
Furthermore, this cooperation and obedience stem from prewnient grace.
Thus the soul is made humble ·and aware of Goel' s grace, for whatever it
has of merit is given by preven~ent ~race and is not won on the basis
of purely- natural. capabilities.-

58

To press this exposition would at first appear to limit human
free w111.

But Gerson insisted ·that both f'ree will and necessity .are

lef't untouched. This does not mean, however, that he we~ned his.
presentation of the Holy ·s p1r1t 1 a ·graciOUB operation.
pursued another tack, and sought

to

Instead he

solve the problem by- positing a

kind of' copperation between God's operation and f'ree will, with Goel
taking the initiative. !rbis means eBBential.J¥ that human :freedom ia
most :f'ree when Gocl'a grace :i.a most active. 59
·c iearly, Gerson remained vitbin the f'ramework which he bad

,

5911s1nat· :l.psum. ag~re Deus proprios. motum suae, libertatia, 1mmo
tanto liberius & etticaciua sinit, quanto ipsum. ampliori praeve·n 1t
• gratia, vivificat, coroborat, inf'ormat, & languidum erigit, & sanat.
Puto (exe~pli gratia) quocl dum aegrqtus homo aanatur a Deo, non
idcirco Deus eum proprios motus agere non sinit, sed ad eosdem •
aptiorem reddit. 11 !!!!!,•, 1240, A-B.
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inherited.

He opero.ted with infused qualities which were held to be

meritoriou:. in the teclmical. sense of the term.

He insisted that a

man must always seek to do the best be can; and thus seek salvation.

llis re vita &'Dirituali animae," certai~ one of his most comprehensive
statements ot the via nropria, was devoted largely to the problematics

ot lav and the external. manifestations ot charity-. But in his theorising.
t

about nature and grace he sought to drive out nature and receive grace.
One can understand why', when he was once asked the best antidote f'or
temptation he answered, "O cross, bail! My only hope. 1160 ne thought

-

is echoed
in the little verse which concludes Du Pin's edition of' De
.
m;ystica theologia practica:
Consciua est animus meus, experientia testis,
Mystica quae retuli dosma,ta vera scio.
Non tamen idcirco scio me tore glor.l.f'icandum, 61.
Spes mea C~ Christi, Gratia, non opera.
The Ro1e of' Lav

Perspective
l'l}len he began his presentation De vita spir.l.tual.1 animae Gerson

indicated that its -thematic outline would be the tour (three spiritual)
lives of the soul.

He also told d •~ by 3:.etter that· this woul.d be

the outline of the lecture series.

But no su::h bal.aD:ed presentation

was in the offing, f'or after presenting his plan in barest outline

6on,1d., IV, 36<), A.
Theology~ P• 232.

~id., III, ~8, :&.

I

Quoted in Oberman, The Harvest of V.iediewl.

Gerson lnunched into a detailed discussion ot sin ond the law. Combes
points out that whnt Gerson actually did was to deal f'J.rstly with the
way of grace and its stabilization, seconclly with

mortal sin, and

thirclly with venial sin. 62

But this developnent is understandable.

Gerson simpl,¥ stated the
'

existence of the f'J.rst spiritual. life, the life of grace initiated by
the Holy Spirit, without great elaboration. The third lite was in
fact that aspect of the Christian VB¥ which he was to develop as his
nwstical theology". The great bulk of the treatise therefore deals in
effect with the second spiritual. lite, which ia the life of' meritorious
action.

Such matters as morto.1. and venial sin and the law

COD'.e

within

the acope of this life. They- deal. with what happens when a Christian
strives to live the life of meritorious action.

In a sense, Gerson

did not really forsake his original s c ~ but devoted moat of his ·
effort to one aspect of it.
From another perspective, it is apparent that Gerson was endeavoring

to deal with one part. of caritas, . whieh is the very center o'f the
Christian W8¥. Love, the highest relisious virtue, has a "twofold
character:

it pur:lf'J.es a man and returns thanks to God by walking in

all His commandments without ·canpla;lnt. 63 Cqrist told His disciples

62Andre"'Combes, Essai sur la critique de -sbroeck par Gerson
(Paris: Libra:1.rie Philosophique J.• Vrin,l.945), III, l.04-l.05.

63<Jerson, Oeuvres Camplkes, III, 121.
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in Y.a.tthev 19:17, "It you Vi.sh to enter into lite, keep the CODICIBndments .1164 Gerson concluded that one's assurance ot salvation is
involved in this aspect ot caritas.

.

It is tor that reason that so

much ot De vita and ot De consiliis eyangelicis, which will also be
considered in this· connection, is devoted to the exposition ot active
caritas.

Law as sign
If' a man is to strive to prepare himself' tor grace and then, having
received the gif't '!t caritas, is to cany out God's will without complaint, it is necessar,y that God reveal Bis will to mn. Therefore the
basic :f'unction of th~ law in Gersan's system is that ot

~

sign which

reveals to man what God wants him to do and not to do in order to gain

·
eternal
lite and ·avoid damnation. 65 God sim~ does. not obligate His
creatures unless He tells them tirst what

~

expects ot them.. But this

64Ibid., p. 132.
651'Lex divina praeceptoria e~t signum verum revelatum creaturae
rationali quod est natiticatiwm rectae ration:l.s divinae volentis
teneri illam creaturam seu ligari ad aliquid agendum vel non agendum
pro digniticatione e.1us ad aeternam vitam consequendam et clamnationem
evitandam. Ibid., p. 130. Dress makes the following comment in
this connectlon:' ''Wie das Ges~z bier fl1r Gerson ein signum 1st, d •.h. der
den menschlichen Erkenntnism8glichkeiten entsprechende Ausclruck des
g8ttlichen wmens, so si,id splter fl1r Luther die Sakramente signa,
d.h. dem menschlichen Auttassungsverm8gen angepasste Verld!nder und
tJbermittler der in ibnen und durch sie gegebenen Gnade. Wie bei Gerson;
so 1st fl1r Luther das signum, das Gott uns gibt, zug].e1.ch ein Ausdruck unc1
eine Eegrenzung seines selbstherrlichen Willens. 11 Walter Dress, B!!,
Theolotde Gersons: Eine Untersuchuiut zur Verbind
von BominaliDJllWI uncl
Mystik 1m s tm:1 te ter G era
erte mann, J,; ~ , P• l. ,
n. l..

notitico.tion ca.n occur in a variety of ways: by "voices," b;y
-writing, and even by' internal inspimtion.66 !fbe signs are revealed
to the rational creature; hence, no irrational. creature is bound.
This is true also of infants. 67
Here Gerson is not speaking of a special revelation as oppoaed to
general revelation. He appears rather to lump both together.

His

point is that by' himself man cannot attain to a lmowledge of God.
'nlere:rore it is necessaey- that God reveal Himself, which He does in
a variety of wrJ¥S:
And because the divine precepts -insofar as they relate
to God as He is ble&Bed, cannot be lmown by- the rational.
creature by-- the natural. light alone, rewlation 'Will need
to be added in whatever way it ~ occur, whether through
o.ngels, or men, or by' inner illumination, as the Apostle
says :regarding philosophers to wham he SB¥S that the
hidden things of God have been revealed. Thus the
theo1ogians think that God 1& not absent from aeyone,
wherever he Jll8¥ be, who does the best he can, namely
by- using well the gif'ts he now has, and that God in f'act
divinely illumines him regarding the ~Fhs necesaary
for salvation, as Peter~ in Acts.
!fhe latter part of this statement sounds ver:, much like a natural

theology.

But the emphasis is still on God revealing, not man dis-

covering on the basis of the light of nature.

On the other hand, it

is apparent that Gerson• s nond u&l 1 A1ll did not lead him into 8D1' kind
of irraticmalism. When God gives the s ~ of RI.a vill to man, He
gives them to man as to a rational creature.

66z-o1d.
67n1d., P• l.31.
68nid.
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It baa been eta.tea that the l.aw ia neces~ aa a sian of Goa' a,
Will to

'Who cannot
learn the will of Goel by his
own lights.
I
.
Underlying this ia• Gerson·•a conce~on of God the al.mighty and
DIBl11

abso1ute, whose actions ana v.l.11 are ne~r contingent, never-dependent
upon a natural. o~er. Gerson remarked in a sermon on the fourth Sunaay
in Ad.vent:
For Goa can deal with His creature and b:tna him
according to His good pleasure. Moreover, the ~
rational reag,QD lfe neecla is that He sqs: I want
it that way. 09
.
.
For this reason no sin can be :remitted unless God freely re1"ases to
impute it as sin, and probabl.¥ no creaturely' act has :f.ntr:Lnsic worth

apart from the v:lll of Goel. TO CoocJness or evil :l.n any action are
entire!¥ contingent upan the v1ll of Goa, 1n contrast to the conception. that God's vUl is ill some~ ·bouna, e.g. by natural law.
God does not approve something because :lt .:ls good; it is good because

-

~

He approves it.

will of God is deteminatiw. 71

,But this conception of God •·a. absolute freedom in dete~ng

good and e-v:ll did not lead Gerson into any kind of antinamian:lsm or.
moral relativism.

On the contrar,v, it drove ~

- stra.:1:gllt- to tll,e ~ips

which Cod. had, given and upon wbiQh man .i s utter3:¥ depe~ent. Ta

rn, 928, B.
Oeuvres Camplkes, XII, 12~124.

.6 9Gerson, Omra- Omnia,
,I

7°aerson,

-

1ln1d.,

p.

124.

72Just as ·Gerson concei-ved of man as. leatiling the· v1ll Of' God ·b;y
meane ~ l.aw-sigQB, so al.so he :thought of the person of God in terms of'
figures .ind type, which rave.a l tbe nature of· God to l!IBD ·in a ~ e
which be can ~clerstand. ·Be Yl"Ote in De simp].ificatione cor41s, ~'Bf; st ·
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Thua a nominalistic denial. of the supremacy or natural law need
not lead to antinomian relativism if the signs vhich God ha~ aiven
are taken seriously.

Gerson demonstrated how seriously he took these

signs in his struggle agains~ John Petit and the latter's view on
tyrannicide.

He argued:

If an angel came down from heaven to assure me that the
action was good, I would declare him anathema. More, if
I had direct assurance from God himself, I would ngt
believe, because such a supposition is impossible.73
This statement, given in the heat of conf'lict, ref'lects Gerson's
confidence in the given signs rather than a disavoval of God's freedom.
Types of Law
With Gerson's understanding of the law as sign firmly in ~nd
one is prepared to consider his view of law· in the life of the Christian.
He used the traditional. distinction of natural, human and divine law,
stressing particularly the .natural and the divine.

The latter distinc-

tion ref'lects the na~ure of· man, vho has two .a spects, the spiritual. and
the corporal. and mortal.

This is the reason for the distinction between

pergas ultra requirere: Quis est iste Pater tuus, cujus essentiae,
cujus pertectionis, cujusque condition1,s7 RespondeatT Incomprehensibilis est & infinitus & i~eo comprehendere ipsum. non laboro: satis
mihi est, ipsum pro statu praesentis exilii cognoscere sub eis quae
memoratae aunt rationibus; quia Pater, qu;la pius, quia benefactor,
emicus, intimus, pulcher I decorus & totus desiderabilis. " Gerson,
Onera Omnia, III, 463, A. For Gers~•s view of moral rectitude as
conformity ot the will and its acts -to the divine law and right reason
cf • .Gerson, Oeuvres Compl~es, III, 124.
73aerson, Onera Omnia, V, 379·• ~ranslated in James L. Connolly,
John Gerson: Reformer and Mystic (Louvain: Uy-stp~st, 1928), P• 352.

~2

a supernatural. and a natural lav. 74 !ale natura1 law corresponds to
the civil kingdom, which was instit:uted in answer to the needs c~ed

by orisinoJ. sin but which tends to be self-seeking and can b_e retaine-d
or renounced in the interest of l.ove.

!ale kingdom

ot love (the

evangelical kingdm) derives directly tram God ,1ust as love itself
does.

It is selfless and cannot be done •VB¥ because it is nothing

other than the adoption of sons.75
Love as keeping the commandments
!ale present inquiry is concerned specif'icall.y with ·the role of

the divine law at this point, particularly- as obedience to it grows
out of and, gives evidence of the gift of love in the heart of the
~

individual.. !ale suppositian is that in

Gerson I s

thought keeping the

commanclments is an intrinsic part of 1ova~ stated conversely-,_Ce.rites
is f'irst a Sif't of grace and then a bal>itude and an activity, namelythe keeping of the commandments. !J!he f'undamental question 18 therefore, ''What are the m:inimulll requirements which, constit'¢e an adequate
f'Ulf'illing. of the lavt" The procedure will be to observe how Gerson
circled this question in several.

118¥S in De vita

and then to fallow his attempt; to strike

the center of the

in De consiliis evangelicis.

7laoerson, Oeuvres Campl}ites,

75n1a.

spiritual.1 animae,

rn, l49-15~-

problem

I
5-3
Mortal and venial sin
Early in

De

vita, Gerson approached tl'.e issue of keeping the

comrr.a.ndments :l"rom its negative aspect by' in~ring into that• which
is destructive ot the spiritual lite. T"nis b.r.ought him into a dis,cussion ot mortal and venial ·sin, especi~ their effects.
As a kind

ot first principl.e Gersm- stated that ever,y sin is

inherently death-bearing because it is an offense against God and
His law and therefore separates the sinner from glory'. That such an

.

offense can be remitted is due only to ·the pure· liberality ot God who
remits and no ionger imputes. Thia is true even ot v::enial sins. 76

Dut wherein lies the essential distinction. between mortal and venial
sin T There is no essential or intrinsic distincti~.

In His ~l'CY.'

God has simpl:y decided not to impute c;ertain sins to death.TI Ot
course to sin deliberately, even 'though venially, is to abuse the
mercy ot God who

~ elected not to consider certain sins mortal.'18

Gerson took up the issµe more specific~ later on in his essq.
He noted that scholars had

trac1itlcmal J Y' sought to define• venial sin

'l'6n,1d., P• 119■
TI ''Null.a ottensa De:i. est :venial.is de se nisi tantUIIIIIIOdo per·
respectum ad div.lnam mised.cord.iam quae non vult de facto quamlibet
of'f'ensam impu.tare ad mc>rtem,· cum illud pos~t· -i )ustissime. Et ita
concluditur quoc1 peco:atum mortJl,l.e et veniale 1,i ease tali non distinguuntur intrinsice et essentialiter, .s ed solum per respectum ad
divinam
gra.tiam quae . peccatum istud ~pm;at ad :goenam mortis et aliud
II
non. -~ • , .P• 120.
.

'l'8:a,1d., P• 121.
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more closely by clispatincs whether it is contrary to or merely- outside
of the precepts of God.79 But Gerson chose an entire];y· d4tterent
method of approach. Be S01J6bt to _follow the ascencling scale of the
four lives., noting the -ettects of the two types ot sin on eacq of
them.Bo
l. :Neither mortal nor venial sin is cont~ to the first
(peysical) life., in the sense that they directly- destroy"
81
it.
2.

Only- mortal sin is contrary

to the second l.ife. It is

destructive of the life o-r grace because it· dissolves
the

harmony"

it dies.

of l.ove; thus God departs f'xm. the soul and

Such mortal sin dissolves the very- disposition

in which the l.i:l"e consists. Venial sin; on the other
bond., does not actually kill. the l.i:l"e of grace.

It is

l.ike bodily- 'WO'Wlds v~ch are not mortal., unless out of
the mass o"f wounds ·another, mortal wound is generated. 82.
Both Gerson's psychologica1 interest and his emphasis an
J.ove as a kind of fusion of habitude and activ.Lty- are

apparent here.

3. It is assumed that

mortal •~ is destructive of' the l.i:l"e

of meritorious action. Venial. sin is cal.l.ed ·not "destructive '0f'11• but "incampatibl.e with" this life. For th~ same

-

79Ibid., P• 182.
Boxere Gerson returned to the basic motif of the lectures.
81.Ibid • ., P• 183.

-

~id., PP• l.8;1~.
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act can ha~ be both meritorious and veniol. sin.
The solution is to distinguish between love and the

"ardor" or- love.

!l"'nen it is possible

to assert that

veniol. sin is not contrar:, to· love itself but to the
f'ervorer.i of love. 83

4. All sins run contrar:, to the f'ourth lif'e, particular]¥
with regard to that stabili.ty which we 'will have in
the vorl.d to come. The stabWty- or canfirmation which
may- occur "in via" can perhaps be -compatible 'with some

venial sins. 84
It is apparent that in his discussion of' mortal. and veniol. sins
Gerson was operating Primaril¥ vith two principles:

(l.) !rile dis•

tinction is ultimate]¥ in the bands of' a gracious, free Goel; and
(2) caritas--a 11given'' :from God, a habitude and an activity-, is the

ver:y essence of' the Christian's 11:te. !i?he mortal-venial question is
handled f'rom the viewpoint of the possible disruption of caritas.
It is al.so becoming clearer hav several. themes, the f'aith-hope-

love trilogy and the notion of the four lives., tit together. Love
as that which informs and goes beyond f'aith and hope., is the essence

of' the three spiritual lives. To be in l.ove is to have spiritual
life., to liye meritorious]¥., and thus to be moving tovarcf the goal
of confirmation.

8311mmc iiltentionem, sicut opinor, ha.bent doctores qui dicunt·
peccatum veniale non ease contra charitatem sed contra charitatis
f'ervorem; appel.antes :f'ervorem actionem ex charitate venimt~, 9.uae
quidem actio pro tune :lmpeditur dum act:to venial.is committitur. 11
Ibid • ., P• 1811..-

-

84Ibid.

But the question ha.a still not been ansvered, "What are the minimum
requireJr.entst" Or, "How can I lmov that I am in love?" Much of Gerson•s
eXI>(?sition is devoted to this thorny problem.
The f'our-fold division of requirements
Gerson sousbt to provide some answers to the question, ''What
minimum requirementst" in

De

vita.

a.re the

His method vas to set forth a •k ind

of four-fold division of divine expectations:

1. There is a ,1ustitia which

God demands of all men.

outside of this there can be no rectitude.

!l!o slip

from this justitia is to tall. into mortal sin.85

2.

There is a f'urther standard of' ,1ustice or rectitude
to depart f'ran which is only a venial sin. 86

3. The Chr.:lstian can

go still further and keep the

.

.

"counsels_.118T In tact, the Ohr.:lstian who wishes to
attain his supernatural SoGl is obligated to pursue

.

.

this category.

-

88

Here Gerson was thinki!Jg of' such

85Ibid., p. 1 88•
~id., pp. 188-189. Gerson 'WOlµ.d prefer to call the first division
that of' precept or (negatively) prohibition. The second division would
then be that of' mandatum or s:tatutum or ordine.tio or monitio; his personal
preference is the term monitio. !rb:is vould be a categor,y midway- between
precept and counsel--more binding than counsel and less binding than
precept. Ibid •., p. 190. Gerson distinguished clearly between counsels,
which are aTcii to the Christian lif'e, and precepts, which pertain to the
ver,y essence of the Ohr.:lstian lif'e, in De consiliis eyangelicis. Ibid.,
p. 20.
\

87~ - ,

p. 191.

88zt,id., P• 190.
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a.ids to piety as poverty, chastity and the like.
He felt that this is what C-nrist had in mind when

He said, "If you would enter into life, keep the
commanclments.

(Matt. 19, 17) 1189 It appears from

the context, however, that the keeping of the counsels,
while it is to be sought, is not essentia1~

.

Rectitude

.

is possible outside of the keeping of the counsels.

4.

The fourth ·categor,y is that of the complementum

nerf'ectionis. !rhis is what the Lord meant when

He said,

".Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is

in heaven is perfect. 11 • (?l.ia.tt. 5:48) In ,this connection
Gerson mentioned, 1!i,th apparent approval., Augustine's
remark that this command cannot be fulfilled to per-

fect~on by the v:lator.90
It is evident that Gerson, despite his desire- to minimize nature
and magnify grace in connection with predestination and free will,

was here trying to~help man find assurance of sa1vation partly on
the basis of his performance of acts of love. !!!he impact of God' a
demand was softened by Gerson by means of ~a four-fold division of
divine requirements.
Limited love
A s::Jm1J ar but more refined approach is to be seen i~ the tract

89xb1d.
90n»1d.,

P• l.91.
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De consiliiG ev:mgelicis.

It is impossibl.e to date thi_s vork accurately.

It n:ay well have been produced o. numbe~ fJf ye~rs -f'ter the De vita, sinee
it deals in a more sophisticated wev with some of the smne questions.
It is probably sate ·to sq that-this document contains Gerson' s · final

answer to the question, ''Whm;
cussion.

!!!!!!: I

~?11 Within the period under dis-

T'aeref'ore an analysis of' the line of'· argument in De consiliis

eva.."l11,e l1cis shouJ.d reveal Gerson•s concept of' the Christian life.
The Christian life, Gerson stated, consists in love. This is its
vital. principle by which the Christian is ,1oined to Goa most pe'l"f'ec'tly'
o.nd closely.

Moreover, love ;ls the mos1; perfect and the most -oerf'ecting

of' the theological. and moral virtues.

It is 1>he heigJit, end:, goal and

fulfillment o:r the entire law and Gospel. !!!he ·:tact that love is the
:most perfect and ·t he most perfecting of the v.Lrtues is proved by the
commandments themselves, as Jolm saitl:

o-r death
brethren.

into lif'e.

Why?

"We

know that

He adds-the reason:

ve have passed

out

because we love the

(I John 3:1.4)" Men's assurance of' being in love, t ~ is

found in his. fulfillment of' the '"OJJPD8'?cbllents of' love; f'or it is love

and its commandments that constitute~ perfect the Christian life.
V.oreover, this in'Y0lves a perfection qf' love:

/ /
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",1ust as Goa. gives R:l.s

precepts concerning love -and all their powers and ac:ts, so [:the precept_,il
•

are also given concerning the perfection of' lQ'V8 and all

~~-

II

!!!he

perfection is ~at a man love God with his entire ~art and soul, a'14
his neighbor as himself'.

Hovever· it i"s general.:cy' qreed, Gerson held,

that this cannot be accomplished in its f'ulness by any but tlie ~ -

91n>id., PP• io-11.

-

92n1d., P• 12.

92
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It is appa,rent ~hat a tremendous dema:nd is being ~e upon man.
Some have sought to a:q.eviate this demand .by using: the distinction
between precepts and counsels. According to th;is scheme a certain
minimum of love belongs under precept mid must be :f'ul.f'illed, while

whatever goes beyond this comes under the categor,y of counael.
Gerson did not so al.cmg with this.

!rile

CCIIIDl&lld

Bu.t

is ciear: :man is to

love Goel with ,!:Y:: his powers, and nothizJg is excluded here.93 Precepts ·
ancl

counselG have differing material. ~d ob.1e¢:l,ves·.

~

involves the precept of caritaa-; th~fore it is not a counsel..

.

Such a c~cept is nowhere to be f'cnm~ ~n _S cri~ure. 94

But; t~ dUectio

.

.

How then clid Gerson deal 'With tl:ie obvious question that arises!

If' the, rule of' love comes entireJ.¥ umier precept, mid no part of it

merely under counsel., then how deal. with· the :manifest imperfection of

:f'ul.1'1llment in men'l In tact, Gerson stat~d that even beatific .clilectio
canes under precept; therefore all. an a:re obl.igated to "nach out,
strain and strive" tor this perfect dilectio.95 The solution which he
found 1s a kind of' 'tailoring of ti., ccmceJ>t Q.f necessary fuJ,.f':l.llJII ~o

fit the needs and · abilities of indivicbµlla_. The essen~ial poip1, 1s that

not everyone' is required to love God 1D the

Wry'

best. wt; what is

necessary' is to love God above all. oth_er tJd:ngil:

9311Appa.ret istud minus autticere:

pr.Imo ex stat:lm clictfs; secun4o
ex ipsa f'o:nna praecepti quae total:ltem :mandat. et perfectionem et. nullm
grandum :rel.1Dqu1t sub consUio: cU:li8•.a , praecepit, e.z totia 'Yiribus;
11
qui aut;em .totm dicit, ·D ibU ucluclit.
~ - , P• 13.

94ibid.
95J:bid.
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From this it is o.pparent that-whatever falls under precept
can be ful.f'illed in various ways without guilt or transgression. The vio.tors, the more advanced [ comnrehensores]
and the bl.essed fperfecti viri], the beginners [incipientes]
and the accompl.ished (proficientes], love God on different
levels. Yet the imperfect sin less if they do not love God
in the same measure as those already entrenched and rooted
in love; nor is flU!lt imputed to the viators if they do not
cling to God with the same uniting love as the blessed ones
theD'.selves, even though according to Augustine beatific
love fall.a under precept~ Granted that it belongs under precept, still it is not under the necessity- of precept. For
it is not necessary to love God in the best wa:y. :flo, to
avoid guilt one must love Him very much [appretiative P1us];
this means that the love of God takes precedence over everythins else, so that a man is prepared to dismiss every other
love rather than the love ot God. ,:ibis ·is the one type of
perfect love possible ~r us, and thst which is necessary
according to precept. 9

Here is a basic characteristic qt Gersoi'l:, while he did not seek
to soften the law by- means ot the usual distinction between counsels
and precepts, he did seek to render it capable ot fulfillment bytailoring the command ot love to individual circumstances.

91 Bllt

the burden--and the possibilit;v--of fulfillment still. rest upon the
Christian.
It was this factor t~t led Luther, while ac1miring Gerson' s attempt
to aid worried Christians in their a.earch for assurance ot sal'V8:~ion,
nevertheless to criticize him. for softening ~he law instead ot letting
it strike with
. full f'orce and then turning to Christ alma
. f'or help:

96:n,id., PP• 13-14.

97,:ihi~ line of' ~~oning was characteristic o·t Gerscn in liis
later wo~ks ~so, part;icul.ar~ those which deal ·with temptation and
the care ot souls.
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»y- softening the lo.w he freed ~ so they should n~
despair. Therefore "(;he pope condemned him. N!)W Cerson
,ms the best kind of man; ~ was not ,a monk but reached ·
the point where he could consol.e consciences wi~h Christ
and His promise. But he only softened the la.w. He
sa.id: Oh, not everything CQD be such great sin. .And
. so he gave consolation on the basi-s of the keeping· of
the law. But Christ knocks the bottoJii out of the
barrel. He 68¥S we are not to trust in the la.v but in
Christ: If you aren't pious, ·:I am.. !i!bis is the method-to shif't :from my sin to the righteousness of Christ, so ·
that I'm as ~ that Christ's piety is mine as that tliis
bo~ is mine.9tj
In

SUJlllllB.l'y',

Gerson found the ve17 heart of the Christian lite to

be the command to love God and

one• s neishbor.

~

~epins ot this·

command is the working out in life of.!. the gif't '!If love.
proof to the indiv:l.duoJ. that he is liv:l.ns in love.

It i~ the

The ccmimand to

love cannot be broken down into precepts., which must be f'ulf:l.lled,
and counsels, which are optiona.1. The c ~ is total and clemands
perfection. Yet what cons~tutes an adequate ·fulfillment _of'~
precept will vary vi.th the indiv:1.dual.

Herein is to be found the

"softening" of the law which Gerson found necessary- if' man is to be
able to attain a measure of' assurance of. salvation.
The Active Life versus the Contempl.ative
Thus far this inquiry has dealt· primari.33"· with questions :relating
to the proper theoloa of' Gerson and th~ active J.:!f'e ,ot the CQri•tian.
But a ma,1or- portion· of' Cerson • s t ~ '\RIB devotecl, to

life.

the

con1;emplatiw

Insofar as Gerson practic~ c~ to the point ~f' equatins

contemplation vith his mystical theoloa; the t ~ of' this paper is

9&n II,. ·B r. 245'1'a, s. 468,

15,· quoted by Dress, .P•

167.
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the relationship between the active and the contemplative lite; or,
put differently, the 1-elo.t:lonship between the o.ctive ,ciiritns-lite

and the striving tor mystical. uni?n•
Gerson alre~ cal.led attention to this· interrelationship in
his work De vita contempJ.o.tiva ad activa.-n.. This work was written in
Movember-December 1401,99 and therefore antedates the developnent of
the mystical. theology-.

Nevertheless, Gerson was deeply aware of the

twofold thrllst, the active and the contemplative, also before he
began to write bis works dealing with nvstical theology.
Accord:ina to Gerson both kinds of lite, the active and the cantemplative, are brought together in the human soul:
It should be noted that in one sense the contemplative
life or the active lif'e is understood by some as the
soul itself, which is the first life. So there is. no
dii'terence between those two 11ves 1n the same man,
unless we return to the understanding that when it
lives -the speculative lif'e the ·s oul behaves differently
than when it lives the active lite.100
Gerson consistently used the prineiple of' ecanam:,.

Thus in this

conneotion there is no ultimate distinction between the two kinds of'
life; the distinctian rests in the human soul.

However, it .is necessary-

to use clistinctions.
f'or purposes of' understanding and aaalysis.
.
.
On the above basis _,Gerson made bis analysis.

Four modes of'

living can be co-~stent in the same church, at least in theory:
l. :Neither contemplative nor active (f'or eample,
baptized babies not yet ·capable of' reason).

,99Gerson, Oeuvres Compl\tes,
lOOibid., P• 71.

m,

x.

2.

Purely active.

3. Purely speculative (contemp].ative-).

4.

?ld..-red. l.01

People can be saved in any ot these f'our groups.
obviously, baptized infants.
who l.eo.d the mixed llf'e.

In the f'irst,

In the f'ourth, prelates and other saints

More clif'f:l.cul.t is the case of' the adult who

never practices the contempl.e.tive l.1f'e, f'or it is necessary that man's
entire reason l.ove God above all things.

But Gerson stated that he

f'ollowed Hal.cot in positing tha.t the man 'Who is very- much i~wl.wd
in the active Chr.l.stian l.if'e, without " ~ and f'orma.1.ly eliciting
the a.ct of' l.oving God above all things," can be saved.l.02 Similarly',
a man who practices only the contemplative llf'e could be saved, in
I

o. situation where he never had the opportunity- to be active.
this case, like the former, would be ra,re.103.

But

·

Which lif'e is then to be pref'erredT Ge~son gave the f'ol.l.owiDg
breakdown:
l..

~e first l.1f'e (neither active nor contemplative)
is good.

2.

T"a.e seccnd l.1f'e (purely' active) is better.

3. !rhe fourth l.1f'e (mixed) is better than the second.

4. The third lif'e (contemplat1:ve) :l,s
1 0lnid. ,

102nid.,

-

103n,id._·

1 04:n,ia.

P• 72.

'best of' all.

l.04

But this is true oni:, in theo17, or in an absolute sense.

In the

case of Adam, tor 8JC:lmple, upon whom there was no cl.aim activeq to
help a neilJhbor in need, the contempl.ative lite was detinit~i:, the
bast.105 At the present time the speculative lifo (Gerson here uses
contemplative and speculative intcrchanaeably) is of more profit to

•

the church than the active, just as pr.qer does more good than active
106
works.
But in the actual exigencies of' lif'e, where the need of'
man is in evidence, it is better to pursue the active lif'e and help
him.107 In f'act, the speculative person. who sees his brother•s ·need
and refuses to help is lackins in love towarcl God, and is not living
in a contemplation which is embraced in divine love, but merely in
08
.
philosophic speculatian. 1
Gerson•s final. position appears to be
that, despite the theoretical. superiority of' the contemplative lif'e,
the mixed llf'e is preferable in view of' the human situation:
Presupposing sin and the diverse needs in the Church of'
God which stem from original. sin, and all other things

being equal, the f'ourt.h life, which is composed of' both
action and contemplation, is better than 1;he merely'
active or mereq speculative life., tbat is,.1®an Qne
of' them without the admixture of the other•.
As added proof Gerson cited the example of' Christ--and at the same

time, incidental.1¥, demonstrated an ~igh~ imo man as t ~ homo:

65.
In this connection it should be noted that the vhole
11'.ass of meritorious works of each men is pictured as a
certain homogeneous body. according to Christ's way of
speaking in Matt. 6 (22b]: If your eye is sound, your
whole body will be full of light. Explanation: If
the intent is unmixed, any act whatsoever will be good.
Proof': That life is better which is more conformable
to the lite of Christ. Birt Christ lived vith His whole
body- durina His life, submitting the life of' all His
members to the rule, both actively and speculatively.no
The Fundamental. 0utlook of the Via Propria
The key- word in defining the via propr.la is ce.r.ltas--as sift,
habitude end activity-.

Gerson sharply limited man's na.tm,4 ability

to attain love, and appeared to c01.1e close to a conception of' pure
~race in his theologizing ·on predestination. and f'ree vill.

But 1n

practice he sought proof' of' being in gr&ee in a limited conception
of' law, which man had to keep. !!!here is a tension here, the answer
to which

~

perhaps be found in the common medieval idea of potentia

absoli..-ta and potentia ordinata. 'With reference to God I s absolute pgwer,
Gerson tended to conceive
Will.

~ man as

ut"'..erly dependent upon God's good

:But when he turned to presenting the wq of' sal.vation which

God has instituted for man to follow (since he cannot gain insisht
into the absolute), he saw sal.vati011 in terms of a cooperati011 ~
God and man, wherein :man does the best he can.
!!!he Christian lii'e, namely the habitude and activity of' love,

which is· v i ~ 'the same as beins in a state of grac~ was seen 'b,y
Gers011 as a kind of ladder.

11°tbid., PP• 73-74.

To live in Gad is to possess love.

To
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move in God is to perf'Ol'Dl the works ot love. !l!o have one•' s be1DS
1n God 1& to achieve a atability- or coilf:lrma.tion in love.

This is

an ascending scale of' righteousness, aJJ. levels of' which~ be
f'ound 1n the same 1ncliviclual: the first is .essential; the seconcl
will be a natural outgrowth of' the first and must occur, in 'Y&l'Y'1DS

degrees, 1n aJJ. but those not responsibl.e (tor example, baptized
infants); and the third (which certa1nl1' tev attain in this litelll)
should be sought after.
The

position of' the Christian is therefore that of the viator,

the person who has neither arrived at his supernatural. destination
nor been eternally' lost. !!!bis •braces almost all. Christians •112
Total assurance of' sal.vation 1& not orclinar.l.ly attained this side ot
heaven, even though the Christian is to strive tor it.
real sense, the via orooria is a s :
a salvation al.ready assured.

In a ve-ry'

a 1!8¥ vhich man must so, ·not

-

The Christian traversiDS this va, lives both t~ cont.plative
and the active lite, both of which are 'embraced by love, for lo,,e
includes both the attitudinal love of .Goel and the activity vhich
.

results f'rm that love. Faitb, and hope are lesser habitudes and

·113 ·

activities which are vorthl.ess unless 1nf'omed by' love.

·

lllso f'ar as has been determined, Gerson clid not expand on his
statement that a stabilization can occur "in via per abundazrtiJim
spiritualium char.ltnnatum an~hoam a morte cont:taria p~hibentium • • • n
Gerson, Oeuvres Com'Plltes, III, 115-116. ~e pi,t~ent eissumpt;ion is
that this was considered to be a rare occurrence, and that the role·
of' most Chr.l.stians was held to be that of vie:tor.

112n,ia.
113aerson, Onera Omnia, I, 175, A.

,
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Thus both outward Christian activity and the cultivation ot
the inner life ,1e1·e a part of Gerson I s pror..er theology. But the
situation at the University of Paris, wit~ its intellectualism u
portrcJ¥ed in Contra curiosita.tem st,1der..tium, cal.J.eci tor a renewed
emphasis on the e.f'f'ective pwers.
the a.f'f'ective a.spact of'

Jll!lll 1s

Therefore Gerson sought to ex!)D.nd

relationspip to God b:, means of his

nwstical theology, which he intended to use as an instrument of

reform.

..

CHAP.i'h"R 'IV'

THE VI.A M!STICA IN GERspN

Gerson• a Pl.ace in Western VqGticism
In Contra. curiositatem studentium,. Gers.e n analyzed the proble."lls
at the University of Paris. He saw there a risi?Jg inte1lec'tJlallsm,.
void of true spiritual warmth.

He saw a tendency t~ deprive God of

His majesty by limitillg His sovereignty.

lie saw a pretentious

learnedness,. a compoundins of confusiou,. as masters of the university
sought new ways to formulate problems in an endeavor to reach itching
ears.

And out of this too there grew a testy

lb"lci

pugnacious distrust,.

as scholars sought to re:f'ute ·previous mas1;ers and their own coll~agues.
Gerson saw little stress pl,aced .on the tbj,ngs which edify:, and ·Dg1Ch
emphasis placed on intellectual independence and brilliance.
!L"o.e solution which he proposed was ·e~senti~ a return ~o t e ~
and emotion,. in oppositio~ ~o ·arid intellectualism; a recognition of
the limited ability 'of man to know God through the intellect; and
therefore a concentration upon the e.ttective powers.

~

his :final

sentence in Contra. curiositatem was the promise that he would deal with
the question "whether in this life [in v.1:a]

GQd

is better known th:tough

penitence of the affective powers· than through the investigat:l,ng
intellect • .J.

;i.Jean le Cbarlier de Gerson,. Oeuvres Coml)l\tes,. edited by P.
Glorieux (ll voJ.s.,. Paris; Tournai, Rome and ':New York:• Desclee & cte,

1960--),

m,. 249.

.

T"ne theolo8ical vehicle which Gerson chose for his endeavor lay
close at hmd. MvsticiGm had long been a po.rt; of the texture of
medieval religious lif'e. Gerso.."1 was a stude:at of st. Augustine,

.

.

of ?seudo-Dionysius., of' St. l3onaventure and the Victorine&. From this
tradition of western JI\Y'Sticism he was to draw his own ideas f'or the
reform of spiritual. lite at the university.
While it is not the purpose here to go into great detail in
ano.lyzin« the specific roots of Geraon I s ~ticism., a brief JswJ'
will be helpful.

Gerson was greatly indebted to men like Pseudo-

Dionysius, St. Bona.venture end St. Albert;, but he did not f'ollow them
in every detail.
Hush

ot

He was related to a schQo:L

ot theologd.ans--men like

Bal.ma and T'nomas Gallus--who ~ve been cal.led the "spiritual

Dionysians," and wl10 were his true masters. Like him, they had ·moved
from Pseudo-Dionysius I negation to a positive experience of' the a..~tive powers. 2 More specific~, they had picked up Poeudo-Dionysius 1
concept that the soul, which had come out from God, returns to H:lm.

2An~ Combes, Le. thiologie my-stiqu~ ~e Gerson (2 ·vols.; Rome,
~umai, Paris and New 'x'ork: bascii!e et socfi Edltores Pontificii,
196.s-1964), I, 98-99. Hugh (Henr:,) ot :BalJna vas a Franciscan theologian
who was born in Geneva and became a member¢ the Friars Minor int~
province of Burgunctr. He wrote e. Theologia JIW'Stica which tor a long
time was attributed to St. Bone.venture. He died in l.439. Andrew Eg~,.
in The Cethol:l.c Encyclo:cedia (Nev Yc:µ-k: The Encyclopedia Press, Inc.,
1913), II, 224. Thomaa Gallus is proba~ to be identified llith Thomas
of strasburg, •a 14th century' Augustini~ ~cholasti~. After 1341 ~ was
active at the University- of Paris and in 1345 became general of his
order.. He close~ foll~d the teachi~s of Giles of Rome, the doctor
ordinis ot the Augustinians. The relationship of Gerson to Thomas is
seen in that the latter opposed Henr,y- of Ghent e.nd the tine distincti~s of' the Scotists. He held that there is no formal distinction
amons the divine a,ttributes. The only permissible cl,istinction is that
of the external effects o-r the attributes. Also, he held that there
'is no to:rmal distinction between Cod and the divine ideas. Willima
Turner, in T'ne Catholic Encyclopedia, XLV, 69~696.

10
This return is by vq of love, since God dwells in a darlmess
inacccGGible to the created spirit.

But the Augustinian educatian

of these men bad colored their conception with psychological overtones, so that they interpreted Pseudo-Dionysius 1n terms of their
psychological. experience. ~Y' did keep the idea of God• s essential
unknowableness, which relates them to Pseudo-Di~sius and distinguishes
them :from st. :Bona.venture, st. Albert, and also st. Thomas.3
~ s then was the tradition upon val.ch Gerson clrev. !Jrne two
essential. points to be noted are (1) tbat to the J1¥Sticism of PaeudoDionysius the spiritual Dionysian& adaed a paychologtcal. emphasis
derived from their Ausustinian heritage; and (2) tbat they preserved
the concept of the essential unlmowableness of God and are therefore

3x

am here dependent upon the analysis of Paul Philippe. His
text follows: "Par spirituels dionysiens, 11 'taut entendre lea auteur&
qui ont adopte le vocabJP,&ire et surtout le theme principal de Deeys
sur lea relations de l'ame avec Dieu: sorti de Dieu, l'homme cloit
rentrer in lui, et comma Dieu babiti clans ,me tenebre inaccessible
l. l'esprit CN(, c•est par l'a:mour que l'homme devient un avec lui,
au-dessus de toute connaissance intellectuelle. Pourtant, entre Deny11
et lea dionysiens du moyen 8ge, une longue evolution c•est accamplie·
nos auteurs du 13e si~cle, a:lnsi que leurs disciples du 14e et du 1?'
si~cle, ont repu de leur 4ducation augustinienne une toumure d'espnt
"psychologique" qui le= i'ait interpreter Denys en f'onction de leur
e~rience personnelle. D.s gardent »hnmotns du thule dionysien de
1 1 inconnaissance 1 1 essentiel et 11s en sont obs,d4's: c 'est en cela ·
qu'ils m&itent le nan de spirituel.s dionysiens et qu'ils se dist_inguent
d'un saint Bonaventure, d 1un saint Albttrt et surtout d'un saint !l!homae.
Car ces de:rniers ont subi aussi 1 11nf'luence de Denys, me.is 11s out
intigri' sea i4'es aans leur th,ori." personnelle de la contemplation., en
sorte que ce~-ci ne peut plus &tre ~f:l.4e de dionysienne. 11 Paul
Philippe, o. P., La contemplation a u ~ si~le, cbapter 3. •~s
spiritue1s dionysiens., clans le Diet. de spiritualitd', t. II., 1952., col. 1914.
Quoted 1n Ccmbes, La thlologie :mystique de Gerson., I, 98.
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to be distinguished from St. Bonaventure, St. Albert and St. T"nomas.
The De

SDeCulatiw.: a Psycholasical.ly-Oriented
Mysticism ot the Affective Powers

Contra curiositatem studentium bad been delivered on 8 and 9
:November 1402. That smne winter· Gerson presented his first formal
treatise on JI\YStical. theology-, De' m.ystica theologia sneculativa. Later
on, in September-November ot 1401 he was to compose the twin to this
vork, De mystica theologia 'Dl'&Ctica. One might think here in terms

ot a tril<>tW, Contra curiositatem studentium presenting the Chancellor's
analysis ot the ills of the university-, thus paving the way- tor the
solution presented in the two treatises on mystical theo1o8Y". !lbe task
now will be to present the main lines of De mystica theologia speculativa, .

and then to contrast this basic work with De mystica theologia practica;
for a shif't took place in Gerson'• thinking between

i4o2

and

1407. In

dealing vith the De JIIY'Stica theologia speculativa it will alao be nec~•sa:ey to make some references to Gerson's opposition to the. mysticism
of R1J¥sbroeck.
Basic assumptions of Gerson

Gerson immediate]¥ clarified the context in which be wrote the _B!
m.ystica• theologia sp8culativa: · like most of that which had gone- before,
it was to ·be a· pa.rt of his call to repentance.

"Repent and believe the'

Gospel!' is the nrst statement it -conta1ns. 4 Whsb f'ollova is therefore

J,berson,

Oeuvres ComP1lltes,. XII, 250.
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an explication of VB¥S and means in vbich the hearer can go about
ueeking the Lord 1n repentance.
file Chancellor made it clear from the start that he was now
embarking upon a new program of theolomr:

''Mystical. theology' is

something beyond that which is cal.led •symbo1ic • or •proper.1 "
SymbolicQJ. theology seeks to know God by ap~ng to Him terms derived
from human observation. Gerson intended to propose a better VB¥ of
finding God, namely through JD.YSticaJ. theology.

fhis is clearly 1n

the tradition of Pseudo-D10D1'&ius. 5
i.t,stical. theology rests upon experience and proceeds through the
process of negation. fhis does not imply, however, that there is no
positive cognition inwlved.
the pure Dionysian JD.Ysticism. )

(This latter point separates Gerson from
In other words, just because mystical.

theology operates by sayi.ng what God is not, this does not mean that
it ends up with nothing positi~ known or experienced of Goel.

Bllt

the tact that it is intrinsically an experience does imp].¥ that it

.

cannot be deduced by the inexperienced.

6

It al.so implies that JD.Y&ticaJ.

.

theoloSY should be considered more perfect and more certain than other
theoloSY'.7
On the other hand, Gerson continued, the f'act that mystical. theology

rests upon inner experience does not prec1ude teaching and learning the

5Ibtd.,

P•

25~.

7Ibid., P•

253.

6Ibid.
•
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principles of it, even apart from personal experience.

There is val.ue ·

in pa.y-ine; attention to those who have experienced these thine;s. 8 The
stance of the hearer must alway-a be:

believe in order to understand.9

Holy men and experts 1n JIW'Stical theology have much to teach

U8

and

it is foolish not to heed them. 10 Of course "the t'a.ct remains that.
the inner workings, particularly w1th resp:=ct to the attective po;,ers,
are more clearly sensed than described.ll ·
There is something rather defensive in Gerson's approach at this
point.

He argued, despite what he had al.re~ stated, that a man

less experienced in the affective powers may be more erudite in cliscussing these matters--and then asked why this could not hold true in
12
•
.
I
the present case.
This raises the question of Gerson s personal
experience in Jey"stical theoloSY'.

He seemed to hint rather broadly

that he could not claim a great deal of personal Jey"Stical. experience,
unless he was merely being modest.

However that may be, hav1ng st_a ted

his presuppositions and hav1ng made his aPOlopa, he was read¥ to present the psycholog1cal. basis• of Jey"Stical. theol.og'.

eur igitur in· re nostra par eventus negabitur ut h0mo parvum
vel nihil devotus possit aliorum devotorum scripta studere, cont:erre
ad invicem, un~ ex al.tero vel conc1udere vel elicere, i r n ~ vel.
f'ulcire. Hoc modo itaque de fidei articulis utique non expertis
11
quoticlianima e.xercitium theologicae scholae t'a.cit. !!!!!•, P• 255.
1211

14
The three cognitive and the three affective powers
The basic framework of Gerson's De my'stica theologia s-cecula.tiva
is• his divisi-on of the soul into three cognitive and three corresponding

.

.

affective powers.

However I he understood this to be

~

a useful

=thodology for purposes of understanding, and not as true ex parte rei.
He credited the formaliza.ntes with having.developed a useful technique
but wished it to be pressed no further~
But ,.,hen they assert in addition that beyond each
operation of the intellect those distinctions are in
the things themselves, invarcll.y'1 just as. the inte1lect
imagines them in its process of abstraction, e.g., that.
they are universal or separate or eternal. and the like,
then without doubt I dissent frail them in this enti~
opinion, because· I do not understand on what basis that
dict\Dll can be upheld as true or as sanei particularly
in view of the simplicity- of the tleity-. 3
Therefore the vari~ powers are to be considered clistin~t in name
but not

B!...!!•14

Having clarif'ieA his us_e of sue~ a ·p rinciple· ofl division, Gersaa
proceeded to def'ine the three cognitive powers.

The f'irst is the

simple intelligence:
Simple intelligence is the cognitive power of. the soul
which receives a certain natlµ'B,l light directly :frdm God,
:Ln and through which lisht f'irst principles are recognized
as true and most certain~ within the lim:1.ts alitiaaed
[terminis- aoprehensis].l~

1

.
3:Ibid., P• ~57 -

14Ibid.

-

15Ib:Ld•
.
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Gerson listed a number ot other common names tor this, ot Yhich
particularly "scintilla rationia" and "apex rationia" are vort!J¥ ot

16

note.

1'be second cognitive power is-the reason:
Reason is that cognitive power ot the soul which
deduces a conclusion trom premises, also eliciting
the imperceptible things tran the perceptible and
abstractillf the quidclity, neec11Dg no organ in its
operation. 7
.
While the 1'1rst power is a very basic natural light given b;y- God, the
second is more p].ai~ a factor in human paychol.OSY'1 namely that power
b;y which man can reaaan, draw conclusions from premises, and the l.ike.
I

It is cliatinguished tram the third power pr:lAci~ in that it
utilizes none ot the aenao17 organs.
1'be third power is that ot the senses:
The senso17 cognitive paver is taat power ot the soul
which uses both exterior and interior organs ot the ~
in its operation in order to get to know those things
which are pe:1iftivable b;y the senses either per ae or
acciden:taJ,ly'.
Thia power baa a number ot more specific :tunctiODB: it can simply perceive outward ob.1ecta, or perceive the sensations f'elt in the five
senses, or even rearrange the various reactiODB to sensations; thus it
can also be called imagination or tantaay. 1 9

Corresponding to the three COBDitive powers are three ccnpara'bl,e
a.f:f'ective powers.

.

Each o.ttecti~ power is a .kind ot emotional re-

action to the corresponding coanitive power:
For whenever the cognitive power grasps, ,and in some
respect is confronted with something which is either
in accord with it or inharmonious with it., ve find
that the soul in a measure approves this perceptioJ'l
if it is concordant., and becomes fearful. it it is
inharmonious. 20
Corresponding to the aimpl.e inteW.gence is the synderesis:
The synderesis is the appetitive power of the soul
which receives directJ.¥ fram God a certain natural
impulse toward good through which it is inf'J.uence~
to pursue the suggestion of that good which 1:s
offered by the apprehension of the sinq>le intelligence.~
Synderesis is i~ rel.ationsbip to the good as simple intelligence is in
relationship to the true. As simple inteJ.ligence cmmot dissent tran
certain basic, self-evident traths, so synderesis cmmot deny the first
moral principles.

22

.

However., with respect· to these first moral prin-

ciples the- synderesis

~

''non ~11e•~--holA itsel.f' 1n suspe~e. 2 3.

other .common names f'or syndere~is are., for example., "natural sti,mulus

~id.,· P• 260.
21.lbid.

22:cbid. Gerson appears at this point to depart from ncminalist
·principles and posit a natural moral. order. Perhaps., however, he was
merely speaking of' a :f'undamezrtal order orclailied by the will of God.
!'he latter interpretation 1s to be pref'e~ because of his cuatC111U7
emphasis on God I s freedom.
23:and.

11
to good" and "pristine part of the sou1. •'24
Corresponding to the reason is t _he rational appetitive force:
Rationa1 desire is the affective power ot the sou1
which can be set in motion di"ctly by reason's
C08tlitive act of apprehending. 2 5
Will and liberty are involved in this power, the former where a question
of choice is involved. 26
Finally, corresponding to the cognitive power of the senses is
the sensual. appetitive power: ·
Animal. or sensual. desire is the affective power

of the sou1 which can be set in motion direct:cy by
the understanding which canes through the senses
a1one.27
~us Gerson l.aid the foundation for his mystica1 theoloSY" 1D human
psyehology.

In a neat package he divided the cognitive and attective

domains of the human soul into three corresponding parts each. Blclt
he emphasized that this :ls purely methodolog1ca11 and not true!!

narte rei, as some of the formalizantes would BS¥.
~e quest'ion of onsins still 1"8JD&i D& .

Are these powers innate I

or are they immediately given by God T Gerson approached the question
by considering the six powers as light_a-.

He noted that some BB¥

~

God, who is the true .light I immecli.stely lights the soul, whereas others

hold that these powers or lights are innate I of the essence of the

24:nid.
25lbid.

~id.
2'1Ibid.

.
1

p~

26J..

..
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soul,

'

11

28

:f'ran which they- issue or come forth and sprout."

His own

opinion was that these are acquired characteristics, within 'Which are

.

to be found much canplexity- and diversity-. 29 Moreover, he distinguished
between those powers of' the soul. which are 1.mmecliate~ given and the
various habi:tudes or acts, whether cognitive or affective, which are
gratuitous~ infused. Specificall1' mentioned as infused gifts are
:faith, hope and charity", and the seven gifts of' the Spirit.30 Thus
the gifts of' the Spirit which al.read¥ relate to tbe via propria are
co.re~ separated from the ps70hologicaJ. foundations of' nvstical.
theology-.

Inf'usion is saa.ethiDg quite distinct from the act whereby

God imlllediat~ lights the soul; the latter belongs to the psychological.
basis of' nvsticaJ. theoloa.
The activities of' the six powers
Fran the definition of the cognitive and affective powers, Gerson
proceeded to~ statement of the activities of these powers. It should be
noted at the outset that he first used the t.1trm "contemplation" :ln a
gene_ral. vay-, as opposed. to the "active" life.

Jlowever, he soozi pointed

out that Just as contemplation• is an activity- of' the cognitive power,
so uvaticaJ. theology is an activity' of the attective paver, thus giving

-·- ....

---·

.

·---· - ·. -· -- ·- ·- . ...
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the te1u 11aontcmp].a.tion11 o. more specific meaning. 3l Moreover he
nnri-owed its use still further when, under the cognitive activities
or the sou1, he distinguished among cogitation, meditation and
contemplation. 32 This caref'ul delineation of the term will have to
be borne in mind particularly in connection with De m.ystica theologia

nractica.
The three activities in t ·he cognitive domain of the soul. are
clearly- defined.

Cogitation is "an aimless contemplation of the mind

prone to straying." It is ver,y easy to perf'om since it is formed ·
directly from sensation or fantasy-, am occurs at random.33 A capsule
description of its f'unctioning is:

"Cogitation therefore wanders and

winds without ettort and without :f'ruit. "34
Meditation is a "pointed contemplation of the mind eagerly
This is far more
.engrossed in thinking or inquiring about truth."
.
dif:f'icul.t since it involves sorting out specific actual sensations of
fantasies and. concentrating on sel.ected points.

35

When this happens,

. coS1tation passes into meditation. Even more dif:f'icul.t is the further

31-Ibid., p. 266. He made himself' very clear on p. 273: "Propterea
non :f'all.itur qui dicit contemplationem sine dilectione ncmen contempl.ationis non mereri; sed nos unum ab altero secern1mua ut precisior babeatur
inquisitio veritatis, et cognoscamus qm»i1am appropriate loquendo sicut
contemplatio est in vi cognitiva intell.1.gentiae, sic in vi attectiva
correspondente J11¥stica reponiltur theol.ogia."

32xbid., P•
33zb1d.
34zbid.

35zbid.

267.

,l

I

tnok of' medito.tion, naniw to strip .coaitQ~ion of' its ~ciden:ts• and
thus to arrive o.t the o.bsolute quiddities of things. 36 Its capsule
description:
f'ruit. 1137

"Meditation strives and advance.a with effort and with

Conte.,iplation is "acute and tree, a aazing of' ·the mind :upon
things that can be inopected, a gazing which is ditf'used and sµs~nded
everywhere in God's amphitheater. 11 38 Just as cogitation ·passes ~to
meditation, so meditation passes im;·o contenipl.ation.

Contemplation

operates with a facility born out of habits acquired through meditaFurthemore, it is eo.&y" to perform be~ause it f'oll.'"'8 meclit~ion,

tion.

which has already' performed the task of' abstraction and separated understandinss from sensib1es. 39 rts capsule descr.l.pti~:

.

"Contemplation

f11ts around and circles ~thout ef'f'ort mJ,d with f'ruit."
. The correspondence betwen ·the powe~

~

4o

the activities is the·

following:
Cogitatio is rel.at¢d to ·sens\fDl.itas.
Meditatio 1s rel.ated to ratio.
ContempJ.atio is related toiiitelligentia simplex.
Gerson l.iftened the three powers to the 'bottom, middle a:pd top· of' a
mountain.

At the top one can. look

36ru_d., P• 268.
37Ib'1d., •p. 267.

38:n,id.
39Ibtd., p.. 26g.

40

~ -., p •.

267.

8.l'Q~

free~ with~ slipping back

down to the lower reaches. The pre-fol.J. Adam possessed this capacity
but it has been darkened by sin.'IJ.
The trip up the mountain, to st&¥ with Gerson• s imagery tor the
moment, is ,mdcrtaken by means of abstraction, viii.ch is the process by
,..hi.::h th~ Gimple quiddities of things are stripped o~ their accidents.
Gerson held that this process cab. be undertaken by meditation but that
the kind of abstraction necessary for contemplation ~annot be attained
by either imagination (related to cogitatio) or reason (related to

medita.tio) alone.

Just as reason is b.e tter able to abstract than is

sensunlity' or imagination, so the simple intelligence is super.Lor to
reason in its ability' to abstract. !fbis is a crucial point.

In this

context, Gerson criticized the formalizautes specifically because they
sought by wq of imagl.na~ion or reason alone that which can be found
only °b'J the cleansing of the simple in~gence. 112 Although Gerson
did not spell it out; this is obviously t~ point at which repentance
is to enter; in relationship to m;ystical. theology.

Man's cognitive abilities, ~hell, can move step-,wise from lower to
higher until he arr.:l.ves at the state where he is beyond all the flux .
and confusion of the senses and reason in a situation of liberty. 43

1121'Et hob est quod reddidit multos ex eis qui dicuntur fo:nnalizantes
in tabulam et r::Lsum, 1Dillio in insaniam, quia per solam imaginationem vel
rationem quaerunt illud quod per intelligentiae depurationem erat inveniendum." Ibid., P• 271.

-

.

4311w.demus itaque quoadam de bam:lnibus v.i.vere non elevatius quam
' bruta; aolis en1m sensibus utuntur aut eos solos insequuntur. Al.ii
~is insequuntur rationem, intellig~s abstt actius regu]As artium.
et scientiarum. !l.'ert11 ultra haec omni& elevant ae supra rationem iii

,,
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This is the height which man can achieve through the actiVity of the
highest cognitive pcr.rer.
But Gerson had not yet reached the key pQint which he intended to
make.

He had shown that three affective nowers- correspond to three

cognitive nowers, and had analyzed the actiVities of the three cogn.1tive powers.

His next step was to take up the relationship between

the affective and the COBDitive activities.
Just as three affective ~owers correspond to the three cognitive
r.owers, Gerson he1d1 so also three affective activities correspond to the
three cognitive activities:
Cu1,ido (or libido or concunisccntio.) corresponds to cor;ito.tio.
Dcvotio (or contrit:i.o or complmctio ..or oratio) correaponds to
mcdito.tio.
Dilectio (extatice. and anagogi.ca) corresponds to contemnlatio. 44

If' co(d.tatio 1s without foresight and wgue, so 1s cupido. It
meditatio is intense and planned., so_ is deirotio.

But if- contemplatio

f'ree~ pursues those things which meditatio has sought with difficulty-.,
so also dilectio is free and expeditious., pure and abstract.
is an ecstatic devotiotl, or Jubilation or exu:Ltation.

Thus" it

It is inexpressibl.e

and goes beyond all senaation. 45 This dilectio is the goal vh:ich Gerson
was seeld.ng:

qummam regionem aetemitatis et spi~tuaJ.11;8.tis et super annem
f'l.Uitationem et conf'usionem infinitam 4'!sideriorum et cogitationum
in auram quamdem libertatis serenam assurgun1; et evolant; et Jam
quasi non minus vicletur ditterre eorum. -y:Lta_a ceteris haa:l.ni~ quantum
distant hQmines a pecori~." ~ - , P• 272.

44n1a.
-

45Ibid • ., PP• 272-213.

.And this is the wisdom at God hidden in mysteliV'• 'l'his
is the :l'I\YSticol. theology which we are seeking, and which
leads to the JI\Y'Stical o.nd S\lprmr.ental ecstasies. Some,:;imes in m:, reading this is cal.led "contem!)lation, 11
sometitnes "devotion," and then asa.in "love" or "cherishing
love.""°
Thus .G erson, operating out of a psychological. system, PQinted

out the higheGt reaches attainab1e by the cognitive powers of man,
and vent beyond that to a higher goal, namely the dilectio which is
attaina.ble throush the af'f'ective powers.

In keeping with his closing

statement in Contra curiosite.tem studentium he reiterated that the
relationship to God which occurs through JI\YStical theolO§ is better
acquired b y ~ of the penitence of the a:t:f'ective powers than by 118¥
of the investigating intellect. !(ystical theoloSY is superior to
symbolical. or proper theology, which is related to contemplation
(intellective), just as dilectio is more perfect than,copitio, and
.
~
vol :untas than intellectus, and car.I.tas than ~ .
Gerson I s JI\YSticaJ.
theology48 relates more to the Y.lll and the emotions than to the
. intellect and is in his own est:lJllation f~r that reason superior to
his proper theolog--.

For God is better known to man in via . by the

~id., P.• 273.

47Ib1d.
48

The following are :turther definitions of JI\YStical theology used
"extensio animi 1n Deum per amoria desiderium;" ''motio
anasoaica, hoc est sursum ductiva in Deum per amorem fervidum et
purum;" "cognitio experimental:l:a habita de Deo per B11lor1a unitiv.l.
complexum;" "sapientia, id est aapiaa notitia habita de Deo dum ei
supremus apex attectivae potentiae ~tionalis per amorem cun,1unptur
et unitur;" ''irratianalis et amens et stulta sapientia excedens
laudantes." (The. final. definition is f'rom Psewlo-Dionysius.)
~ • , P• 274.
by Gerson:

a,,.
penitent a:n-ective power than by' the investigatina intellect.49
The interaction between cognition and a...""'tective power
in JI\Y'Stical. theol.ocY'
The very essence of Geraon's nvstical. theology is that it is
centered in the affective powers and is as available to unlettered
folk as to trained theologians.
even be a. handicap.

In fact theol.oai,cal training might

lt was in this spirit that he wrote many letters

to his sisters., introducing them in a practical w,q to the ,via 51stica
which he taught.

It was in this spirit that he addressed his

Montai,me de contemnlation specif'ically to the common man., and in it
defined the simple knowledge that is necessar:, f'or its reo.llzation
and the advantqes of a simple faith:
The knowledge or learning that one has of God by- true
fa.1th o.l.one, is sui'ficicnt for reaching such wisdom as
oto.ted: no.mely., to love God and to serve and honor Him.
And it aeems to me that Aristotle said that simple folk
can have beatitude by' believing what the philosophers
testify regarding God and the cngels and by- judging it
according to their conviction and love.

.

,.

And :f'ro:n this I conclude that simple Christians who ·
have firm faith in the goodness of God and accordingly
love intensely., have more true wisdom and ought rather
to be called wise men than certain clerics vho are
loveless and without affection for God and His saints •
Therefore such people are more pleasina to God. But
what is more., such clerics are displeasing to Him and 50
are, in short., so.l.t without savor and foolish wise men.

49n1d • ., P• 253.
50Jean le Cbarlier de Gerson., Initiation 'h la vie nr,st~ue,
edited with a pJ"&f'ace by- Pierre Pasaal (Paris: Gallimard., ~ 3).,
P• 48.
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In De m;ystica. theologia snecul.ativa too, Gerson had harsh words f'or
speculative knovledge devoid of' love and spoke his~ of' the unlearned
who nevertheless are experienced in affective relationships:
From this I draw the noble deduction that if' philosophy

is spoken of' as every skill which proceeds from experience, then mystical. theoloSY" 'Will tl"licy be a philosopb;y,
and those who 'are knowledgeable in it, granted that
from another angle thw ~ be unc:ultivated, are rig~ .
called philosophers. 51
•·
!rhis is of' course basic to Gerson• s entire scheme. !rile ultimate in
religious experience is something which takes pl.ace in the emotions
ro.ther than in the intellect.

Consequently, this experience is not

contingent upon intellectual attainment am1 is equally avail.able-to
all..

But this should not be interpreted as though Gerson was promuigating an uncontrolled z:eligion of the emotions.
counter to his essential. conservatism.

That would have :nm

In maey respects he was a

most cautious, almost reactionar,y 1ndiv.1.dual., as witness scme of
the closing remarks in Contra curiositatem studentium, where he spoke
out in favor of' the prohibition of' vemacular translations of' Scripture,
caref'ul choosing of' preachers f'or the -people and the ~ . 52 5rQUS
Gerson did not consistently ~phasize i"eeling at the ~ s e of'
doctrinal, ·cogniti~ theoloSY• When he 'Wl'Ote his first letter to

.

Barth4l~ Clantier regarding Buysbroeck's DW"sticiam, he made
· seneral remark that :mere matters of' Sc~ptural. belief'

~

tae

concerned,

more confidence should be ~ed in theologians who have specul.a.tive

5laerson, .Oeuvres Compl~es, III, 253.

52ntd., P•

249.
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knowlease than in uncultivated people who are skilled in the contemplo.tian of the affective powers. 53 Furthermore, in De theologia
m.vstica s-oeculatiw itself, Gerson cautioned against the mrtinomian
excesses of the Begharcls and !1.'urlepins, who had a zeal that was not
according to knowledge, and specif':l.ed the need of regulating ones
feelings according· to the lav of Chr.lst.

It is necessary', he said,

that Christians obtain guidance and direction f'ran men who have
given themselves over to a "scientiftc" devc>tion.54 Thus Gerson
called tor a return to a sane and sober dependence upon Christian
theologians who have reason to knw what they- are talking about.
Despite the essential freedom of his nvstical theo1oSY, h:l.a basic
conservatism made h:l.m recoil 1"rcm &IJ1'

~

emotionalism.

Nevertheless, one ought not infer that Gerson conceived of
cognition onl¥ as a necessary' defense against free-wheeling, uncultiw.teci nvstics. !!!hat it pl.a¥ed an essential part in his m;yatical
theo1ogy- becomes apparent when one analyzes h:l.s careful. ten-point
comparison of the relationship between apeculati've and m;yatical theo1ogy.
The essential relationship between the speculative (cognitive)
and the m;ystical is rooted in human psycho1oSY".

:Both merge in the

rational ~oul and are n:erely' distiJJgUiahed by :reason of their respective
powers.

~ t is, speculative theol.oa is related to the intellective

53nscientia quippe inf'lat, intellige Bi sola est, caritas aediticat •.

(I Cor. 8:1) lfihllcminus ubi ·de veritate :ficlei quaeritur traclita in
aacris scripturis, magia interrogancli consulendique aunt theo1ogi
'Vigen.tea in contemplatione secunda quam idiotae pollen.tea in pr:Lma,
·aecluso in eia patenti revelationia :m:tracule.~ ~ - , II, 61..
5Jf:a,id., III,

256.
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power and m;ystical theology is related to the affective power. Therefore the object o:r apeculative theol.08Y' is truth, while that of Jll¥Stical
theoloSY is gooaness.

They come together ( conveniunt) because both

are in the higher portion o:r the soul, not only in the sensor:, apparatus
or the reason. They are the tvo powers or eyes or offices o:r the
55
higher part o:r the soui.
It con be assumed that, although Gerson
did not speci:fical.ly mention it in this connection, his usual principle
appliea, namely that the diotinction made here is true in terms of
human understanding and not ex parte ref.~
What role did Gerson then assign to the intellect? He stated
clearly enough that :austical theology does not need the "school of
the intellect," for it is acquired in the "school of the affective
power. " In the co.-itext of the

~

po,.-ers one makes the hierarchical

ascent through purgation to illumination to perfection.

56 But this

does not mean that cognition pl.ay:s no role at all in Gerson's J:VStical.
theology, for he al.so stated explicitly:
But since it c0Jl'll110nly tums out, even among brutes, that
there is much love where there is little lmowledge, it
:follows that to obtain the teaching of this 11\YStical theology'
is not a task accomplished chiefly. by great mental skill.
For I lmow by faith that God is completely desirabl.e and
l.ovable. If' the affective part bas been cleansed, illuminated, put in proper order and trained, wey will it not be
borne and snatched up into Him -who is comple~f desirable
and lovable, without studying a. lot of booksT

55Ibid., P•

274.

56zb1d., P• 276.

57Ibid.
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Bearing in mind that the imllediate cause of Gerson' s reform endeavor
was the intellectualism a.t the University- ot Par.ts, one notes that
certain expressions in the paraaraph cited above are ver., significant:
there can be much attectio where there is little (not:
l•~stical theol.OBY" is not acquired by magna scientia.

"no") cognitio.
(llote the !!!m!!•)

For Gerson, "knowins by faith" can harcicy' exclude all knowledge and
BS3ent. That cognition p]..ey's a role here is al.so clear:q indicated
by the following statement of the interrelationship between the two

powers:
For since the cognitive power can grasp and in some
respect be confronted with something which is either
in accord nth it or inharmonious with it, we i"ind
that the soul in a measure approves this perception
if it is concordant, and becanes tearful it it is
inharmonious.
Let me state further that there 1s no being which does

not have desire in proportion to the goal which is
cued it by right of divine law. But this is not
properzy cal.led an affective desire exx:ept in things
which f'lou,rish on the basis of kncnrledge~58
Again, Gerson was able to speak ot the two powers as reinforcing one
another, somewhat in the manner of light and heat.

59 •

The interaction of the two powers 'lfJIJ¥' therefore be explained sane-

what as follows:

The two powers come ~ether in the higher soul.

Some ccsnitive knowledge is necessar., f'o_r the process of abstraction

to occur, but the highest religious experience attainable by man occurs
when the highest part of' the cognitive IJOI.N!r in man pasaes into the

58:a,id., P• 260.

59Ibid., P• 262.
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affective doma.in, 60 at vhich point the extent of theological. lmawledge
ia ir1·clew.nt to man's religioua experience. T'ne resultant a.ct ot love
is co.l.l.ed the sut'.e:rmentalis excessus. 6J. T'nus, in terms of human
psycholoSY:, it is possible tor the affective power to move beybnd the
cognitive to a higher experience of God. Apparently this state involves
a1so a cessation of ell. intellectual. activ.l.ty (but not that which led
up to the activ.l.ty of the affective powers), tor when in a letter to
Jean le Celestin, in 1425, Gerson explained how his mind had changed
somewhat, he a1so explained his former position, the one now under
discusaion:
Others ground this in the love ot &:'mderesis or pinnacle
of the mind [a"Cex mentis] alone, all. work of the intellect
ceasing, as I at one tiD'.e suppoaed, in m:, earnestness,
following or thinking to follow th interpreters of the
blessed Dionysius and Bonaventure. 62
li~sticaJ. theol06Y' therefore consists in a "going beyond," all.
intellectual. effort ceasing. But this is not to &81' that it occurs
without antecedent involvement of the cognitive powers or that the
truths which .f 'aith receives are no longer necassar,y as a control.
Clearly, in De JI\YStica theologia specuJ.ativa Gerson broke with all

~id., p. 275 •

-

~id.
~id.~ -II, 261-262. Gerson state-d as his new v.l.ev that the union
of mystical theol.0SY' "neque consistit in opere intellectus nee in opentione affectus," but in this, that "essentia animfle s1mp:tificata,
purgata et denudata ab omni solicitudine, concuplscentia et f'antasmate,
dum perditis alteritatibus, ut n,.onysius loquitur, et concupiscenti:l:s
curisque conclus1s revoluto autem in div.l.num monadem conaregantur,
dum praeterea, ut alibi loquitur, secundum meliorem noatrae mentis et
rationis v.l.rtutem, inattabilibua et ignotis ine:ttabiliter et ignote
con.1unsuntur." ~ - , p. 262.
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Jl'\Y3tics who hold that there exists in man's cognitive powers the ability
to win through to a relationship with God in Iii& hiddenness.

Bat he

retained the cocnitive as a suarcl against enthuaia.a and sranted it an
ancillary- but essential role in the structure ot his mystical theoloSY"•
This is f'ull.y in keepi~ with hie nominol.iat principles, tor it is
rooted in the idea of the unity ot the soul.
T'ne mystical. union

Thus far Gerson had developed the thought that the ul.timate
religious experience which man can attain is the mystical union with
God, and that this is to be sought by means of mon'a affective power.

But what did he mean by the ''nvstical union!"
Gerson•s use ot the process of abstraction has al.re~ been pointed
out. 63 ey- abstraction he meant the proces~ whereby through meditation
(its corollary beins devotio) and contemp1ation (its corol.JALr:, being
dilectio) objects are stripped ot their accidents. . Thia ot course is
the via negativa, which it followed consistently will resul.t in nothing
but negation.

In tact, Gerson did hold that the cognitive powers can

attain only negation according to this scheme.

But, and here is the

heart of his mystical theology, the JIIO'V8JDeDt of the attective power is .
able to produce a positive 'Union with God.

™s is the raptus n:entis,

which occurs not through the mere affection ot love, which is re1ated
to the interior sensate powers, or through the love ot the will, vbich
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is related to reason, but throuah ecstatic love.

64

!r'nis love unites

the lover with the beloved.
But what is the nature ot this union? Gerson was able to speak

or it as a "transformation, 1165 but only with great care.

He explicitly

denied the pantheistic conception that
such a soul loses itself and its existence utterly,
and receives the true divine existence, so thnt it is
no loI13er a creature nor does it see or love God
through the crggture, but it is God H:lmselt who is
seen or loved.
In his correspondence with Barth'1.emy Olantier, Gerson also opposed
Ruysbroeck's (apparent) teachina that in the ~stical union the soul
loses its own existence and is transformed into the divine essence. 67
He objected to the common illustration in which the soul's absorption

is compared to a drop ot water mixed in a bowl of' wine so that its
essence perishes and it is converted into _the wholly other. 68 lie

6lir01d., III, 281,..
65Ibid., p. 285
66
~ - , P•

286.

67Ibid. In the first letter to OJ.alitier, Gerson wrote:

"Verum
alia. potior est ratio quae me ita &entire canpellit. Siquidem tertia
pa.rs ejusdem libri prorsus repudianda rescindendaque est tamquam vel
male explicata veJ. plane abhorrens et discrepans a doctrina sana doctorum sanctorum qui de nostra bea.titudine locuti aunt. Hee stat cum
determinatione expressa. decretalis ponentiribeatitudinem nostram consistere in dUObus actibus, visione et :fruitione scilicet, cum lumine
sJ.oriae." :Note especially the tollov:l:ng: "Et si hoc ita est in
beatitudine consummata, quod Deus non ~st visio et claritas nostra
essentialis sed tantum objectalis, quanto masia hoc erit alienum in
beatitudinis qua.dam assimilatione imper:f'ecta quam f'aa haberemua
degustare hie in via." ~ - , II, 57.

68:a,1d., III, 286.
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also rejected the use of transubstantiation as an illustration.69

Hm, then did Gerson interpret the nvstical union in

De

rrqstica-

theologia s~eculativa.7 The first impression one gets is that he
taueht only a union through conformity of the vill to God.:
When our spirit· clings to God in intiJr.ate love it is
one apirit with Him through con:fomity- of the will.
For only love--perfect and clinging perfectly to God-can truly- pray-: Thy- will be done on earth as it is in
heawn. Matt. 6:10. 'Whoever prays in this i:ay assuredly
prays in spirit and in truth, just as !l"ne Truth taught
us how to pray- in the Gospel and as He Himself prayed
to the Father saying: Nevertheless not as I will, but
ns Thou wilt. 1''8.tt. 26:39. And so in this way- a person is united with God a.nd established in and with Him. 7°
This statement, taken in conjunction with the total rejection of an
essentialistic union in the letters to BarthlleD\Y Clantier, seems to
point to a simple, voluntative union. Were this the case, Gerson•s
conception of the 11\Y'Stic union wuld be easy enough to understand.
But the union of will of which Gerson spoke .occurs only in the

second power, namely· 1n the reason:
The carrying oft of the reason ( raptus rationis]-in its own impulse--bey-ond the lower po-~rs, occurs
throU3h t~e love of the will.71
The actual 1mion which occurs in mystical theology is not merely the
"raptus rationis," which relates to the will, but the "raptus ment:l:s. 1172

69J:bid.,

P•

287.

TOibid., •P• 285.
71~ . , P• 281..
12zbid.
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The "raptus zr.entis" my be called a transfonr.a.tion.

Did Gerson then

teQch an essentialistic union a ~ ? Re denied it.

At this point

he acain re:f'uted all the mystical. iinager,y which hints at or exp1icitJ.¥
states the loss of the soul's essence and produced his own imager,y.
Love, like heat, he said, has the capacity' to unite the homogeneous
and to divide the heterogeneous.

Thus, love separates ever,ything in

men which is spiritual. or divine from ever,ything which is terrestrial.
and corporeal. There occurs a division of the spiritual frail the
animal or sensual. The precious is separated from the vile.

Since

is spirit and is the cauoe of the union, it is apparent vb¥ the
rational spirit, purified, is united with the divine spirit. 73

God

While this union is spiritual, the whole man is ultimately
involved. This too occurs throuah the affective power:
Thus vhen the spirit is joined to God and so made f'it
and influenced by love, it consequently fits out and
influences its own body, its own f'ormable or material
part, so to speak, as the spirit streams in return to
the body. For this reason it happens that the body
proper, thus hD.bituated and influenced, puts on and
carries certain qualities of' the spirit itself, its
own qualities being either abandoned or greatJ.¥ suspended
from action. Thus the s~ing of Aristotle is fulfilled
(Aristotle, :Nichamachean Ethics, I, 13): In the good
man all things are consonant with reason. Thus our spirit,
drawn by' God, consequentl.¥ clravs all the things which belong to the body and accordingly the wonderful. union of
the spirit with God and the ~ with the spirit results. 74
In terms of the historical cantext, here was Gerson's triumph.

He

had made Aristotle himself defend the superiority' of the affective power.

-

7Jibid., pp·. 287-288.

74n,id., p. 288.

-COZUbea comments:
At this point the victory ot the retormins Chancellor
is not on}¥ colilpletc: it is crushing. The least
JJ\YStical ot the philosophers has been invited to act
as herald. That Jey"&tical theolomr· is superior to
specu1ative theoloay in the order of intellectual
knowledge itselt--tho.t is the ver:, thing vhich no
one could possibly refuse to grant him any lonser.,
since that thcolOtJY had been defined as the obtaining ot
an experimental lmowledge ot that God vh0111 the intelligence alone could never reach here on earth. But the
superiority of' the one kind ot lmowleclge over the other
far exceeded that which Gerson's cbD.ll.enge required,
since, in nctual.l.y uniting the spirit to God, ~stical
theology extended its benefits to the ent.ire human
realm and spirituoJ.ized t h e ~ itself'.15

But did Gerson teach on essentialistic union at this time'l He
forthright}¥ denied it, yet sousht to so beyond a mere conformity

ot Will. In the first letter to ·Cl.antier (J.4<2) he c0111r.ented on
the word of the a!)O&tle., ''Whoever cl.ings to God is one spirit.,"

b.Y' speakina ot an assimilation or participation:
But here on}¥ that assimilation and participation is
observed which Luke exemplifies. when he states that
the multitude ot believers were ot one heart and one
soul. Vulgar usage speaks in the same way concemi1'18
two friends., just as sl,owins coal and illuminated air
are cal.led, res~tively, one vi.th ~e tire and one
with the light.

In the second letter to Cl.antler (J.408) he again spoke ot an assim:llation., but stipulated that it perfects but does not remove human nature. Tr

75combes.,. La thiologie mystique de Gerson, I, 109.
76Gerson, Oeuvres CompllJtes, II 60. The conception ot union
stated here is., in Combes' opinion, l.ri.en cl'autre qu'un pur accord
de volontes • • • • 11 Combes., Essai sur la critique de 'Reysbroeck mr
Gerson, III, l.01.
ifaerson, Oeuvres COIDlnl~s, II, 99.
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It is true on the one hand that he spoke of the transformational
union of' 111.jstical theoloSY", wherein love se~rates the precious in
nnn :from that which is vile and unites the precious part to God,

whereupon the spirit draws the body to itself.

But even in the

general context of thi3 P,resentation he retutea the various essentialistic misconceptions and gave favorable mention to an alleged
. modification made by Ruysbroeck: ·
granted that in· so:ne of his writings this mistake seems
to have been corrected when he stated that such a soul
always remains in its own proper existence which it has
in its own senus, but is said to be transfomed only
by way of comparison, just as -we s,q of :f'riends that
they are one heart a.nd one soul.. Thia explanation ve
certainly concede.7~
It therefore appears that during his 'ID'liversity period at least,
Gerson's idea of JI\Y&tical union was basic~ moral or vol.untative.
But Vithin this general framework he sought a f'llrther explanation
for what happens when the highest affec.t ive power breaks in. At this
point he brought his statements regarding the separation of the
precious from the 'Vile in the 8oul and ~e bod¥'& subsequent sharing
of the purified ~oul•a unity with God. He appeared theoretically to

8:1J.ov the union to mean more than the rautus rationia, vb:ich is
clearl.y related to the will according to his psychological scheme.
At the same time, h~ver, he introduced

many"

an eaaentiali-stic interpretation of the union.

-

safeguards to precl.ude

!l'he l.ogical. cmcl.usion

is that he understood the unio to be essenti~ a union of villa.

78rl,id., III,

286.

In Contrn vnnam curioaitatem studentium Gerson had promised that.
he

WD.3

a.bout to elaborate a simple, Gospel-baaed mystical. theol.081•

He ho.cl stated that this JI\Y&tical. theology- is achieved better through
penitence than through human investigation al.one.

He had further

promised to deol with the question whether one can know God better
in this lite by means. or the penitence of the attective power than
through the investigatirlg intellect. 79 He had now executed a scholarly
tour de force over asainst the Paris theologians I in that he brought.
even Aristotle to the defense of his basic contention.

But had he

really done what he had promised? Bad he presented a simple, Gospelbased penitential. piety-? Combes thinks not.

He maintains that instead

of' conducting his reform attempt with the simple "givens" of the Gospel
and instead of simply appeal.ing to ~th, Gerson had elaborated a
psychology-.

therefore his plan was essentially philosophic and was

ottered not to the f'aith of his hearers but to their free discussion.

80

It is trae that in these lectures Gerson built his JQ'Stical.
theology- upon a psychological. foundation.

It is also true that at the

very D10111ent he was proposing a religl.ous path srounded in the affective
powers he was presenting it in a speculative framework.

But Combes

is rather too sharp in his criticism. Gerson was still a scholastic,

79i'Intelllgentia clara ct sapida eorum quae creduntur ex Evanaello,
quae wc&tur theologia myotica1 conquirenda est per poenitentiam mB3is
quam per sol.om hummiam investigationem. Et circa hoc pertractabitur
ista quaestio an magi.a per poenitentiam attectum quam per investigantem
intellectum Deus in v.l.a cognoscatur." ~ - 1 P• 249.

80Andr4 Combes, La thiolope JI\Y!f!iiaue de·Gerson, I 109.
1
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sr.eaking to other scholastics.

tive and theoretical.

~e 1ectures were ac1mitteclly- specula-

It is true that Gerson did not otter them to

the i'aith of his hearers but to their free discussion.

Precisely.

He Jr.et them on their ground as scholars in the university and spoke
to them theoretical.ly' or speculati~ about his conception of nvstical
theolo~.
Gerson ·was also inclined to proceed with much caution.

Near the

beginning of the lectures he had said that a person less experienced
in the pious af'f'ections D'l8¥ be better at discussing them.Bl Apparently
he considered himself to be that person. At this point he was laying
the theoretica.J. groundwork. Later on., in De m.ystica theo1ogia practica,
the psycho1oaical framework would be ,d ropped and Gerson would move
toward an emphasis upon the work of the Holy Spiri't in nvstical theo1oa.

'Was he then pl.anning., from the ve-ry begi~ng., to start with a hishl.y
speculative exposition and then move toward a more spiritual. point of
view? Or did he chanse his mind between 1402 and 1407! Probably neither

ansver is entirely satisfactory.

He met the Paris theolog:l.ans on their

terms in 1402., and his own insishts and ~rience bad deepened by the
time he wrote De mystica theologia 'l;)l'8Ctica.

He was himself' in a process

of developnent., moving from the speculative accents which were so much
a part of his milieu., to a more profound and spiritual. understanding of
the m_ystical. piety which he was endeavoring to teach.

Olie ought not

to criticize him too harshly because., in 1402., he presented his thinking

~rs~., Oeuvres Compl.~tes., III., 255.

about a. m,yGticul. theolOIJY of' the af'f'ectiw powers in a i"ramewolic
vhich still smacked of' the opeculativa. This was a stage in h:la own
development.

It was al.no •his method of seeking to communicate With

the Paris theologians of' his

48¥. ·

!rhe psychological framework in vhich De ngrstica theolcgiat
BJ>eculativa is cast also leacla one to ask whether Gerson at this time
conceived of' man as being capabl.e of f'ollowing the via 5Ystica on the
basis of his own natural powers. !ftd.s does not seem to have been

-

Gerson•s intention. At at least one point he declared that the via ·
&stica which he propose~ cannot be traversed except ~er the calling
of the Lord:
The reasoning spirit,. taUSht like a spiritual sailor
by m,ystical theology, cannot proceed f'ran the sea of'
sensuality to the shore of eternity, that is, from
f'leshly things to spiritual tbings, unless the Lord
Jesus calls it and by His secret breathings f'ills the
sail of' the mind; and except through. His l°im it cannot
rest stead1'ast and f'irm in "the cliv.lne port.
Nevertheless., a trace of naturalism is inherent in same basic:, conceptions of' the treatise.

In the tenth proposition Gerson defined the

simple intelligence as the cogn.itive power of the m:lncl vhich receives
directly f'r0m God a certain natural light in and through which first
principles are known to be t:nie an.d most certain. 83 More significant;
is his statement regarding the corresponding attective power.

Gerson

82:a,1a.•., p. 282.
83 11Intel.ligentia simplex est vis an1JD8e cognitiva suscipiens
:Immediate a Deo natural.em quamcJam lucem in qua et per quam principia
prima cognoacuntur ease wra et cert1saima, termini& apprehensia."
~• .,

P• 2,58.
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defined the synderesis as the appetitive power of the mind which
receives directly' from God a certain natural inc1ination toward
gcod, which 1eads the individual. to follow after Sood• 84

~

con-

c1usion is inescapable that he ws speokins here ot natural.· powers
that exist in man quite apart from any special. revelation or special.
arace of God.

Statements such as these, p1us the psycho1ogical.

orientation of the entire treatise, do 1end certain naturalistic overtones to De m.vstica theo1oqia specul.o.tiva. 85

Fina.11¥, one must call attention to the, striking contrast betveen
Gerson's via nropria nth its tailoring ot the law to the individual.
and its active faith, and hi~ via nvstica v:l.th its personal.istic,
step-wise ascent toward the breaking-in of the dilectio.

To relate

these two aspects of Gerson• s thought will be the aim of the final.

8411
Synderesis est vis animae appetitiva suscipiena immediat"e a
Deo natural.em 4uamdam incllnationem ad bonus per quam trahitur insequi
motionem boni ex apprehesione simp11cis intell.igentiae praesentati."
~ - , p.

85

260.

·

.

1n speakins of Gerson' s naturalism, even hinting that this might
1nvo1ve a "soupgon de pilagianisme," Combes maintains that Gerson later
came under criticism for this and defended h1mae1f': "A cet d'gard, nous
n'en S01Dmes. pas riduits A des suppositions gratuites. Gerson 1u1-.mdme
tient al nous attester qu'il n'est pas tombe" clans 1 1 erreur. En protestant p1us tard, dans son EJ.ucidatio, de la puretc! de sea intentions, ne
nous indique-t-il pas de tason asaez claire ce que 1 1 on a d{} 1u1
reprocherT" Combes believes furthermore that the opening 11nes· of ·
De nractica are intended to remove any suspicion of naturalism raised
by the De speculativa: "En taut cas, de c1eux choses 1'une: ou bien
de tel.lea critiques ont lt, rlell.ement dirigd"es contre la specuJ.ativa,
ou bien ell.es ont f'1D1 par -assi.t'ger, du declans, 1" conscience gersonienne.
En toute eypot~se, 11 n'est pas douteux que, dis sea premi~res 11gnes,
1a :oractica ne tiene ~ ecarter, de f°a2on aussi dlcisive que directe,
toutes 1es objections qu•~ura1t pu f'aire mdtre 1e natural.isme apparent
·4e la specuJ.ativa." Canbes, La thc!o1ope m.y;stigue de Gerson, I, 145-146.
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chnpter.

But first it vill be necesso.r,y to examine the l.GGt member

of the "trilogy-" on JI\YSticoJ. theo1oSY", the

De

mystica theolot;ia nractica,

and to see the further movement of Gerson •a thouaht aa revealed 1n it.
The De Pro.ctico.: A Charism-Oriente~aticiam

of' the Attective Powers
Two apparent shifts 1n Gerson's position, and

their 1mp1icctions

One of' the main characteristics of' De JeyStica theo1og1a specu1ativa
is the careful. distinction vhich Gerson :made therein between contemnle.tio
as belonsing to the C081'1itive power of man, and devotio aa belonai,ng to
the affective power.

How striking then, to f'ind that he began his

De 5rstica theo1ogia pro.ctica by- spealdJJg of the gift ot contemplation

as though that were of the essenc~ of JQ"stical theology. 87
A second major characteristic of the ·1402 lectures vaa the emphasis

on ffl¥&tical. theo1ogy as attainable by- all, even those vho have l.1mited
coanitive lmowledge, since it is rooted in man's psychological. nature.

How strange then, to f'ind Gerson begfnnfng his

De

&&tica theologia

_practica by- noting that dif'f'erent gifts are given to people, and byC0D8idering the gift of contemplation as one of' the gifts gratis data:
Everyone 01J6ht to he.ed the call of' God, tor this reason
that lie calls all men to sal:vation--since, indeed,
according to the apostle, "Be wants all men to be
saved." ·Hence the natural and indeli'13.e desire tor

86

In this entire section, I am deeply indebted to Ana.rl Combes
for his anaJY.sia in La thlolagie JiyS'tigue de .Gerson, especial.J,1' I,

157-175.

87cf.

quotation giwn below.
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beo.titude nmong oJ.l. men. Nevertheless one person valks
this wey~and another tho.tin the path of God's co.lling,
accordins to ·the diversities of nra.ces, administrations
and or,ero.tions, as the apostl.e concludes: "To one is
civen throuc;h the Spirit the utterance of wisdom, and
to another the utterance of knowlecJse e.ccordina to the
same Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirit, to
another gifts of healin5 by the one Spirit, to another
the workiDG of ~ l e s , to another prophecy-, to another
the ability- to distinsuish between spirits, to another
various kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation
·o:r toncues. All these are inspired by one and the same
Spirit, 1-1ho apportions to each .one individually as he
Willa, just as the body' is one anci has 'ltfJZlY' members 11
and diverse and variouo functions. Note that the
utterance of wisdom, which is conoidered ver:, similar
to or the same as the grace of contemplation, is given
by the Spirit to this one or that and not to all:. The
same thing is true of faith, which I consider peace
"in believing; 11 also with regard to the working of
miracles, prophecy and the rest. Since therefore it
is flllreed that not all who are co.lled should tr:,
indiscriminately to attain each srace of administration
or a.ctivity-, neither OUIJht all devote themselves to wisdom or the stuc\Y of contemplation.88
Thus the call to salvation is universal.

God vents all. to be saved

and the universal desire for beatitude ~stif':l.es to this.

But ditterent

people have ditterent gifts in the church. The key- ~sage quoted 'by
Gerson is the one in which Paul speaks of charismatic gifts.

Gerson

linked contemplation to 11se:r:mo sapientie, 11 the f':l.rst gift mentioned.
That he understood this to be a sift gratis data is stated clearly
later on., in the sixth proposition:
because the grace of contemplation is counted among
the graces freely' siven., such as faith and hope or
prophecy ·or other such powers., which are occasional.ly'

88Jean le Charlier de Gerson., De M)rstica Theologia, edidit An.arl
Combes (Lucani: In Aecll.'blµI Thesaur.t Mundi., 1958j., P• 29, l. 4 to P• 131,
l. 31,.
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Given to individua.J.s who are :reprobate and vho
live Without love.ts9
!rbuo the "contemplation" which Gerson began to discuss in~
Theolorna mystica nractica no longer appears to be atta1nab1e by all
Christians.

It ha.snow become a special g:l.i't vh:l.ch is given to some.

This is a conception far removed :trm the theoretical universality
of the JIW'Gticism developed in De nvs;tica theologia specu].ativa. On
the other hond, by using this approach Gerson removed bis nwatical.
theology from its earlier psycholcsical. orientation and pl.aced it
into the circle of faith~-:f'a:lth being understood here in a broad. sense,
in antithesis to natural theology. 90
It is therefore apparent that Gerson began bis De m.ystica theoloda
practica from another perspective than that of' the earlier treatise.
On the one hand, he moved out

ot hi& psychological ~ r k and began

to treat uwatical theol<>s7 as a charismatic gift.

On the other hand,

whereas he~ previo~ made a clearcut distinction between contemul.atio,
which relates to the intellect, and clevotio, which relates to the affective power, he now began to use the tem contemnlstio in a sense broad
enough to embrace the more speci:f'ic senses of' both tems.

'Wny't

Callbes

· is proba~ correct in holdina that he did. this in order to meet the

89n1d., P• 155, 1. 1, 21-21,..
90combes "states: "en rattachant ainsi d.e :tacon essentielle le
contempl.atif' en tant· que tel aux autres membres de ce corps, et au
Christ lUi-meme, on donne le pr1mat absolu a l'orcl:re d.e la f'oi, on
ecarte les outrances philoaophiques, on se place clans l'atmosphe:re
meme ou veut agir le Chancelier :ref'ormateur. 11 In La thiologie
mystique de Gerson, I, 153.

_J.03
needs of o. larae number of people, most of vhClll did not work vith the
fine distinctions used in De m.vstica theolofd.a. specul.ativa.91
The question is, did Gerson move :f'rom this general. sense of contemplo.tion back to the IJ\Y'Stical. theology' of De nvatica theologia
specul.ativa? Did he return to the universal. mysticism presented in
the tom.er lectures, :finally arriving at the conclusion that each

.,

Christian is to move toward the perfect union of bride and bridegroom?
Or had he now deserted his former position 1n tawr of a contemplaticm
~

which is a special. charismatic sift for certain people?
One thing is certain: there is no pa.ssivi'fiT implied in Gerson'&
presentation. All are to seek their wcation, which is understood
here in the sense of "place in the body- of Christ:"

You have been elected to this activity in the
D\Yst1col bo~, and you to that. Strive to make
certain your cal.lina to sal.vation. 92
~nis means that the individual who is in doubt resardins his own vocation is to seek counsel of men who are expert in spiritual matters. 93
But is the individual to seek oncy- that 'V8¥ of lif'e which is obvious}¥
his even if this does not invo1ve the ecstatic love of mysti~ismf Or
is every- person to So beyond his apparent calling to seek ·the· myat1cal
union 7 M. Pourrat speaks for those who holcl that at this point Gerscm
did not teach a universal mysticism:

9J.nid., P• 168.

92Gerson, De. n,ystica theolop.a, P• 130, 1. 29 to P• 131, 1. 31•

-

.• 93nid., P• 131, 1. 1, 31•34•
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All the faithful., moreover, are nat called to the contemplative life, as opposed to the teachings of certain mystics
who wished to make all Christians contemplatives; which,
s~s the Chancellor, is a dangerous error. There are some
mnong the faithful. who are only suited to the active llf'e.
Their ardent and passionate temperament coul.d onl¥ be tamed
by hard vork and engrossing business. !l!be calm n~ded tor
contemplation woul.d expose them to ver:, sreat temptations;
it woul.d be a crime to persuade them to it. Al.so they would ,
be incapable ot contemp1ating divine tI'llths, and their
fai1ure woul.d discouroae them. ftose who from their position are canpelled to live an active lite, such as prelates:,
pastors or mothers of a family, woul.d sin if they left
those dependent.on them in oi'cier to lose theinselves in
contemplation.94
·
However, Pourrt&t does concede that Gerson encouraged people suited
for the active life "to think of God and bemoan ·their :faul.ts. 1195
Is this what Gersm tausht in De 5Ystica theolopa practica7

At f'irst glance, such would seem to be the case.

lie had bes,m 'b;v'

speaking of' contemplation as a char1amat1c gift for certain people·.
He pursued this in

the second proposition when, on the basls

of' the

thesis that the soul follows the bocly, he pointed out that some people
are better disposed than others for 'the contemp1at:i.ve life. 96 lie
became even more· specific in the third proposition, where he :remarked

94aerre Pqurrat, Christian Spirituality~ trans. 'b;v' s. P. Jaques
('Westminster, Md.: ~e Bewman Press, 1953), II, 272-272. Pourrat's
references are to Demonte contemulationis and to De exercitiis devotorum
sim)ll.icium, both of ~ch are less sigDif'icant than the two great
treatises on JJVstical. tbealCSf.

95

~ - , •p. 272.

9611Pqlozophat= est

anuas sequi corpora; quod cotidiano experimento cognitum sic accipientum est ut nan necessita~is vel coactiom.s
sit ista sequele, sed inclinationis, Iuwt autem miris modis ad operationes has vel :l,llas conf'ol'mis incli:aatio naturali"l', sicut e converso
dissonans tantum obest quantum v:l.x libel"tas animi, vix disciplinatio,
Yi.¥ conatus assuef'actionis su:tticit · eviJicere. ~ t beatua Gregorius,
quem in arce QOll'teJQpla~ionis sepe cl:luque vei'Ba'1i'WII cons-eat, quosdam
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that just as the state has DIBDY offices ancl stntiona, so also the
nustical. body. !rhose vho are co.ught up in IIIBDY' responsibilities

find it difficult to lead the contemplative lif'e.97 This is particul.arq
true of the J.a.y- occupations .98 bref'ore the most likel.¥ candidates f'or
the contemplative lif'e are the clergy, especial.1¥ the monastics.99 b
clel'&Y', and especia.11¥ the prelates, have both a certain obligation to
contemplation and various practical duties. !rberef'ore Gerson believed
that the ideal state f'or them involved a kind of' ambidexterity in which
the contemplative lif'e and the active lif'e could be brought together:
100
contemplatin(J, they c_oul.d act, and acting, contemplate.
In te:r:ms
of' Gerson' s immediate ref'o:matory purpose at the university his goal
had herewith been reached:

every, churchman was def':I.Ditely cal.led to

the contemplative lif'e.101

some,

such

as

the monastics, were in a

homines inveniri nature tam inquiete et varie ut otium contemplationis
vel non possint vel mo1estissime f'erre potuerlnt, ad quod al.ii nature
tranquillioris aptissimi pronique sunt. Primos ad actionft!R, sec,mdos
ad contemp].ationem m:l.ttit." Gerscn, De rotica theologia, p. 136,
l.. 6 top. 137, l.. 18.

97~ - , p. 140.

98Ibid., PP• 140-141.

-

99Ibid., ~- 142, 1. 11
100
~ - , p.

32-36.

J.41, l.. 1, 26-29.

1~
C0111bes: "'lous lea thiologiens
l l'Universitd" de Paris sont, ou 'VODt ftre,
d 1 ~ise. !l!ous, par cona,quent, doivent se
~. la perfection ccmtemplative. 11 Combes, .La
Gerson, p. 161.

qui prof'essent ou ftudient
au sens ,f'ort, hommes
consid4'rer camne apP'l,{a.
thiologie 5rstique de
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position to emphasize contemplation over ago.:lnst activity. Others.,
especinll.y- prelates in positions of respons:l:bili-ey., were to pursue
a kind or balanced ambidexterity.

Hone of the religious could excuse

themselves from the contemplative life.
But granted that certain people received contemplation as a
charismatic gift and that it belonged to others in their roles as
churchmen., what of the restT What did Gerson do with the simple
peopleT Thus :f'ar Pourrat seems to have been correct. But his interJ?retation does not take •i nto account that at this point Gerson began
to shift his ground and pave the way for a universal JI\V'Stical theology.
He opened the discussion by- stating the usual. point of view., namely'

that it is suf':f'icient for a Christian to be a partaker of t~e common
Christian l.ife., the via propria:
The voice of the crowd is: The ordimµy li:f'e is good
enough for me. If' I shall be able to be saved with
the least., that is enough. I 40 not desire the merits
of the apostl.es or martyrs; I q.o not want to f'q to the
heights; I am satisfied to plod the plain.102
But Gerson did not agree with this attitude of being satisfiecl with
the minimal in the Christian 11:f'e. He stated that imperfection is not
to desire to be perfect., and that on the ·pathwll¥ tcnnmf.God not to
advance is to regreBB.l03 Therefore the lazy servant 1.s damned., and
Mar.r's hospitality is preferred to that ot Martha--and the contemplative

1 <>2oerson., De 5Y!tica t~eolopa,. p. 143.,
l03Ibid • ., J>• 144.,· l. l., 1-9•

a..

4 to p. 144., 1. 1.
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life is more perfect than the active.1 01,. !rheref'ore it is the obligation of each Christian to striw f'or the perfection which is found in
the contempl.o.tive lif'e. Gerson did not insist upon a certain level

ot acbicwment. He did SIJ¥ that contemplation is to

'be sought and

that it can be found by people in various estates:
But there nre many among vham to neglect to seek
contemplation must be judged worthy of' damnation,
for example, those vho are stationed in the school
of religion, that is, the schoo1 of devotion, prBT9r
and weeping. Such, it is agreed above, are the
clerics, vho h4ve leisure at the people's expense
in order that they can guard the Juc)gments of the
Lord and search His law. Many other such men and
woman can be found in the secular wrld, vho have
leisure, instruction and inc1ine:tion enough so
tho.t they can turn and draw themselves completely
unto God. Fm.th, hope and 1ove are present in them.
In fact, they lack littl.e in the way of a more precise
education in order that the7 JE¥ pass over "into the
effective power of the heart" 'that is so good and
deligattul,

etc•J.05

Thus Gerson was moving trm a contemplation understood as a
special., charismatic gift or as something "that bel.cmga to ones "VOC&tional. status, to a more universal. conception.

At the same time he was

mo'Ying :f'rom a rather ambiguous use ~f' the te:m "contemplation" toward
.

the term1no1ogy of' his earlier mptical. theology:

.

"that they pass

complet~ over into the good and c1el 1gb~f'Ul. affective power of' the
heart, etc. n !l!he same movement is reflected" in the fl.fth proposition,
vhich deals with f'lee1JIS win occupations ancl seeking cormmrn1c:m v:lth.

lo4n,id., P•

"".ms:•

lOL

•

144.
1.L

a

1

1.L

J.117

P• l"IO, 1. ~ to P• l.... ,,

l

~A

• ~-
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ooa.lo6 Finolly Gerson f'orsook oll. ambiguity o.nd emphasized the
nff'ective power in opposition to the cognitive: .
It is use:t'ul., be.fore the time of' Pr&¥er itself', to set
n head start by meditating upon the things which are to
be declared, so that one can more freely pass over into
the o.f'fective power. There is also value in trying to
dra'! out those things which are said not so much in
relation to subtle and manifold knowledge as with regard
to relish and exultation. For often where there is less
knowledge there is more love. ''Love gets in where
knowledge stands at the door. ''107
Especially significant are the closing words as quoted above:
"Ecstatic love (which can practically' be equated with the essence
of' mystical theoloSY") gets in where cognition stands at the door."
'With this conclusion, Gerson was right back in the circl.e of' B!,
!'!,}'Stica theoloqia speculativa, except that he had arrived there
Without recourse to the psychological. considerations so evident

1n those first lectures on ~stical theology'.
Ecstatic love is therefore to be sought by- all.

Even if' a

Christian has no clear indication that this gift is his, and even if'
he is not a churchman, he is to strive. Bot to advance in the
Christian lite is to retrogress. One does not find Gerson &8¥ins,
however, that each Christian will arrive at the goal. of ecstatic love·.
It is not essential. to sal.vation, but it is essential. that each
Ch~istian striw to attain it.

l.06:n,id., P• 147, l. 1 1 l-4.
lOTIbid., P• 152, l.

74 to P• 153, l.. 80.
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In the first halt ot

De

nw:sticn theologia practica Gerson uaed a

different approach trom thnt of

De

m.ystica theologia speculative..

Ile

began vith o. ve-r:, general use of the tem "contemplation," one which
would fit the popular conception, and gradua1J¥ narrowed ~his texm
down until he arrived at the mystical theqlQSY of De m.ystica theololrta
specuJ.ativa. Moreover, he abandoned his psychological groundwork, or
at least did not make ,uJe of it tor the purposes of De m,ystica
theolcmia m-actica.

Instead he treate.d contemplation as a charismatic

g11't, or as a gift connected vith certai;n "VOCations. Then he graduall,¥
moved toward a more precise conception of ~stical theolog, and a-t;
the same time indicated that this is available to au:, Christian and is
therefore to be sought b;y all.

It is clear]¥ not J.1m1ted to those

vith specialized cognitive knowledge, tor it goes beyond the cognitive
domain into the affective. Thus Gerson moved 1'rClll an essential]¥
philosophical.-ps:ychological. approach into a f'aith-approach.
The interpl.q between grace and human endeavor
Hav.l.ng

caref'ul.]¥ brought ·h is ~dera to the point ot real.izing t~t

ecstatic love is poBBible tor 'DY" Christian, Gerson in his sixth and
seventh propositions presented a clial.ectical discussion of the interplay'
~ween grace and human endeavor.
!rhe sixth proposition is designed to encourage the re¢er to strive
against idle curiosity o.nd to realize his own human wealmess · as he
strives tor the grace of contemplation. A person al1R1¥8 needs to remember
that his own endeavor is useleBB without the grace ot God.

In :t'act,

no
contemplation can be intormis and theretore d

evoid ot chartty-• In
view at this, vho wul.d Slory except in the r.o--108
~r
The Christian
DUI¥ even find that God sometimes Withclra-va f2'0lll him &l.tl.....• .
109
,
--ueh not out
of vrath or forever.
Ul.timate~, the spin.tual. heights cannot be
4

•

rea.ched by our own eff'orlis, as ia shown by the tact that when we haw
prepared ourselves diligentq tor contemplation, ve ~ .1uat then be
victims at spiritual barrenness.

On tlle _other band grace

Jlilq'

come

when we J.east upect it.110 Therefore the Christian's attitude must

.

'

be

one of hope:f'ul. w.1tiDS tor whatever God senc1s, &l.wqs aware that

the kingdom of God consists in love alone.lll
But th:ls does not mean that the Christian should~ pasaiw.

On

the contraryI having conc~~ed all human vealmeaa and the impoasi~il.11.7
of man's attaining ~he g:l,ft at con~tion · on ,h is awn, Gerson vent on
in the seventh proposition to emphasize that it is up to man to strive
'With all his power. He began by depicting the individual vho
excuses his neglect of contemplation on the grounc1s thst he does not .knov

l08n,id. 1

P• 155,

l..

20 to P• i56, 1. 25.

109xb1d. 1 P• .1561 1. 1, 36-38.
11011nt hoc quan&>que ut cognoscatur illud apostol.1: 'Non eat
currentis neque vol.entia I sed Dei mtserentis'. Cuiua ration:l;s signum

perspicuum est I qui.a poatquam homo aibi 41Drit: tu tali die, tali .
hara, -vacuus eris ab omni occupatione, tu cerliiaaime aptus eris ad
suavitatem contemplatiom.s deguatancJam., tu sic ages, sic te cli.aponas;
aed quid, venerit illa dies, apportabit ariditatem amariorem an:lma1
f'astidium spiritu:1 1 ut non sol.um sit orationis et lectionia horrol"1
sed teneb:re et cont)ll'batio. At ez ad.verso, dum tibi nichil horum
~posu.eris, 'grata veniet, qu non sperabatur hora'." Ibid., p. l:60,
1. 89, to P• 1611 l. 98. ·
-

.

111n1c1. 1 P• 1611.1 1. 1"2 to P• 165, l.

948.

I.

lll

vhether it will be apiritu~ prof'itable or harmf'ul to him.112 Gerson
scored this attitude or passivity-.

God., he aaserted, vanta the believer

to pl.ant and vater. !l'hia applies to things spiritual aa well as to
things ca.rnaJ., for Christians are His co-workers. Their task is to
plant and to water, and Christ gives the life-giving, superinf'used power
for vhich they humbly pra:r and vhich they trustingly await from B'im.113
Gerson used the g:l.f't of sight as a :f'urther comparison. Man opens the
Vindovs, he said, lif'ts up his head and opens his eyes. Bl%t how does
he see? If the sun's 1"8¥& were hid, man could not see. · The same thing
holds true concerning Christ, the true sun ot righteousness. 114
Cognition and affective power reviewed •
It has alre~ been demonstrated that Gerson., beginning Yith a
broad use of the term "contemplation," gradually led over to the conception of nvstical theoloSY which he had developed in De nw;stica theologia
speculativa.115 Thia would inwlve an emphasis upon the attective
powers., and therefore necessitates re-opening the question concerning the
relationship between cognition and the ~tive power.
In the eighth proposition of De m,ystica theolop.a practica Gerson
spoke explicitly of a JV&tical. theoloSY which reposes in the attectiw
powers:

P• 166., l. l, 12-22.

115Supra, P• 108.

ll2

!fbe characteriotic of' my'Stical. theol06Y' is that it
rests in the affective power, while all other skills
rest in the intellect. Moreover, since awry affection
either is love or arises from love, accordina to
philosophic deduction, 01J8ht nwstical. theolo8Y' therefore L
not be called the art of l~,. or the ·s cience of' lovingtl-10
T"nis is precisely the 11\Y&tical theoloSY' of De JilY&tica theologia
&!)eculo.tiva.

Proposition tvelve takes up the thought ot proposition

eight, and once again opens the question ot the interrelationship of
cognition and affective power in Gerson'& thinking.
Gerson apparently considered this section of some importance.
His introductory words are:

''Therefore it behooves us to recal.l those

thinss vhich ve have dealt with regarding the quiddity of :ieystical.
theology. nllT !fhis is followed by-. a de:f'inition ot DJ¥Stical theology:
!l'herefore ve state that JJ\Y'Stical theoloSY' is ecstatic
love which follows the understanding of' the spirit
itself', which understanding i& assuredly freed from the
clouds of' phantasms. !rheref'ore the persOli who wants to
devote himself' to mystical theoloSY" must necessar.1.1¥
strive af'ter this pure \Dlderstancling. Otherwise I in
what;.. r e r could he obtain the love which f'ollowa from
it~
Se"':ral. points are of' s"igniticance here.

As one would !i9Xpect1 :ieystical.

theoloSY" is defined as ec"static love. :Bllb what is striking is that the
ec&ta.tic love follows upon simple · intell1gence. This means that the
cognitive part of' the aoul p].qs a l'Ol.e. Which role! That of abstraction.

For this reason one should prepare for mtatical. theo.logy by- WB¥ of

ll6n,id. 1 P• 1721 1. 7 to P• 173, 1. 12.
ll7
L
~ - , P• 2081 l. 1 1 5-o.

u5nid. 1 1. 6, 6-12.
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the simple (pura) intelligence. One detects a hint of the former
psychological emphasis and a considerable stress upon cognition. The
latter emphasis becanea quite apparent in what follows.
Af'ter giving his definition of Jll.1'&tical theo1ogy., Gerson provided
a review of his basic conception regarding the upward movement of the
cognitive powers :f'rom the senses to pure intelligence.

In this connec-

tion he spoke of the world., which bad gone out from God., returni~ to
Him.

!1.'o move f'o.rther from God is to tend toward the DBterial.. Con-

versely to return toward God is to return toward the apiritual..u9
Next Gerson turned to Pseudo-Dionysiua' principle ot abstraction.,
whereby- the mind. is freed from all corporeal. fantasy'. •It is af'ter
this action that the spirit then bears itself by- love into the divine
cloud., where it ine~~ and ext.ra-~nt~ has a cognition of
God.

120

Using Pseudo-Dionysiua' ~ a r _iage of the sculptor., Gerson

described hov the spirit removes all accidents by . abstraction., thus
arriving at
the image ot God., that is., a conception., as it were.,
which is actual.J.¥ without power., altogether without ·
dependence 1 J.2learq without lack and neceBBarU-1' without
mutabWty.
Thus the soul attains a relationshi~ with God vhich., vhile it is gained

12
0:a,id • ., P• 210., l. 1., 37-41.

12111agalma Dei., hoc ea~ n~itiam tamquam rei actualiBB:lme sine
potential.itate., supreme sine dependezrtia., pure sine privatione.,
neceasar:1.e sine matabili~te." !!!!!•., p. 211., J.. 1 1 48-20.
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throush the process of Dionysian abstraction, is ess~i~ a going
beyond this throuah the aff'ective powers. Moreover it invol.ves not
merely nega.tion but al.so a positive cognition or experience.

In B!,

!i\.Vst:lcn theol.oe;ia sneculntiva Gerson had asked, "But who would

sav-

that 11\YStical. theoloSY pursues only negation, retaining nothing

122

positively known or experienced about Godt"
question is, Pse\\Clo-Dionysius himsel.1".

!rile answer to the

Here is where Gerson parted

company With him by- posit;ng something positi~.
But vhat is the nature of that positive something :re~hed at the

end of the process of abstraction! Gerson confronts the reader 'irith
a surprise ending:

he will aga:ln inquire whether this is &Omething

experienced only in the affective power, or whether it mq invol.ve
the coanitive power a:f'ter all:
But t ~1 whether that conception is. only experiential
in the highest affective power united with God by- love,
or whether it can be called intellectual.--not intuitive
to be sure, but abstr~ted or perceived in twilight bycognition (abstractiva seu cognitione vesoertina], and
not by connotative cognition •&lone but by- absoJ.ute cognition--this would be most worthy of consideration and
inquiry. For each opinion has its very prestigious
defenders .123

122aerson, Oeuvres Comnl.l:tes, III, 252.
123aerson, De Mystica Theologia, pp. 2ll-212, ll. 50-63. Of
the various arguments· in iiwr of tbe new that man can attain an
intellective concept of' God a:f'ter abstraction, the one that seemed to
impreBB Gerson. the most is that God has g1ven man His name, and that
C".nriat has stated that only God is good: "Addunt argumentum quia
Deus hoc ease aibi nomen proprium respondit Moyai dicens: 'Dices,
inquit, qui est misit me ad ws.' · Attimant isti aimil.e de conceptu
bonitatis1 sicut in lege nova Chr.latus respondit: 'Sol.us Deus est
bonua. '" ~ • , P• 2121 11. 70-74.

..
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Understandably, Gerson vas now surprised that he had ~ipped
back into speculative JI\Y'Sticol. theol.ogy.

He confessed his surprise

openly:
nut look? Somehow or other, while I have been
lecturing on JI\Y&tical. thcol.oCY, I am f'alling back
into specu]Ative theol.os,. 12lf.But there vas reason f'or his procedure.

Ke concluded the above remark

125

v.Lth the comment, "But not v.Lthout cause."

Why then1

·

»ecause the

cognitive powers pl.0¥ a major role in the process of' abstraction by;
which a man is prepared to seek God 1n the ecstatic excessus:
Therefore it is necessaey for you, O soul, ;you who seek
to hasten to God through JI\Y&tical ecsta·s ies, that Y'OU
learn to tum yourself fran mental images through your
inna.tc power of abstracting; just as a lesser power of
abstracting in brutes elicits foma tha~ are not perceived from forms that are perceived, so ;you also well .
know how to distinguish imperfect things from perf'ect,
in order that at lenath something perfect shines forth
to you clearly in its essence and goodneas.126

!rhus in the end Gerson vas led to accept the role of the cognitive
powers in the process of abstraction. lie cl.early held that m;ystical.
theol.ogy soes beyond -what this abstractive process can do.

On the

other hand he vas uncertain whether the goal 1n'VOlves only a union
with God l>Y love or whether, af'ter all, someth:lDg intellective is also·
involved.

One cannot pin him down here.

was still a mooted question f'or him.

-

124:clJid., P"! 213, 11. Tr-19•
125
!la!!·, p. 213, 1. 79.
12~
.
-n>id., 11. 80-86.

-

lie stated plainly that this

One is tempted to speculate
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whether he had .himself contused the cosnitive process of abstraction,
'h•hicl1 io Mcilla.r,y to his m;ystical theoloSY proper, with a copiti-v a

knowledge of' God.

He seemed first to state that he did not know

whether the end. goal. is purely af'tectiva or invol.vea some cognition.
!l'hen he proceeded to def'end his having recourse to cosnition on the
srounds that this is a necesaar,y part of abstraction.

At any rate,

he had moved awq from his earlier, clearcut ~ress upon the union by
way of' love.127

But Gerson had not yet finished.

HI.a tension at having been

drawn back into an emphasis on the cognitive powers vaa accentuated
when he suddenly realized that his goal was to provide a JI\V'Stical
experience that is avail.able to all, not only to those who are learned
in metapeysics and theology-.

In view of all that he bad said in the

twelfth proposition, what could he now BB¥ to ·the unl.earnedt128
Gerson' s answer to th:ia question_is the ultimate explanation in l2!!,
&stica theologia practica of' what leads. to the mystical experience.

l.2Tcombes seems to overstate the case when he makes the following
judgment: "Au moment de conclure sa practica, de fB2on tout 'A fois
technique et efficace, Gerson tient done i ouvrir son texta lune
th~se th&ologique qui, si on l'adopte assez intlgralement pour, lui
permettre de porter tous sea :f'ruits, rompt de f'Bion 4'c1atante avec
1a pure tradition di~sienne et a•lpanouit dana 1a ape(culation des
formalizantes." Andre Cambes, La thc!o1ogie &stiaue de Gerson, I, 175.
'fiicidentalfy, Combes seems to miss the thrust of the statement "Est
quippe :tibi • • • • " (previous citation).. He uses this to po~ to
the universality- of' mystical theology-. But in the context this statement is Gerson' s expl.anation of why he had been J.ed back into ·apeculative JI\Y'Stical theology-. Combes avoids mention of Geraon•s surprise
at ba.ving been drawn 'baok into ■peou1ative JIV■t:1cal theolOUY' at th1•
point. Ibid., p. 168.
"

-8aeraan,

12

De nntica theolopa, P• 213, 1. 1, . 86-89.
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While to an extent both coanition and the affective power are involwd,.
a man does not remain merely in cognition but seeks the experience by'
~

of the. attective power.

He does this by' letting his heart concen-

trate upon God's power and wisdom and goodness, remembering how terrible
God is in Jiis counsels regarding men (Pa. LX!/. 5). As he concentrates,
a veritable torrent of images rushes in"upon ~ of his· interior

eyes (presumably, the C.06Ditive and the attective powers).129 When
this occurs, the individual. will struggle mightily against the onrush
of images by means of devotion,

130

and will desire God •131 But this

c~not occur except by' wq of penitence~ the stepwise progressi~
through purgation and illumination.1 32
Here then is Gerson•s conclusion in De 11\Ystica theologia practica:
the simple person can achieve ecstatic love.

He prepares by penitence,

going the W¥ of' purgation and illumination.

So tar as the final

movement to the heights is concerned, as the individual concentrates
upon the greatness of God by means of his affective power,

JIIBey'

images

l29 110ccurrent tibi sic nitenti, sic intento,

pl.urima turba
f'antasmatum. Credo equidem irruent importune fantasmata et irrumpent
1n utrosque oculos tuos interiores." !!!!!•, p. 214, ll.. 99-101.

13o_

-

·

-Ibid. 1 ll. 101-103.

13111Sitis te spiritual.is exstimulet ut

quemadmodum desiderat
cervus' undique canum morsibus patens et supercalescens gelidos
tutosque 'fontes aqua.rum, 1 sic tu· labora contra impedientia fantasmata,
ut poBBis et tu d:l.cere rore sancti Spir.l.tus cale;factus: 1Desiderat
anima mea ad' te· Deus, 1 sitiv!t an1ma :mea ad Deum f'ontem. vivum,
quando veniam et appa.rebo ante ·taciem Dai T" ~ • , P• 214,. 1. 105
top. 215, 1. 112.

132zbid.,

-

p. 2151 ll. 112-120.

1
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break into both his cognitive and affective powers (vhich are. united
in the soul.).

Strugcling against these images, and desiring God,

he can reach the point vhere he BB¥&, "M;y beloved is in me, and I
in H:l.m.11133
The role of the mystical. experience in
the life of the viator

!rhe question of the universality of mystical. theology- is of first
importance.

.

Is ecstatic love something which all must finally attain

for sal:vation, or is it a special gift given ~ to some! Gerson
began by speaking of contemplation (f'raii which he grad~ shifted
into JIW'Stical. theology proper) as a gift gratis data and as belonging
to certain vocations. But he al.so insisted thst since the gift maybe hidden all are

to strive for it. He therefore sought a method

vhereb;y even the unlearned can attain this' goal, 1n keeping ~th the
Pl'OSram of De nw;stica theolo,p.a spec'Ulativa.

But nowhere did Gerson

indicate thst the attainment ot this special experience is an absolutely
essential. part of the via salutis. :tt is linked as a sine_ qua non with
personal salvation~ f'roll1 the negative point ot view.

~

refuse to

prosress spirit~ is. to retrogress. Therefore the person who refuses
to listen for the call ot God is toying :with his salvation • . On the
other hand, even' contemplation can be informis. !rbe heart and core of

.

Christianity' is still caritas. ~stical theology 1!1 potential,q attainable b;y !!!l Christian, but it will not necessaril.¥ be experienced b;y

.!:!! Christians.
133zbid., p. 216, 1.

134.
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Therefore mystical theology- is 1 as Gerson stated from the very-

beginning1 oomethina that "goes be;yond." The experience is a grace

ot

God zeoJ.ouoly to be solJ6ht1 but which only God can give.

It is

a Boal. ot the v:lator as he seeks to establish a deeper relationship
With God.
It is evident that in Gerscn•s m;ystical. theology a great amount
of ·emphasis is placed upon the individual's workins out or his sal.vation. A part of this working and strugglins tor a sav.l.ng relationship
With God is the endeavor to arrive at that blessed union of ecstatic
love, the union of bride m1d bridegroom, which the two treatises on
mystical theolOSY' define and teach.

The road to that relationship is

always the road of penitence. For this was the cry- with which Gers011
initiated his attempted reform: Repent and believe the Gospel•

...

CHAPmR V

!L'OWARD A SXNTHESIS OF THE !I.WO WA?S
General Observations
The tvo tracks of Gerson' s theol.Of3Y', =the via propria and the
via m.vstica, have now been presented ~d anal.yz~d. 'What remains is
the task of seeking the interreJ.ationship between the two wqs. The
via 1>ronr1a centers 1n caritas. While this is f'undamentall.y a loving
of God more than anything e1se, it is worked out in terms of law and
in re1ationship to one's neighbor. The via. !5Y!tica is sub.1ective and
personalistic.
union With God.

In it the viator is urged to strive f'or an ecstatic~ s is therefore the fundamental. tension: Love

as keeping of the commanaments- versus the ·ecstatic love-experience;
reduction of law f'or the sake of assurance versus seeking the u1timate
rel.Btionship With God; obedient follow:lng of the-ordained way versustl.ight into the affective relationship with the absolute; "the traditional conception of' an "informed" faith, hope and love, versus the
love of ~stical theology.
While caritas is in principle a genuine, active love of man f'9r
God ca.tied forth by God's love tor. man, it became· formalized and
legalized, also in Gerson·.

In tems of the situation· at the University

of Paris~ the via m,ystica represents an attempt to substitute penitence.

f'or a l'IJD&1RI¥ speculation.

Bui;

beyond the immediate histor:tcal. context;

it represents thtt yearning to go beyond a f'o:rmal relationship with God

J.2l.

to a deeper re1ationship of the at:rective powers.

Carite.s-love,

as developed in proper theology, did not suffice as a

total rela-

tionship to God.
From another standpoint, the via nro1>ria is re1ated to God's

power ordinate..

It seeks to develop a relationship with God by vs::,

of the symbolic representations of B:lm revealed in Scripture and
the law-requirements thus revealed. !l!be via pica is an attempt
to relate to the absolute, hidden God. The f'ormal.1.zantes were seeking

to do this by rational speculation. Gerson scored them tor it, and
substituted m;ysticism.

But whereas JV&ticism generally held that

man could actually penetrate to a cognitive lmowledge of the absolute,
<;;erson recoanized the limitations of' reason and sought such a relationship 1n th~ affective power. Moreover, despite the psychological
framework of De nw:atica theologia soeculatiw., he did' not hold that
the m;y&tical theology of the attecti-ve powers could be attained in a .
purely- naturalistic wq.

B'e was exceedingly chary- of any kind of'

JQ"sticism which wanted to break loose frail the moor:Lngs of Scriptural.
revelation or churchJ.¥ tradition. Gerson, even when he sought to
"go beyond" and reach the hidden God through the attective powers,
.

still used God's self'-re-velatian through QDlbol as his launching pad.
Both the via propria and the v:la 5Ystica center in the love of
God.

The via 'pronria is the vs::,

°t an 1Df'orme4 ~th and hope

and.

laeiilhold Seeberg's al.legation that c e ~ ~ics,tbOlt. the
experiential principle which nom:1nal.1sm applied to the natural world
and applied it to God and li:l.s ~ks, ~snot fit Gerson'a case. Cf•
.!!I!!!:, p. 21 n. 1.

l!

,.
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love--the caritas which showa itself in vorks of love. The via nvstica
•

2

is the way of a love which unites the lover with his beloved and which
is essentially a concordance of the act of willing. 3
FurthelmOre, both ways involve the viator in a constant struggle
to do what is in him, or do the best he can.
way

Not.to progress on the

of sal.vation is to retroaress. Thus even the person vho sees no

indication that the gift of contemplation is his., is to continue to

.

seek it.

.

It is ditticul.t to ascertain whether Gerson believed that a

Christian can gain absol.ute asaurmice of sal.vation in this life, as
a fo.it accom'Dl.i.

He hinted at it, spoke of it occasionally-, but did

not develop this idea extensively'. His J!18SS&ge was for the viator,
who is still an the road to eternal sal.vation.
Thus the via propria and the via &stica, which one might with
some over-simplification call "outer-directed" and "inner-directed"
religion, are the two pol.ea about which Gerson I s theol.ogy ranged.

The

question that confronts one is simply this: Did Gerson conceive of
via propr.l.a and via nvstica as diversent 'lf8¥& T Or did he IIIBZ18P to fuse
them as two aspects of the only' Wfl3' which the viator must got Do Gerson• a
own wr.l.tinga give evidence of a synthesis between the via propr.l.a and

the via JI\Y'sticaT !rbere is some.such evidence.

2Jean le• Charlier de Gerson, Oeuvre.a Campl.~tea, ed. by P. Glor.I.ewe
(11 vols.: Paris., Tournai, Bame and :Nev York: Descltf'e & Cie, 1960--).,

III, 285.
311sp1r.1.tus ergo noster c\DD Deo aclllaeret per intimum amorem, unus
apir.l.tus est C\DD eo per voluntatia conf'orm:itatem; sol.us enim amr
·perfectus et perfecta Deo adhae:rens wraciter orat: Flat wluntaa tua
aicut in coe1o et in terra. 11 Ibid.

-
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In De vita :m:t.rituol.i ani11111e Gen;on had laid out an ambitious

!'l"Ogram.

Uc plnnned to base his treatise on Paul's wor4s, "In him we

live and move and have our being."

(Acts lT:28) On· this basis he

WOUl.d develop the theme:

l-Te live in God by the vivification of grace.
'We move in Him and toward Him by. good works.
We are in H:Lm in a kind of quiet can.templation.4
It soon became apparent that Gerson ~ concentrated on the second
i'actor oi' the triloSY' in his treatise, and that he did ·not reall1'
produce a 'balanced treatment.

It has also been pointed out that there

is no· real. evidence that the third f'actor mentioned above al.re~
referred to a nvstic&l. theoloSY"• 5· :Nevertheless, it is difficult to
avoid the conclusion that the _g erm of the overall spiritual program oi'
the Chancellor, including his nvsticol theo108Y', is to be f'ound in this
triloS1.

It seems unmistakable thst the ~hesis, ''We are in Him in a

kind of quiet contemplation, 11 given little development in De vita ·
snirituali animae, was to blocm into the nvstical theo1ogy- of Gerson.
Therefore al.read¥ at this· time he vas presenting, in gem,. a sy-nthesis
of his spiritual theo1oSY which is able to embrace both the via ~ropria
and the via mystica.
Gerson gave further indication of how he conceived the interrelationship of the via nropria .with the via nw:stica in the treatise ,!!!.
vita contem'Dlativa ad activam, in which~ wrestled vith the problem

4n,-id., II, 64.
5supra, p. ·25.

•
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of tho ncti.,-e versus the contemplative 1ite.6 .He concluded that the
contcmplo.tive (al.so called specu1ative) lite is better in theory,_ but
that in practice, presupposins the actual. state ot the church, the
mixed life is better. He demonstrated a real insight into the unity
of man, and was able to defend his v.l.ew at this point by referring to
Christ m.mselt, who lived as a tat;al man, both active and contempl.ative.7
It is apparent that the v.l.a pronria corresponds in broad outline to the
active lite. !rile via mystica as subsequently developed by Gerson
corresponds to the contemplative lite of which he wrote in De v.l.ta
sniritual.i ani.Jr.ae and in De v.Lta contemplativa ad activam.
0

Thus· in these two documents is to be found the seed of a possible
synthesis between v.l.a propr:la and v.l.a mystica.

De v.Lta contemp1ativa

ad activam pointa to a resolution of the tension between the two W9¥S by

means of the mixed life. De v.Lta snir:ltual.i animae pulls the two WB¥B
together in its matif-trilogy. The v.l.a propr:la corresponds to the first
and second factors of the trilogy:

the v.l.ator lives in God by the

v.l.vification of grace and moves in 'B':l.m and :toward Him by good works.

The

via srstica corresponds to the third facto~ of the triloSY", given little

6
~ - , III, 71-74.

711Pro .quo aclvertendum est

quod tata mul:tit~o operum meritoriorum
\ml.us hom:lnis imaginatur quasi corpus quoddam et hamogeneum; ad modum
loquendi Christi, Matth. v.L: si oculus tuus :fuerit simplex totum corpus
1ucidum erit (Mt. 6, 22); glossa: si intentio simplex bona quaelibet
operatio erit. Probatio: v.l.ta 111a melior eat quae est v.Ltae Christi
conformior. Sed Chr:lstus conversatus est sec,mdum totum v.l.tae suae, ad
regulam ad vitam cujuscumque membd sui, scilicet tam active quam
specu1ative; ergo, etc." ~ - , PP• 13-74~
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development in De vito. s11irituali animae: we!::!:!. 1n Him in a kind of
quiet contemplation. Why then did Gerson not develop this third factor
more ~ ? :Because at the veey time he was writins the De vita
spi ritunli a.nimae his mind was al.read¥ occupied with the lectures on
speculative JIW'&ticism, which would be delivered .1ust a few months
8
later. !l!'ne whole picture lay before him, mid was outlined in the
motif'-trilogy.

But the developnent ot the third factor would have to

wait until the f'ollowins winter.
It appears, then, that Gerson had some conception of' an inherent
unity existing between the two strands of' his theologice]. thought
already in J.402.

Int~ De vita spiritual.i animae he presented the .three

great motif's, and then proceeded to develop the two which related to the
Via nropria.

Subsequently, in the writinss on BW"stical. theoloSY', he

developed the third ~it.

Did he ever s~ceed in pulling the two

strands together into a truly harmonious union? It appears that he did,
in his sermon Spiritus Domini, which vtll now be taken up.

In this great

work one can observe both a synthesis ot via propria and via m;y;stica, and
a culmination ot Gerson• s developaent of' his mystical. theoloSY' itself'.
!rhe Spiritus Domini

Setting and Mood
Gerson delivered the sermon Spiritus Domini in connection with the

8combes dates the De vita s:mrituali enimae January--J~ 1402.
He dates the. De theologia !Y!tica speculativa in the winter of' 1402-14;03.
~ . , P• xii.

..
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Councu of Constance, 7 June 1416.9 :But why' the sudden .1ump f'rom

1408 to 14J.6Y !l'his apparently overlooks a long period, with many
intervening wr::l.tings. The tact is that the years between 1408 and

' 1415 were practically devoid of' spiritual wr::l.tings fran the pen of'
Gerson. 1O He preached several significant semons in 1415, but his
thoucht reached a clear-cut culm:lnation in the work which will now be
investigated.

This semon stands as a kind of' capstone to the

.

developing motif's of' the university- period and as an introit into
Gerson's later developnent.

If it represents a shift in 'the basic

position of' the Chancellor's 11\Ystical theology-, it ID81' also be
regarded as a synthesis of' via 'Dl'Onria and via JI\Y'Stiea.

It is par-

ticular~ from the latter perspective that the document will now be
discussed.
The setting is of' considerab1e psych~ogical impor.tance.

The

Great Schism troubled Gerson dee!U1', as it di~ 8J1Y' conscientious churchman.

He

had weighe~ the problem care~ in his search for a solution

9

~ • , I, 13]..
1Ocombes remarks:

"De f'ait, entre 1408 et 1415, la bibliographie
gersonienne est vide de toute oeuvre proprement spirituelle." In La
theologie ~stique de Gerson (2 vols.: Rome, Toumai, Paris and Bev'"
York: Descle et Socii Editores Pontific11, 1963-1964), I, 187. This
is not to sq that Gerson was inactive all this time. It was a period
of' turmoil, and the Chancellor was much invol:ved. The French· were
deeply- troublc!:d by-- the schism and were uncertain of' their position.
Gerson became very much involved in the case of' Jean Petit, who had defended the assassination of' the Duke of' Orleans by- the Duke of' Burgundy-.
During this period he was still act'ive in thQ af'f'airs of' the university-.
He wrote on the problems of' the church, and he continued his teaching
and wr::l.ting on particular spiritual problems. lie did not, hQ.Wever, produce any- •ma.1or spiritual writing during these ~rs. For a brief' .and
succinct account cf'. Gerson, Oeuvres Comul.~es, I, 122-128.

..

L
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and ho.d fino.J.ly opted :for a moderate conciliarism. But now, in the
midst or the church's trial, in the midst of the churchly-political
infighting that was so distaste:f'ul. to Gerson, the Spiritus Domini
rana out like ·a paean of triumph. !rbis was Pentecost, and on this
day- the Holy Spirit fills the wrld.

Hence the theme is, ,''The Spirit

of the Lord ho.s filled the world, etc. (The Wisdom of Solomon l:T)
• • • this is the day- which the Lord has made. Let us rejoice and be
glad in it. 11ll Here is to be seen the signi-ficance of Christ•~
Ascension to His Father and His Session at the right hand, and His
12
.
sanding forth of the Holy' Spirit.
Man must sing praises ~- accQunt
of the mi~le of this sending and this filling.

God

is to be praised

both with respect to His mercy in the elect and His justice in the
13
reprobate.
Nothing, in tact, can exist apart fran the filling Qt
the Holy' Spirit.1 4
Gerson was speaking to the concrete situation, the papal schism.
He pointed out that the Holy' Spirit who fills all the universe is al.so
active in unifying and vivifying the church, and in .making her the
bride of Christ.15 !J!he implication is clear: the ills of the church

llJean le Charlier de Gerson, Opera Omnia, edited by- El.lies Du Pin
(Antwerp, 1To6), III, 1234, D. In all .references to this edition, the
Roman numeral signi_fies the volume; the Arabic numeral sigrQ.fies the
column; and the letter signifies the section vithin the column •

.

12:o,id., col. 1235 A.'
1311TaJ.e nos hodie carmen canere convenit, dumper inauditum seculla
misericordiae in electis, & justitiae in reprobia, miraculum S'Piritus
· ~"Dini replevit orbem terrarum." !!!!!•

-

1 lfnid., C.

J.28

Will not be solved by- political maneµvering.

Healing 1a to be found

in the life-a1v1ns activity of the Hol1' Spirit.
With the sweepina activity,- of the Hol1' Spirit as his theme,
Gerson proceeded to set the foundation tor all spiritual theoloSY'•
It is s1mpl1' rooted 1n the saving activity- ot the Hol1' Spirit.

Any-

thing else that may- be said must have its starting point here.

All

spiritual. l.if'e is traced to the work ot the Hol1' Spirit who fills th~
universe.

~

as Gerson was about to present a spiritual. theol.ogy-

Vhich embraces both the via J)l"Opria and the v.la 5Y!'tica, he grounded
both in the filling activity- of the Hol1' Spirit.

This ia pertectl1'

in harmoey With the motifs of' De vita s'Dirituali animae.

In that

treatise, too, the fundamental thought was that in God, and especial.ly
the Holy Spirit, the viator lives and moves and has his be1ng.

Blxt

the activity of' the Spirit vaa not port1"fl¥8d quite so cl.early in the
treatises on nvstical theol.ogy-.

In De DJY"&tica theologia speculativa

especial.ly, Gerson begm:,. vith human psychol.OSY" as his point of' contact.
Then, in De mystica theologia practica, he moved in the direction ot a
Spirit-centered nvsticism by speakiDS of' DJ¥Stical. theol.ogy as a
charisma.tic gi:f't.

lie did not, however, toll.ow this out to its ultimate

concl.uaion in that treatise.

l'ov, :f':tnaJJy, hia developnent is cl.ea;t",

f'or in the Sp!ritua Domini he achieved a cosmic view ot the activities
of' the Spirit, under which overarching and leaclins prlncipl.e the other
factors in his· sp:l,ritual theol.oSY." ·were to be brQUght:

.

"The Spirit

ot the Lord has f'ille~ the vorl.d. 11 In ccmtrast to the relative clittuse.n ess ot his other vr:tt1ngs, this sermon is an architectonic triumph.
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But vhat specific&J.:cy did Gerson mean vhen he spoke of. the

~

Spirit filling the worldT He explained that the tem ''world" signifies
''men":

the Uoly Spirit fills the people vho inhabit the world. 16 For

it is God's ~ creation which, hav.L:ng gone out trom Him, returns to
Him riaain by- way- of cognition and love. '.L'he "cognition" should be

emphasized.

At this point Gerson, no longer involved in dispute vith

the formnlizantes, was able to speak freely of' a dual capacit)P in man:
Althouah such men can appropriately be called "universes"
on the basis of many- comparisons, yet they are so called
expressly on the basis that, as they- go out f'rom God
through creation and re-creation, through lmowledge and
love they- turn back from themselves and f'rom all created
thillfr to God, vho is o( and (,J , the beginning and the
end.
Having presented his principal motif',· and having explained vith
,1oyf'ul exuberance that man is the obJect of' the Holy Spirit's f:l.lling,

Gerson built four major conceptions upon this foundation:
'.L'he
The
The
'The

.

18

SY"Dthesis of'. via pro:pria and via m.ystica.
gratuit)P of' the filling activit)P of' the Spirit.
nature of contemplation.
activ.Lty of' those filled. 19

The SY"Dthesis of' via propria and via mystica
The s;ynthesis of' via propria and v.La mystica in the Spir.1tus Domini

J.6n,id., col.

1236 A.

17Ibid • . Whether the return to God represents a change to an
-e asent:l~ic JIW'Sticism v1ll be discussed later.

18

·

.

Gerson does not himself', consciously, sty-le. this a synthesis.

1 9wb11e Gerson discussed this point at length, it vill be dealt
..
with brie:f:cy here under "'.L'he Synthesis of Via Propria and Via M.ystica."
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1G to be aeen in Gerson's concept of a triple ri.lling with the Holy

.

Gerson explained this t:ran two different angles.

Spirit.

He first

described the three types of filling activity, and then proceeded to
nna.J..y::e thia activity in terms of three different kinds of viator.
The filling,· then, DIEi¥ occur on three different ·levels:

(1) That

which is called "sufficient." rus occurs in al1 who have i"aith., ho~
and love.

It is found even in 'tiaptized babies, or in those sanctified

in the womb.

(2) i'he fulness of abundance or of excellence. Stephen

the martyr is cited as an example.

!r'aose who- share in this fulness

ore called peri'ecti or contem'Dlativi.

(3) The third group strikes one

as very stranae. What can be 'higher than the perfectU B,y this cJ.assification Gerson understood those .who have a superabun~ce., such as
Christ Himself. The passage cited in t:tiis connection is Col. 2:9:

.

.

"For in him the whole fulness of deity dwells bodily." Mar,y too had
this i"ulness.

Most interesting is the f'act that Gerson credited the

apostles with such a superabundance or ful.ness., given on Pentecost.,
al.though they possessed it in a different vay than did Christ· and Mar,y.
Gerson asked to what pUrpose they received it, and answered, ''That
through their fulness and superabundance their voice goes out through
all the earth, and their words to the end of the wrl.d.

Ps. 19:4.

1120

It is apparent that al1 the categories of via propria and via m.ystica-and all three· "lives" discu&Bed in De 'Vita spiritual.i an:lmae--are here
brought together under the motif ot a theoloSY' ·o t the Ho]¥ Spirit.

20oerson, Opera Omnia, III, 1237,

~c.

Gerson ma.de himself clearer when he restated the Spirit's threefold activi t;y from the standpoint of the three kinds of vi'ator. The
second is worked in the contemnlativi and nertecti.

The third, and

here is where Gerson's second listing of the three groups is more
understanda.ble than the first, and vhere ~s- solution to the problem
of the active versus the contemplative lite occurs, are the ambidextrous:The Holy Spirit grants the third [tilling] to heroic
men, the ver,y remarkable peop1e who practice both lives,
the active as well as the contemplative. For these,
activity does not suspend contemplation, nor does contemplation preclude or shw activity.21

In

terms of the interrelationship of via propr:la and via nw;stica, the

first group are those limited to the via nropria, the VB¥ ot ta~th,
hope and charity; the second group are those who have gone beyond ·into
the contemplative lite (11\Ystical theology'); and the third and most
blessed are those who have. leamed the art. of ambidexterity-.
Ambidexterity was not a new concept;. tor Gerson.
already in bis essay De vita contemplativa ·ad activam.

He had used it

But

DOW

he defined

the interrelationship in an~ and more carei'ul VB¥ than before:
Let us say something about such filling, which embraces
both contemplation and action equally, where contemplation now does not follow action--as in the f'irst beginnings
of its acquisition or generation--but comes before it,
shapes it, gives birth t&!it, and enlivens, strengthens,
directs and perfects it.
He did not object to the v.Lew that there are two levels of' active, lif'e,

one that precedes the contempl.at:i:ve and is imperfect and anxious (as,

-

21.Ibid., col. 1237, C.
22:toid., cols. 1237, D • 1238, A.
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tor example, Martha), and the act·ive 1:1.f'e vhich follows contemplation
and is calm and tranquil. 23 Combes emphasizes the uniqueneaa ot this
conception of ambidexterity, holclilJg that the interaction betveen active
and contemplative ia here actually, a matter of interpenetration:

But all the other [terms] express liometh:l.ng else
than a. tollovJ.ng: an inclusion, a coexistence, an
interpentration of such sort that cantemt>lation
is the torm--infomat--the power--roborat--the inner
principle of lif'e--vegetat--ip brief, the perfection
itse1t--1>er1'icit--ot action.24
!rhus Gerson had arrived at a synthesis of the divergent strains

ot his theoloSY', in terms of the Christian's lite. The Ho]¥ Spirit
is the key, for vhatever the level of man's spiritual. experience, it
is worked by the B'oq Spirit. !l!he via propria of :f'aith, hope and
I

love is suf'f:icient.

The via pica, or contemplation, provides a

hisher experience and is to be sc,usht by the v.l.ator. At the hishest
level, Gerson was able to bring topther both strains into
mutual interpenetration.

aunity' of

For people at this level there is no c0Df'J.1ct

betveen the active and the contem~tive 14,te. Such people are able to
live the lii'e of caritas-love in their :relationship to their neishbor,
and their :further experience of nvstical. dilectio is not onl1' ccmpat:lble
with deeds of love "but actuaJ.l,1' contri'bu1,es to Christian activity. ~a
can be seen with special. clarity in the practical. section ot Spiritua
Domini where~ after hav.lrJg presented the

nature ot contemplation, Gerson

answered all. critics who mish,t accuse .h im of' a selfish, subJectiw

23n1c1., col. 1238, A.

24.Ancln Cambea, La !l'hiolope MyaUque de Gerson, I, 384.

-------------~ ·-
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rel16iouaness.

He stated that when the 'S pirit of the Lord has tilled

25

o. man He renders him strons ~d capable tor outward, active works. ·

!l'he thrust ot the via 'Dl'O'Dria in Gerson is love :f'ul.tilling the commandments, while the thrust ot the via m.ystica is toward clilectio, ·the
transport into the DW"stical union. :Both are synthesized in the concept
of' ambidexterity-, the harmonizatim of' the active lif'e vJ.th the contemplative.
T'ne gratuity- of the Spirit's work
!I.'he task has been canpleted. The two strains of' ~rson I s theology
have been analyzed and their essential harmony- has been revealed in ·.
Gerson•s concept of ambidexterity:. But several considerations remain.
!l'he first is the attitude toward nat-ure and grace that :f:s revealed in
the Sniritus Domini.
Gerson's basic position regarding the ~al freedm of God sounds
forth l ~ and clearl.1' in his great se:nnon:
While the I1oly- Spirit fills man who inhabits the world,
He does not do this out of' aey natural necessity- but
gratUitousl.1' and with tree will and with the authorityof' freedom. !l'his Ohr.I.st taught, who spoke to Bicod~
SS¥ing: "!rile Spirit bl.on where he villa." John 3:8.
It is therefore trm the standpoint of the Spirit's freedom thst the

2 511sp1r.1.tus Domini dum. repl.et haninem inc~ Orbis terrarum
per plenituclinem redundantiae, constitu:f.t ipsum fortem, & expeditum.
ad opera vitae exterior.Ls a. activae." Gerson, Opera· Omnia, III, 1243,

D.

2~

~ • , col. 1238 C.

13',.
clitterences in spiritual. gifts are to be understood. 27 !l!he believer is
not to ask 'lffl1' the Spirit f':Llls some ancl not others, lest he ~ into
error.

28 !rhe incliv.ldual. vho desires to

prepare himself'. 29 Nevertheleaa, after

be f':Llled b,y the Spirit is to

au the

preparation, it is

still up to the Spirit.30
!rhus Gerson emphasized the :freeclcm of the Spirit anc1 the litter
gratuity- of Hi.a gifts. On the other hand, he maintained that the incli•
v.ldual is :responsible to do the best he can:
:Nevertheless the sacred Scriptures constrain the W1'7
soul. to dispose itself, to do what it can 1n the aforesaid and similar 1R1¥S: b,y prayer, weeping, sighing,
or to do anything whatever to •:receive the Jlol1' Spirit.
For ''we are ~ k e r s w:lth God, 11 the Apostle teaches.
I. Cor. 3:9.
.
Merit there must be. 32 On the other .hand all merit is the gift of

.3

prevenient grace 3 God I s actiT.lty al.vqa precedes man I a, 31,. for

27"Et Apostolus, postquam dixerat, quocl div.laionea gratis.rum aunt,
clinumerans eas subc11t: H'ac autem omni& operatur unus atque idem Spiritus,
div.I.dens singu],is prout vult. I. Cor.· xc:. 11."
Here Gerson

™•

appears to hark back to De 5Y!tica theol.opa practica.

28n,1a..,

col. 1239,

A.

29Ibid., B.
30
:Cl>id., C.

3½:Md.

-

32:cbtd••
3311Amma proinde redclitur hum:1lior, 8i Deo gratior ex ea considera-

t1one·, quod qu:l.cqu:l.d habet -I Brlti, praeventriz gratia dcmat. 11

-

3iln1d.

~-,

D.
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it is He who has mo.de man.35
The J'I\V'~;ticnl. experience
The prinia:ey goal of this investigation has been to inquire how
Gerson brousht both "WDY"s" tasether under the aegis of the Holy Spirit.
Another major purpose, however, has been aim~ to learn the nature of
Gerson' s via m.ystica.

In this connection much attention has been

devoted to his understanding of the nvstical experi~nce.

Renee it vill

be necessary- to investigate in some detail the conception of nvstical
theology that prevails· in the sermon Spiritus Domini..

Was there

further development in this sermon! One ought. first to review Gerson's

.

treatment of the foundation of ~stical theology", and then consider
the nature of the nvstical union.
Gerson discussed the faiindation of J1J19tical theology specifically
in the second consideratio of his se:r:mon.

Although he still used the

terminology of De nvstica theolop.a specu1ativa, he no longer grounded
the nvstical experience in human psychology'.

Furthermore, he no longer

spoke of contemplation ai a charismatic gift, in the proper sense, as
this was developed in De 5rstica theologia practica.

In· Spiritus Domini

Gerson was dealing with the total acti'Vity of :the Holy Spirit, who blows
where He wills and gives each person p:l"ts according to His own desire.
Now Gerson stood as it were upon an 0],1Dlpian height and viewed the
:f'u11 and tree acti'Vities of the Spirit.

upon the :filling acti'Vity of the Spirit:

-35Ibid., col. 1240 A.

Contemplation is, 'then, based

While the Holy Spirit fills man., the resident ot :the
world., He raises Him up., not of' nec·essity- (as has
been said) but b,y Bis spontaneous v.Lll., so that he
rises lDlto the pinnacle of' C(?ntemplative pertection.36
!rile actiVity of' the Sp:1.rit is called ''the--, nvstical dev., srace. 1137
It is cal.led., after Ausustine., ."This pertect weight (it it is not
rather to be called lightness). 1138 At this point Gerson again
referred to the idea of' abstraction which he had developed in detail
in his nvstical writings. But
basis of' human psycho10SY'•

DOV he

did not devel.Qp this on the

Instead he aim~ asserted that the ..

perfect weight or lightness just mentioned (that is., the Spi:rit's low)
is the force ·which causes the human spirit to emerge trcm the turbid
cloud of' f'luctuatins phantasms and carnal desires., and to move tr,eely
into the heavens. 39 !rhus all that Gerson had developed in his nvstical
theology: is here being brousht under the IMI¥ of a ~eping conception t,,/
of the saVing work of' the · ~

b.Y

Spirit. Oontemp1at1on is entered ;in~

way of' repentance, and repentance too is brought about by the Holy

Spirit.

40 One is tempted to speak ot "the triumph ot.srace in the

36n,id., col. 1241 A.
37•~atica ros; 83~ia." ~ . , :

38n1d. Gerson here quotes St. A~ti~e.

3911Hoc perf'ectum amoris pondua ••• emersere f'acit spin.tum a tur'bida

f'luctuantium. phan~smatum a. exunc1antium desicleriorwn carnalium. tetra caligine.,
ut auperas liber ewdat in aura.'5., ut feratur super aquas cogitationum
vagantium & inat&'bPJ,UJ!l., samnioque s1m1l 1um, ut eruatur de tenebr.l.s & um.bra
mortis., ibi prius erat vinctus in menclicitate & ferro mal.ae cmauetuc11Dis.,
& famitis originalis." l!!!!•., A-B.

4011mmc considerationem sequitur lachrymosa devotio, :f'l.ante Spiritu ·
sancto. Ham f'J.avit Spiritus ejus It f'luent aguae. Pa. cm.VII, 18. In
quibus aqvia lachrymarum se lawt, bal.neat a. baptizat contemp1antia anima,
quemedmodum c1ix1:t ad Apostoloa Ohr.l.stua: Vos autem baptizam:l.ni 1D
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D\Y&tical. theoloay 01: Gerson."
'With regard to the nature of the mystical union two questions are
o1: paramount importance:

(1)

Do

the attective

pc,nrs still pl.av the

major role? and (2) Is Gerson's JI\Y'Stical theoloSY still basical.l,¥
penitential, or has it becane essentialistic? But one finds that the
Chancellor has shif'ted his approach, and there is no recourse but to
follow his new line of presentation.
Gerson had spoken of repentance (lachrymosa devotio) as a bap.

tizing in the H~ Spirit.

41

This, he said, is followed by an illum:l.n•

o.tion of the mind. !rile passase quoted in Ezekiel 39:29:

"And I will

not hide D\Y face any more from them, when I pour out JI\Y Spirit upon

1142 But sine~ this is the countenance of God "f'ull of grace,"
43 Here ~ransformation enters
it cannot be seen without delectatio,

them.

the picture, as a logical consequence of the fact that divine love is
ecstatic.

44

.

Gerson used the image of gold and sil.ver vhich, when heated,

are. changed into another material so that they can take on

any form

Sniritu sancto. Act. I. 5. Et quoniam nihil ita o.n1mam l.avat, purif'icat,
decorat, illuminat & elevat, sicut intima ·carnpunctionis devotio; ad
bane sequetur mentis illuminatio, nova quaedam neomenia ,1uxta illud."
~ - , col.s. 1241. D-l.242 A. The assumption is that the tearful. devotion
described here, which washes and purifies and illumines the soul., is
Gerson•s picturesque term for penitence.
4l.nid., col. l.2"'1. D.
42:n,id.; col. 12112 A.

-

43nid.
~id.

whatsoever.

But he still rejected the exmnple ot a drop ot water

introduced into wine.

He also expl.icitly denied the essentialistic

union to.ught by those who BS¥ that the soul ot the contempl.Qtive
loses its proper essence and has only the ideal essence, in God. 45
Wha.t then did Gerson really mean vhen he spoke of ·"t.ranstol'lllation'l"
T"ne soul has al.re~ experienced repentance, toll.owed by an illumination
of the mind, to vh:lch is connected delectatio. Then comes transformation, following delectatio:
And ao not in this but in the aforesaid wqs [ that is,
not as a loss of the human essence but according to the
image of gold and silver heated], a certain transformation
occura in the soul through the Holy Spirit, as the
A!)OGtle notes: "And we all with unveiled face, beholding
the Glory ot the Lord, are being changed into his likeness from one degree ot glory to another; tor this comes
from the Lord who is the Spirit." 2 Cor. 3:~8. From
the glory ot faith into the a].ory ot knowledge. From the
glor,y o:r reason into the slOl"Y' ot understanding. From the
glory ot the intellect into the glory ot the experiential.,
awareness 1n the af:f'ect~ power. Thereupon follows swooning,
or falling, or ecstasy •.
"~ransformation II therefore covers the entire stepwise progression from
the .clarity ot ta.1th to mystical ecstasy.

It involves both the cogni-

tive and the affective powers, but its culm:l.nation is an experience ~t
the affective powers alone. Gerson was still 1,eaching a ~ticism ot
the affective powers, and his conception ot ''transformation, 11• developed
more full,¥ here than before, did not involve an essentialistic union.
But what•did Gerson 111an by the exstasist He had aP0ken of it

-

4 5Ibid.

-

46nid.,

:e,.c.
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aa a de~ectio, or.!:!!!!!•

47

In hi~ entire discussion immediately

:tollow1ns., he saw this experience · as pursuing a narrow 1ine between
life and death.

He quoted Pseudo•DiODTSiua:

havins been filled w::l.th per:tectly spotless contemplation and divine splendors be)rond the appearance
of the :rays, we grow faint in beatific experiences
through extra-mental projection [e.xcessua mentis]. 118
He quoted the psalms:

J.w

f'leah and m:, heart mq fail, but God is the
strength of uq heart and m:, portian f'orner. Pa. ·

73:26

precious in the sight of ?he Lord is the ·death of
his saints. Pa. ll6., 15. 9

.

:Nevertheless., he stated that it is not neceesar,r that the. soul depart
in order to a.chieve exstasis. What is necessary is that it depart
from the sensations of life and be freed f'rall lite• s tempt;ations
and bl.andishments.50. This taJl1ng out or exstasis is accompanied by'

a kind of absorptian which unites the soul w::l.th God.

Gerson even

spoke of this as 111n its awn wq deit,ying the'. m:Lnd" so that "we are
gathered into the cliv.lne monad. 1151 · When this happens the word of
Scripture is fulf1lled., ? tor you ha'Y8 cli.ed.,. and ;your 11:te is hid with
Christ in God.

Col.

3:3•." Tbis ia the peace vhich

standizlg.52

47nid•.,·a.

48rbid.

-

49nid.
5.0ntc1.
5J.nid., col. 1243 A.

-

52zb1d.

passes all uncler-

Is this an essentio.l.istic union after all? Some of the terms used
certo.inl.¥ give that impression. lh.rt Gerson did not want to be understood in this ~ -

He expressly denied the loss of the human.!!!!•

Moreover, even the exctasis was understood by h1m 1n a basic~
voluntative senoe.

:rt was a matter

ot being released from subjection

to life's temptations and 'blandishments. · :rt was when one had been
freed tran munda.ne strife and concupiscezx:e and cares, that one was
gathered into the divine manad.53 Furthermore, when human cares and
desires have been cast ott, · wen a man has been "gathered into the
divine monad," this does not mean that he has now escaped from life
itself'.

On the contr&l')", it is precis~ this experience vbich best

fits a man for activity in the wo~ld:
When the Spirit ot the Lord fills the man who inhabits
the world throush the plenitude ot overabundance, He
makes him steadfast and unr,cumbered tor the works of
the outward, active lite.,
·
!I!hus Gerson again arrived at his concept; of ambidexterity, the unif',Yins

concept under which the via propria and the via m;ystica are brought
together 1n harmoey. But ambidexterity is the key only f'ram man's
point of view. Ultimately, Gerson sav his theological. thought brought •
tpgether under a sweeping and comprehensi-ve theology: ot the lI0l1' Spirit,
who blows where He w:llls, and gives mep gifts as He villa.

5311quanck>, perditis nostris alteritatibus 1 & coiicupiscent11s,
cun.sque conclusis, a. supe:rmundane uplicatis, 1n divinum monad.em
congre~.n
Ibid •
.

-
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The semon Sniritus Domini is breath-taking in its dimensions.
Yet one 1a moved to ask whether it established a true

h&Jmcmy

and

unity between the two way-a, or wh;ether it was merely- a formal triumph.
Gerson f'elt that the fonnal caritas-love was inadequate as an expression
or all of man's religious experience, and soUBht to f':l.ll the gal? bymeans of' an experiential 11\Y'Btical. theology- of' the affective powers.
His theolo§ can be chal'QCterized as a theoloSY" of' love active in work••

''Love" here involves both the caritas of' the via oronria

and the

dilectio of' the via 5Y:Stica, both of' which lead to acts of' love.

But

While Gerson did succeed in arriviDS at a synthesis of' the two VB¥S 1 1n
reality his was a theoloSY' of disunited strains.
remained something that

"went beyond." :rt

His JI\Y'Stical theoloSY'

was not a necess"'17 and

integral pa.rt of everyone's relistous experience, even though everyone
was encoure.ged to. seek it. !rile via prop~a of' faith, hope and love
remained the necessary relision, :a,eyond which one woul.d strive to go.
!!!he mystical experience was still a soecial

sift of' the

Holy Spirit.

Gerson did not limit this gift to people in certain vocations.55 It

was potentially' available to eve:eyone, :f'ran the person with a religious
vocation to the plowbo;y.

But it remained a super-added element. Gerson

had not yet arrived at the kind of' synthesis which would bring tas~ther
all of' man 1 s relig1ous experience, as Luther was later to do with his

concept of' faith active in lcMt. :Bllt it appears that he~ bave be~

55!rhe democratic tenor of' Gerson I s avstical theol.ogy' was a ,eal
departure :f'rcm traditional att1'tiu4es. ·

142'

moving toward such an overarching conception in his aemon 61'>1.ritus
Domini.
Conclusion
The roots ot the Rei'ormation--to use Karl Adam' a expression-continues to be an issue ot crucial sipii'icance tor the lite ot
the Church.

It will gain even sreater s1gni1'1cance as the dialc,sue

among Christians ot all communions deepens and broadens. All sides
will be draw deeper into cliscussion ot the basic issues that confronted their fathers in the sixteenth centur,y. All sides have been
accustaned to gtv.l.ns easy" and sometimes super1'1cial BZJ&lyses ot the
theological roots ot the Betomation. The Roman Catholic Church
denigrated srace and laid stress on works. Luther was ~ brllliant
theologian and a sincere monk, who was brf?U8bt up in the nominalis~
traclit:J,on which represented the breakdown of' the sreat medieval. &7Dthesis

ot St. Thomas Aquinas. The srowtns interest in late meclieval. studies
demonstrates that a new generation ot Christians in all communiODS
sense the need tor a f'resh look at the Reformation and the centuries
immediately preceding it.
This thesis is intended as a small contribution to the srowins
fund of lmowleclge conc-ernins late meclieval theology, without which
the Ref'ormatibn cannot be seen in its true perspective.
a major

fisure

in the Church.

Gerson was

standins in the crossfire ot a very difficult period
His writings ve:re used b,y Luther and Melanc'hthon and

11~3

he ic mentioned ten times in the Lutheran Conf'essions. 56 Yet lDltil
recently- he has been little known. !l'his investisation has been an
attempt to illumina.te the two great lines of his theoloSY and to
demonstrate their inner relationship.

'

56Die Bekenntnisschri:f'ten der evangellsch-lutherischen Kirche
(3. verhesserte Autlage; G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1956),
Augsburgische Konfession, XXVI, par. 13, p. 102, l. 21-p. 103, 1. 3;
XXV..t., par. J.6, P• l.03, l.l. 15-18; XXVII, par. 60, P• ll8, 11. 38p. 119, 1. 12; Apologie der Konfession, XV, par. 28, p. 3Q2, ll. 4955; X'I, par. 34, p. 304, l.l. 1-10 (German version); XXIII, par. 20
p. 337, ll. 34-36; XXVII, par. 16, P• 382, l.l. 26-29; XXVIII, par. 36,
P• 388, ll. 31-42; Schmal.kaldische Artikel. 1 "Preface," par. 6, p. 410,
ll. 41-46; Grosser Ko.techismus, 11Taute, 11 par·. 50, p. 701., l.l. 12-20.
The tenor o:r several. of these confessional references is that Gerson
was a very good man who tried to help troubled consciences bT speaking
of various grades and J.o.titudes of precepts, but who could never hit
upon a specific grade at which he could ofter assurance of saJ.vation
and peace to the heart;.
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